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w e Cry 
Today, with the growth of the revolutionary cultural movement, 

the New Masses must expand. It must grow larger in size; it 
must reach thousands of workers and intellectuals never before 
reached; it must develop new writers and artists out of both the 
ranks of the workers and the ranks of the radicalized petit-bour
geoisie. The New Masses cannot do this itself. This expansion 
must come from its readers, its contributors-who are the New 
Masses. 

The attempt to build the New Masses beyond its present size, 
influence, and position requires a great deal from its supporters. 
It requires money, time and the development of cadres of new 
writers and artists. It requires the building of a large and de
voted reading public to whom the New Masses will be the chief 
means of expression and the chief source of information on cul
tural subjects: 

Elsewhere in this issue is published the Resolution on the Work 
of the New Masses for 1931 formulated by the International 
Unfon of Revolutionary Writers in which the tasks before the 
New Masses as its central organ in the U. S. A. are clearly set 
forth.' The New Masses must fulfill this revolutionary task, but 
it can do so only if every reader, every sympathizer, every con
tributor rallies to do his share. 

The most vital need is money. Not only is it impossible to 
increase the scope and size of the New Masses at the present time 
because of lack of money, but it is absolutely imperative that the 
New Masses be saved from possible suspension by thousands of 
contributions, small, middling, and large. At the present time 
three-quarters of the time of the staff goes into the effort of 
raising money, and still the deficit piles up. Right now the situa
tion is absolutely impossible unless immediate aid is forthcoming 
from all those opinions the New Masses represents on the cultural 
front. 

The NEW MASSES cannot be self-supporting without a mass 
circulation/ 

Readers must become writers and artists: they must make the 
New Masses theirs in every way. Only in giving actual direction 
to it by writings and drawings, can the readers make it an actual 
expression of their lives, problems, and struggles in literary and 
artistic form. Worker-writers, worker-artists, and the radicalized 
petit-bourgeoisie have nowhere else to turn; it is in the pages of 
the New Masses that they must depict the rising surge of struggle. 
They must make the magazine wholly theirs. Only in this way can 
the New Masses become the "leading organ of the proletarian 
cultural movement in the U. S. A." 
- We call on all those interested in the building of a powerful 
weapon in revolutionary proletarian culture to organize around 
the New Masses. Contributions-financial, literary, artistic-and 
a deep and lasting intention to join individually in the struggle 
to make the N( w Masses the foremost literary and artistic organ. 

Join the sust'lining membership of the New Masses by a con
tribution-howe,oer small, however large, it will help. The need 
is imperative. 'l he answer must be immediate. 

Unite to help the New Masses fulfill the tasks before it! 
Give the New Masses a mass circulation, a mass base! 
Send your nickels, dimes, quarters, dollars-any amount-to the 

New Masses Sustaining Fund! 
Everybody join in this mass campaign! 

NEW MASSES 
63 West 15th Street, 
New York City 

Enclosed please find $«««.«.«««««.« •• « to help the NEW MASSES 

avercome its present diffic'ulties. 
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• • HELP 
WE CRY HELP! 

and we mean it. 
The NEW MASSES is going under unless 
-the workers clubs come to our aid 
--all t'ndividual readers came to our aid 

unless-
-everyone who wants a revolutionary cultural organ 

comes to our .aid. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO? 

Quarters, nickels, dimes, DOLLARS 
-money, silver and paper, must pour in 

(as fast as the bills pour in) 

, 
• 

A MASS CAMPAIGN TO SAVE THE NEW MASSES 

Every reader, every sympathizer, everyone must help 
beat the capitalist wolf from the door. Around the 
NEW MASSES a mass campaign must be built. The NEW 
MASSES is an integral part of the workers' mavement. 

THERE MUST BE A MASS RESPONSE! 

Quarters, nickels, dimes, DOLLARS 
--money, silver .and paper, must pour in 

NOT FOR US-FOR YOU! FOR YOUR MAGAZINE! 

NEW MASSES Is On Sale 
ABROAD 

at: 
ENGLAND-Modern Books Ltd., 16 King St., Covent Gar 

den, London W C 2 
Progressive Book Soc. Ltd., 2 & 3 Hind Court, Fleet St., 
London E C 4 

FRANCE-Brentano's, 37 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris 
Louis Tshann Bookstore, 84 Boulevard du Montpar
nasse, Paris XIV. 
Lawrence Drake, Titus Bookshop, 4 Rue Delambre, 
Montparnasse, Paris. 

GERMANY-Buchhi:mdlung Karl Buchholz, Kurfursten
damm 30, N aheuhlandstrasse, Berlin W 15. 
Gustav Hahn Newspaper Stand, Unter Den Linden 25, 
Berlin. 

BELGIUM-Librairie des Temps Nouveaux, 6. Due d'As
saut, Brussels. 

NO. IRELAND-Progressive Bookshop, 17 Unions St. Bel
fast. 

U.SoSoRo-Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga, Kuznetski Most 12, 
Moscow, UoS.S.R. 

CHINA-Zeitgeist Bookstore, 130 No. Soochow Road, Shang
hai. 

JAPAN-Sanseido Co. Ltd., 1 Torijimbocho, Kanda, Tokyo. 
SOUTH AFRICA-Vanguard Booksellers, 20-21 Hatfield 

House, President S., Corner Eloff St., Johannesburg. 
AUSTRALIA-Labor College Bookstall, Trades Hall, Mel

bourne. 
Workers Bookshop, Cor. Goulburn & Sussex Sts., Sydney 
Basement Book Co., 725 George St., Sydney. 
B. Barker Bookstore, 23 Goldsmith St., Elwood, Mel
bourne S. 3. 
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MAURICE DOBB 

MARXISM AND THE CRISIS 
Arising from, and the product of, the general crisis of capitalism 

today, there are two crises, or subordinate phases of that crisis
a crisis of thought and a crisis of politics. The crisis of politics 
shows itself in this country, and not alone in this country, in a 
complete break-up of all the old party groupings and a blurring of 
the old political issues. True, the old party structures and the old 
party creeds still continue and still flourish with their banners 
and their slogans. Their mock tourneys still delude the masses 
and carry their eyes away from the real issues. But these ban
ners and these slogans are dead: they indicate issues which are 
dead and past and bear no live relation to what are the real con
temporary issues. If one looks for a historical parallel, be it only 
a superficial one, it is, I think, to be found in the thirties of last 
century, when the old Whig and Tory issues were an anachronism. 
The Party structures, as shells, remained; but they had no mean
ing; and the younger Tories and Whigs had more in common with 
one another than they had with the older members of their own 
parties. Then it was a prelude to the triumph of Liberalism as 
the creed of the triumphant bourgeoisie. Today it is the prelude 
to Fascism, as the last reserve of a decadent bourgeoisie. 

Included in this destruction of old landmarks is the issue be
tween Individualism and Socialism as it has been known in· Eng
land. This fact was pointed out by the Liberal Yellow Book a few 
years ago: the very development of Capitalism, it stated, had 
rendered the old issue obsolete. Monopoly-capitalism has de
veloped through various half-way stages to the public and semi
public corporations, which are as far removed from the small
scale competitive capitalism of the nineteenth century as any 
Fabian of the 'nineties' could have wished. The issue between 
laissez-faire and State control has become, not a matter of prin
ciple, but a question of degree, of expediency; and today the ques
tion of Planning cuts right across all the old party boundaries. 
Everybody is talking Planning-from Sir Basil Blackett to Mr. 
Fenner Brockway. The issue of the future seems not to be an 
issue between planning and not planning, but merely how much 
planning and in what form. Belief in planning is irrespective of 
the old sort of political alignment: it has ceased to be a political 
issue in the old sort of politics. (Although that is not to say that 
capitalism will be able to introduce successful planning; it clearly 
cannot do so in a complete enough form). The National Socialists 
are right: they are the logical outcome of Labor Party Socialism: 
the only issue left on this plane is a National issue, above classes. 

The crisis in thought is less easy to detect; but is none the less 
apparent, even if it takes more variegated forms. On the one 
hand, it shows itself in a breakdown, a growing sense of insuf
ficiency, of the older forms of English materialism: a feeling 

among scientists that the old rough-and-ready empiricism is not 
enough and a groping after some philosophical restatement. On 
the other hand, it shows itself in the rise of the new fashionable 
pseudo-philosophies, re-importing God through the "hole-in-the
atom" and showing that science, instead of being pagan and icono
clastic, can be made to decorate an altar-piece after all. More 
generally, this crisis in thought shows itself in a vague bewilder
ment: a starting to question assumptions, the very root of tradi
tional bourgeois thought, whether it be traditional idealism or 
traditional materialism. In extreme forms it becomes a general 
bewilderment in face of universal paradox-despair in face of a 
world gone mad. Some get no further than bewilderment, and 
retreat to the seclusion of various brands of mysticism-ever the 
way of despair with the world. But for logical thinkers, having 
the resolution to cut their way through to some new synthesis, 
paradox itself is the bridge to new truth. Among them there 
arises a shrewd suspicion that if history seems to be mad when 
one attempts to interpret it in terms of traditional categories of 
thought, then it must be, not history, but one's own thought that 
is wrong-that reality does not "fit" because the old categories 
are unfit. This realization that thought itself. is a creature of 
history is a revolutionary one. To grasp it is to pass over from 
bourgeois ideology into Marxism. It is to realize that the whole 
basis of traditional thought rests on the assumption of certain 
absolute values and certain absolute intellectual categories, hold
ing supreme for all time; and that the role of the intellectual is 
to soak himself sufficiently in this "intellectual heritage" as to 
have the gift of interpretation over things which seem paradox 
to ordinary men. But to regard the thought of each epoch as 
the product of each epoch is to see that historical change must' 
change also the fundamental assumptions of thought: there are 
no absolute categories. It is to unseat this conceit of the intel

'lectual, and to show the road of wisdom to lie in practice-in the 
passions of contemporary history, not the dust of ancient chron
icles; in politics, not in the cloister. 

As offering a new and revolutionary conception of the relation 
between thought and practice Marxism is becoming of growing, 
even primary, interest today. Equally is one led to Marxism by 
the facts of the political crisis, since Marxism provides the sole 
meaning in which Socialism can stand forth as a distinctive 
political creed at the present time. The reason why the impor
tance of Marxism is not more generally or more rapidly appre
ciated, both as an intellectual synthesis and as an essential basis 
of Socialism, is partly, I believe, because so much quite elemen
tary misunderstanding of Marxism exists. 

In the first place it seems necessary to say that Marxism is not 
;' 
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synonymous with Economic Determinism. It is not synonymous 
with the materialism of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; 
nor can it be treated as a philosophy which can be stated in a 
series of propositions and learned and understood as a dogma. 
If one is asked to summarize in a sentence the difference between 
Marxism and the old-fashioned Materialism, I should put it in this 
way: the old-fashioned issue between materialism and idealism was 
concerned with statements, abstractly framed and statically con
ceived, concerning the nature of the universe (what Feuerbach 
characterized as "speculative philosophy"), one saying that the 
world was mind and the other that the world was material sub
stance; whereas the Dialectical Materialism of Marx is, not a 
meaningless dogma about the nature of a static reality, but a 
practical attVtude-an attitude to activity; which takes as its fun
damental tenet that knowledge is given in practical activity. To 
it all philosophical questions are meaningless, unless translatable 
into terms of practice: what is the efficacy of particular activities 
in changing the world? Especially does it eschew the old-style 
speculative reasoning which starts from the assumption of a 
purely passive individual, contemplating the world from an arm
chair and analyzing the stages by which knowledge reaches him 
of the mysterious "unknowable" thing behind the world of sensa
tion. It denies that there can be any such thing as passive ex
perience-the passive mind that is a spectator and no more. All 
experience implies activity; and questions of knowledge can only 
be framed in terms of an active subject, where the receiving of an 
experience is inseparably bound up with doing something. What 
seems unknowable to passive contemplation becomes knowable in 
the act of changing the world. 

As a view of history, Marxism is not synonymous with old
style economic determinism, for the reason that it does not regard 
history as a process which can be interpreted in terms of con
tinuity or be made the basis of mechanical forecast. This much 
it has in common with the economic determinist: it regards his
tory as a succession of purely material events, to be interpreted in 
terms of concrete experience, without any "secret of history" 
lying behind in the realm of mystical ideas which can only be ap
prehended in mystical revelation. But history is not an evenly 
continuous process, proceeding "spontaneously" without the inter
vention of human purpose: it consists of a process of successive 
conflicts, the transition from one stage to the next taking the 
form of a revolutionary culmination of the conflict--a revolu
tionary "jump" from one epoch to another, in the course of which 
new historical elements emerge. In other words, history is not 
a mechanical process, but a dialectical process, the motivation of 
which consists precisely in conflict and contradiction. 

Yet this "jump," this revolutionary act of historical creation, 
'is not something mystical; it is not something which falls from 
heaven or can be learned by intuitive contemplation of the verities. 
A chemist, in mixing certain chemicals, at a certain !Stage produces 
an entirely new element. Thereby he effects a revolution; but he 
does it, not as a magician, but as a scientist. He knows that the 
new element cannot emerge from any, but only out of one par
ticular combination of pre-existing elements; and it is science, not 
mystical communion, which tells him what this necessary rela
tionship is. Similarly, the Marxist does not believe that revolu
tion can be effected miraculously-be invoked out of ideas which 
are summoned from the skies. He regards history as having a 
certain necessary order, in the sense that Socialism could not have 
been created in the mediaeval world; in the sense that a Planned 
Economy can be produced in Russia after a proletarian revolution, 
but could not be produced in capitalist Britain. Hence to the 
Marxist, while history is made by revolution, a particular revolu
tion can arise only at a particular stage of development-and 
only on the basis of a given pre-existing situation. It is in this 
stress on revolution as the creative force of history that Marx 
has his principal link with Hegel. Both regard history as a pro
cess of conflict and contradiction, its movement explicable in no 
other way. But for Marx history has meaning, not as an ideal 
process, but as a conflict of classes. History passes from one 
stage to the next in the form of such a class conflict, and it is 
out of the resolution of this conflict in the act of revolution that 
the new order is born. Hence Socialism arises, not "spontaneous
ly," not by an "organic" process of experimental adaptation, but 
by class struggle and the revolutionary seizure of power by the 
working class. 

What, then, is the relation of thought to this process? What 
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is the role of forecast and rational judgment? Clearly, there will 
always be, in a sense, a contradiction between the "ideal" which 
the revolutionary movement puts on its banners and the actual 
achievement it is destined to realize. This is bound to be so, for 
the reason that it is impossible to forecast history entirely: as 
we have said, history is dialectical and not mechanical and cannot 
be reduced to terms of mechanical forecast. To do so is to de
grade the role of political activity and to fall into a vulgar, 
defeatist, mechanical "spontaneity." Yet, the more the ideology 
of a movement corresponds to a rational scientific forecast, the 
more effective that movement is likely to be-the more its aims will 
be coincident with its practice; the more the movement will be 
"objectively" the same as it is "subjectively." And this is the 
essential difference between "Scientific Socialism," or Marxism, 
and all brands of "Utopian Socialism." The better the chemist 
knows the elements he is using, the more likely is his expectation 
to be synonymous with actual events. The more the revolutionary 
is equipped with the knowledge of past history and theory and at 
the same time has an actual detailed, concrete knowledge of the 
elements of the contemporary situation in which he works, the 
more efficacious is his policy likely to be. In this truth is ex
plained the fundamental feature of Marxism: the unity of theory 
and practice. On the one hand, the politician making contem
porary history is entirely blind-is an entire opportunist-unless 
he is equipped with a Marxist understanding of past history. On 
the other hand, the student of history remains entirely academic 
and is asking and answering purely meaningles·s questions, unless 
"the questions he puts to history" and the categories in which 
he interprets history, are those which current political activity 
(i.e., conte1nporary history) afford. Marxism is, therefore, essen
tially an attitude towards politiclal activity, based on a particular 
conception of the relationship between thought and current prac
tice. As such, it must necessarily be accepted in the whole, or 
rejected. One cannot split it up into sections; one cannot study 
separate parts of it in isolation, since its sectional parts only have 
meaning as parts of the whole. 

Today an "English Marxism" is rapidly becoming fashionable-
a sort of revised, 1932 neo-Marxism, specially adapted for English 
intelligences. What is characteristic of this tendency is the at-
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tempt to produce this new concoction by cutting up Marxism into 
sections and taking some which seem palatable and rejecting 
others. Because it proceeds in this way, this tendency is esseIi
tially wrong and destined to produce nothing but confusion and 
to hinder real understanding of Marxism and of revolutionary 
politics. It is especially significant that the line of division, where 
the "cutting" is made, usually lies along the Marxian- theory of 
politics and the Marxian theory of the State, which are regarded 
as out-of-date, particularly the theory of revolution and the dic
tatorship of the proletariat. An attempt is made to use history. 
But that is an impermissible way of treating Marxism, be
cause then there is nothing left. Marxism as an attitude to 
contemporary history and to action is gone. As an interpre
tation of past history alone, it becomes degraded to a mere "eco
nomic interpretation," forced on to the horns of the dilemma 
of either accepting a rigid historical fatalism or else as a guide to 
contemporary history-to contemporary activity-explaining pre
cisely nothing at all. Mr. Rowse, for instance, would reject the 
theory of the State as an old-fashioned half-truth, inapplicable 
at any rate to English peculiarities; and with it necessarily goes 
the theory of revolutionary politics and the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. Mr. Murry is less explicit. Whether or not he accepts 
in ·words the Marxian theory of the State he completely fails 
to face up to the logical implications of the Marxian theory of 
politics. In his view of England, at any rate, it is precisely the 
implications of the State as a class instrument that he ignores; 
so that while he may accept physical birth as a glorious fact, he 
has no place for the forceps of the midwife. At any rate he 
casts his "Marxism" in such a "moral," such a Spinozist, shape 
as to destroy all meaning in the contrast between "scientific" and 
"Utopian" Socialism. 

But the Marxist conception of class is meaningless except with 
the idea of exploitation-the latter is included with the former 
in the same definition. Similarly, without the concept of the State 
as a class instrument, it is inconceivable that a class system, 
rooted in the exploitation of the masses by a small minority, could 
last out a span of more than a few years. And if the State in 
capitalist 150ciety is essentially a capitalist State-an organ of 
class domination, to perpetuate an exploiting system-then prole
tarian politics can be nothing less than revolutionary politics-a 
struggle to overthrow the exploiting system which of necessity im
plies a struggle against the State. Socialism then acquires its 
only consistent meaning, not as an issue of planning versus laissez
faire, but as the ending of class-exploitation in the only way it 
can be ended, namely, by expropriation of the exploiting clasl5. 
And, since history does not proceed mechanically, but is framed by 
conscious purpose, inspired by a scientific theory, it follows that 
such a revolution and the eventual building of Socialism on new 
foundations cannot arise "spontaneously," but must be led and 
guided by a revolutionary Party. Such a Party must be of the 
proletariat, while leading it, it must be part of the proletarian 
movement, in order to guide it, but it must not merely follow 
events "by the tail." Hence, the primary importance in Marx's 
theory of the role of a Communist Party. 

It is a common fallacy that Communists are people who want 
to do things in a hurry, impatient people, to be contrasted with 
the more sober experimental sort. But the distinction is not a 
time distinction. Actually the Communist places a much greater 
stress on historical relativity than anyone else. He realizes that 
events have a certain order-that there is a certain order of "first 
things first," and that there are other things which it is utopian 
to hope to attempt. For instance, he regards it as utopian to 
conceive the possibility of a planned economy apart from prole
tarian revolution as a first condition; and similarly utopian to 
conceive of a proletarian revolution without a whole period of 
preceding partial struggles, and without a revolutionary Party 
leading those struggles, and schooled in years of the class struggle. 
Communists differ in holding a particular view of history and of 
politics (which is the making of current history). This view is 
Marxism. If one is to discuss Marxism and seek to 'understand it, 
one must approach it first as a unity, and seek to understand it 
in its unity. Only then will its separate departments-its theory 
of the State, of Political Economy, of Proletarian Politics-ac
quire their full meaning. To approach it piecemeal is to court 
misapprehension at the outset; because by approaching it in this 
way, one excludes Marxism, ab initio, as an attitude to practical 
aotiV'i'ty, in which theory and practice acquire a new unity, and 
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La .... t_. Hughes 

Cood Morning Revolution 
Good-morning, Revolution: 

YOIU're the very best friend 
1 eve1' had. 

We gonna pal around together from now on. 

Say, listen, Revolution: 
You know, the boss where 1 used to work, 
The guy that gimme. the ailr to cut down expenses, 
Ii e wrote a long letter to the papers about you: 
Said you was a trouble 1naker, a alien-enemy, 
In other words a son-of-a-bitch. 
He called up the polioe 
And told'em to watch out for a guy 
Named Revolution. 

You see, 
The boss knows you're my friend. 
He sees us hangin' out together. 
He knows we're htungry, and ragged, 
And ain't got a damn thing in this world
And are gonna do something about it. 

The boss's got all he rteeds, certainly, 
Eats swell, 
Owns a lotta houses, 
Goes vacationin', 
Breaks strikes, 
Runs politt''cs, bribes police, 
Pays off congress, 
And struts all over the earth,-

But me, I ain't never hoo enough to eat. 
Me, 1 ain't nev'er been warm in winter. 
Me, I ain't never known security-
All my life, been livin' hand to mouth, 

Hand to mouth. 

Listen, Revolution, 
We're buddies, see
Together, 
We can take everything: 
Factories, arsenals, houses, ships, 
Railroads, forests, fields, orchards, 
Bus lines, telegraphs, radios, 
(Jesus! Rat'se hell with radios!) 
Steel mills, coal mines, oil wells, gas, 
All the tools of production, 
(Great day in the morning!) 
Every thing- . 
And turn 'em over to the people who work. 
Rule and run 'em f01' us people who work. 

Boy! Them radios-
Broodcasting that very first morning to USSR: 
Another member the International Soviet's done come 
Greetings to the Socialist Soviet Republics 
Hey you rising workers everywhere greetings 

And we'll sign it: Germany 
Sign it: China 
Sign it: Africa 
Sign it: Poland 
Sign it: Italy 
Sign it: America 
Sign it with my one name: Worker 

On that day when no one will be hungry, cold, oppressed, 
Anywhere in the world again. 

That's our job! 

I been starvin' too long, 
Ain't you? 

Let's go, Revolution! 

abstract propositions have meaning only when interpreted con
cretely. Only in its concrete application to current politics; only 
as expressed in the activities of the Communist Party, can Marx
ism be fully understood and learned. 
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BOW I CAME TO COMMUNISM: 
Waldo Frank 

Where I Staad and How I Got Here 
The editors of New Masses write to me of "the marked move

ment among the intellectuals toward the left"; and they ask me 
for an "intellectual autobiography" of how I got that way. What 
they want to know, of course, is in my books. And what they 
are really asking, is a 2,000 word digest of my books for readers 
who, presumeably, are too busy preparing the Revolution to find 
time to read them. Personally, I feel that if a necessarily super
ficial digest of a man's books is worth while, it would repay the 
effort to read the books, themselves. Moreover, although there 
may be some critic smart enough to get into so brief a space the 
essence of what I have labored to put into fifteen volumes, I am 
sure 1 can not do it. 

My "movement toward the left" is a steady, logical evolution 
in my published works. It is not really a "movement" at all in 
the sense of a displacement--like that of a man, for instance, who 
moves from Brooklyn to the Bronx. It is really a clarifying and 
solidifying and organizing of convictions present in my work from 
its beginning: it is a sharpening and shifting of the focus of my 
work, due to the economic and psychologic shifts of the America 
I live in. 

I have never been an economist or sociologist. I have always 
been, first of aU, an artist--the kind of artist, however, who is 
interested not only in individuals but also in peoples, in cultures, 
in ideas. Those of my creations that deal with imaginary persons 
or groups of persons are "fiction": those that deal with actual 
historic peoples are harder to classify, but they are as essentially 
works of art as my novels. I am, moreover, a product of the 
New York upper middle class. But by the time I was finished 
with college, I knew that I did not belong with my class, and that 
I could not go into the money-making racket which went by such 
names as "business" or "the law." A couple of years of newspaper 
work were sufficient to convince me that the capitalistic order 
was rotten from top to bottom: rotten in its churches, in its 
politics, in its business, in its arts, in its intellectual life. But 
this conviction brought with it no clear idea as to the way out. 
The trouble, it seemed to me, was with human nature. And of 
course, it was-and it is. Men and women, I thought, might 
individually achieve, against great odds, some truth and beauty. 
It was a desperately slow process; but at the time I knew no 
other. The Marxian idea of a class, potentially representative 
of mankind, and potentially destined to destroy the stratified greed 
and violence that had become Society, was still far beyond me. 

Nonetheless, social emotions and social ideas were, from the 
beginning, conscious factors in my books. And it would be pos
sible, if I had the time, to isolate and trace their evolution from 
one book to the next; although in so doing I should necessarily 
distort the true nature of my works, if I disregarded other vital 
and integral elements. 

My first published novel (written before we entered the War) was 
The UnwelcQme Man. It is the story of a sensitive youth, with
out unusual talents, in petty bourgeois American society. The 
story arraigns this society for its sordidness, its cruelty, its 
sterility; it depicts the fate of a lad who rebels against it, yet 
who rebels hopelessly, since he is equipped with but ordinary 
powers, since he is alone, and since-above all-he possesses no 
ideology except that of his own class. 

Then the War came to America and it forced me, who had 
always been most at home in the arts and in philosophy, to think 
for the first time in political terms. I saw soon enough that the 
War was not what the Nations said it was: that it was the result 
of imperialistic capitalism and, more deeply, of the state of mind 
symbolized by the capitalistic order. Before this, I had con
demned capitalism's culture, I had also condemned its economic 
system. But I had gone no farther than a vague utopian social
ism. I had read Kropotkin, but not Marx. Which meant, that 

I had faith only in individual action. Now, I read Marx. But I 
was still extremely far from applying his laws to American con
ditions. 

At the time, I was editing "The Seven Arts" with James Op
penheim and Van Wyck Brooks. All three of us called ourselves 
socialists; but our magazine had begun as a purely literary organ 
for national expression. Our "master" was Walt Whitman. Now, 
however, with the War upon us, we were faced with the necessity 
of action. We opposed America's entry into the War. We sup
ported Eugene Debs, (although we did not think much of his 
mind) . We published John Reed, and the magnificent revolution
ary articles of Randolph Bourne. Secret service men began to 
infest our offices; the papers listed us among "enemies from with
in." We went down with flying colors. 

When the draft came, I registered as an objectQr "not for 
religious reasons but against imperialist war." And while I 
waited for the military police to send me to Leavenworth (they 
never got to me), I began a novel which only now I am really 
writing; and of which I published a part under the title The 
Dark Mother. 

My rebellion and my hopes at this time, were expressed in my 
first critical volume Our America, which appeared in 1919. Let 
me quote from the first paragraph: 

"No American can hope to run a journal, win public office, suc
cessfully advertise a soap or write a popular novel who does not 
insist upon the idealistic basis of his country. A peculiar sort 
of ethical rapture has earned the term American. Woodrow Wil
son is only its latest adept: George Washington was by no means 
its first. And the reason is probably at least in part that no 
land has ever sprung so nakedly as ours from a direct and con
scious material impulse. The history of the colonization of Amer
ica is the reflex result of economic movements in the Mother 
countries . . . " 

And the book's last sentence: 

" ... In a dying world, creation is revolution." 

Our America, although essentially a poet's portrait of his world, 
was an attack on our capitalistic system, viewed as a culture. 
It also was an appeal to the future-to "revolution." But it did 
not envisage the way to this future in Marxian terms-i.e., in 
terms of the class war. The masses, whom it called "the multi
tudes in Whitman," must take over and make over America; but 
the book stressed as the dynamic force making for revolution, the 
spiritual and cultural values in America: the Indian, the immi
grant, the message of men like Whitman, Lincoln, Spinoza, Marx. 
And its direct appeal was not to a proletarian class (with whom 
I had little contact), but to a small band of gallant writers who 
were to lead the "multitude"-and who, of course, failed to 
materialize. 

I returned to fiction; and wrote in the next four years my three 
most important novels: Rahub, City Bwck, Holiday. These were 
pure forms of experimental art: lyrical and dionysian. But even 
in them, there is a strong line of social implication-which per
haps is one reason why all three of these novels are translated 
into Russian. Holiday is a novel of the South. It really has but 
two collective characters: "white town" and "nigger town" of a 
Gulf state. It depicts the encounter of these two characters-the 
economic subjugation of the Negro to the white, and the emotional 
subjugation of the white to the Negro. It draws the clash to its 
tragic passionate conclusion: the lynching. Perhaps I can best 
suggest the social quality of the book by saying that the Negro 
press hailed it, and called it the "modern Uncle Tom's Cabin"
a compliment which, I fear, did not flatter the artist in me. 

Rahab is, in its bare social lines, the story of a Southern girl 
of the middle class, ruined by her evangelical Christian husband, 
driven to New York where, in contact with the underworld, she 
finds what must be the essence of true religion: the facing of the 
reality of life. And City Block is a kind of collective novel about 
a New York proletarian street. These books are not "proletarian 
literature" in the sense that their characters consciously call for 
a Marxian revolution. Neither is Winesburg or Marching Men, 
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although Sherwood Anderson is deeply a proletarian novelist. 
But let me point out, that to have made the characters of my 
"city block" call for revolution in 1922 would have been bad art. 
It would have been contrary to the nature of these characters. . 
Only when the proletariat itself becomes consciously revolutionary, 
can a good proletarian novelist so depict it. That consciousness 
is just beginning in the U. S. To demand it of novels faithful to 
the truth as it existed a decade ago, is absurd. 

Now again, the great American problem claimed me: the prob
lem of creating a true new world in our hemisphere. Our America 
had been but a prelude of this theme, which I intended to treat 
symphonically in a group of books. My purpose was not mainly 
critical: it was to create portraits of the American worlds-of the 
human sources of our energy-which would constructively lead 
forth into the future. One of the results of Our America had 
been to put me in touch with the radical students and writers of 
South America. And they made me see that America did not 
stop at the Rio Grande: it went all the way down to Argentina. 
Now, you cannot understand the U. S. without knowing England 
and Europe. And similarly you cannot understand America 
Hispana, without knowing Spain, Portugal, North Africa. So I 
went there. And later on, I went to Mexico and South America. 

I wrote Virgin Spain and Amcwica Hispana-eultural portraits 
of these peoples. I cannot, here, possibly go into even the sim
plest exposition of what these books contain; their ideological 
content is too complex, and besides, they are primarily portraits
works of art. Here, all I can say is, that I felt very strongly 
the relevance of both' the Catholic and Semitic traditions in Spain, 
and of the American Indian cultures, to the problem of creating 
a world in which the person, knowing his true place ill" the col
lective group, should be a true person. The Spaniard has a sense 
of the whole which needs only to be transposed from its false 
Christian symbols to prepare him for a true communism. (I point 
out the analogy of the Russians, who also had a Catholic back
ground, in my recent Dawn in Russia). And the great Indian 
cultures have always had communistic roots; have always pre
served that sense of the individual as a social integer, which we 
must achieve in North America, before we can think of overcom
ing the false individualism that is the essence of our capitalistic 
order. 

I wrote these two books primarily for the United States, since 
I was convinced of the usefulness for ourselves of understanding 
these peoples. But oddly enough, the books have been understood 
chiefly in the Hispanic countries. Here, they were shallowly 
regarded as "travel books." (They are no more travel books, than 
Don QUUeote is a travel book). In Spain, in Mexico, in Argentina, 
they are understood as revolutionary analyses of the genius of 
races-attempts to lift .up, into consciousness and therefore into 
force, the potential promise of the American peoples. 

Well allotted space is running short, and I haven't done much 
more than mention a few of my books. They may be said to 
represent, socially, an evolution from personal revolt against 
bourgeois society (The Unwelcome Man, Our America) to the 
discovery of dynamic forces and values in our modern epoch, po
teptial for the creating of a new revolutionary world (The Re
discovery of America, America Hispana). In all my books, however, 
the stress is on the primary material that must be recreated-i.e., 
mankind; and not on the economic and political method that must 
be the first outward step in the re-creative task. The reason for 
this is, that I am not an economist, not a professional revolu
tionist; but an artist, a psychologist, and cultural historian. 

Where, then, is my "movement to the left?" For it exists. 
In my books, it is not a movement, it is a steady evolution. But 
in my active life, it has recently been something of a "movement." 

I will put down briefly why this is, and why it will continue to 
be •.. 

1. I have lost my last vestige of faith in the middle-classes, in 
all middle class action, and in the efficacy of intellectual groups 
who are identified, either openly or indirectly, with middle class 
values. 

2. I do not romanticize or idealize the workers and peasants. 
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I am no follower of Rousseau, vaguely dreami~g of the perfec
tion of "the natural man." But to have faith in human life at 
all, in this epoch of bourgeois decadence, must mean henceforth 
to have faith in the proletarians and farmers whoalcme as a class 
have not been hopelessly corrupted by the sources and methods 

-of the capitalistic order. The artist and thinker, from now on, 
must choose: either to hope and fight with the masses, or to 
despair and surrender alone. At bottom, Marxism is a meth
odology for creating a human culture--in place of the sla'Ve cul
tures which history reveals. In this sense, which underlies his 
great economic discoveries, I am better equipped to understand 
Marx; and I accept him wholly. However, Marx did not complete 
the task of providing a methodology for the new culture. He 
began, but he did not conclude the work. And he knew this. 
To be a good Marxian is to be creative enough to go beyond Marx. 

3. I accept wholly the Marxian law, that a revolutionary prole
tarian class is the chief instrument for creating the communist 
society. And I agree with Marx, wholly, that only this communist 
society can go forward to the creating of a real human cult~e. 

4. I believe that the intellectuals of all kinds must definitely 
and actively join hands with the revolutionary proletarian class; 
that they must take a militant part, as intellectuals, henceforth, 
in the class war, and that it is their duty to make their position 
unequivocally clear to all the workers. 

5. The world is in crisis. Men and women are starving;' they 
are being demoralized by unemployment; when they attempt even 
to protest they are being bludgeoned back to slavery by the armed 
mobs of Business fascism. At such a tiIne, I cannot forever re
main in' my library, although my essential work lies' there. I 
must from tiIne to time make clear, in language simpler than 
the language of my books-in the language of physical comrade-
ship-my solidarity with the people. . 

6. The world is in crisis, and there is no time to lose; The 
revolutionary tomorrow must be prepared today. Otherwise, it 
may come too late-too late to save mankind from the destruction 
of capitalistic war, and (still worse) from the moral siphilis of 
capitalistic Peace. 

7. However, I shall not lose sight of what has been, and con
tinues to be, my share in the work of world-creation. Nor shall I 
let my emotions in the daily crisis swerve me. That would be a 
deadly sentimentalism. The task of the creative artist, the task 
of the creator of revolutionary cultural values, is iInportant today 
as it has never been before. 
August 14, 1932. 

Clifton B. Fadlman: 
My particular turn to the left was a simple matter. I can't 

write 1500 words about it. 
History-mainly in the form of the crisis-became my teacher 

while I was still young enough to learn. 
Another thing-my work, for many years, has been mainly in 

the field of business. You can accept business (another word for 
America); you can be cynical about it ('civilized' in the New 
Yorker manner) ; or you can take a good look at it. Unless you're 
a big shot in business-and even then, frequently-accepting busi
ness or being cynical about it makes you out a damned fool. I'm 
one of the smallest shots in the locker-and I got tired of being 
a damned fool. 

There were a couple of other cut-and-dried factors. During the 
summer of 1931 I happened to spend time with people who knew 
more than I did. They too, perhaps, were just history disguised ' 
as individuals. I couldn't help learning from them. 

Also I got a little sour on the sort of stuff I was writing. It 
didn't seem capable of <ievelopment. The point of view behind it 
was inadequate for the interpretation of events, particularly cul
tural events. And, as I am temperamentally indisposed toward the 
black shirt, there was only one other point of view possible. 

And probably there was a certain amount of imitation, mass 
compulsion, whatever you choose to call it-still another name for 
history. 

The present left turn of anyone person or any small group of 
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persons is of minor importance, in my opinion, and shouldn't be 
exagg~rated. The American class struggle, it seems fairly clear, 
has stIll to produce (and will inevitably produce) its intellectual 
leaders. The present little fuss is just an outpost skirmish. But 
that's no reason for not putting up as good a fight as you can .. 

GraavUle Hloka: 
It is ·hard for me to know whether I ought to be grateful for or 

to regret the fact that I fell under the influence of Wilsonian 
liberalism. On the one hand, training in that school kept me from 
blind admiration of big business, belief in the Republican party, 
and the more chauvinistic forms of patriotism. On the other, it 
gave me a lot of comforting theories that obscured the real issues 
at Stake in the years during and after the war. Needless to say, 
there was. nothing at Harvard, in the years from 1919 to 1925, 
that could turn my liberalism into radicalism. The surprising 
thing is, indeed, that my liberal attitudes survived at all. I even 
became, in the face of the unquestioning patriotism of one part of 
my associates and the cynical indifference of another part a 
thoroughgoing pacifist; , 

I emerged, in short, a fairly typical liberal, with a mild interest 
in socialism, a· strong faith in pacifism, and the usual conviction 
that the desired changes in the social order could be brought about 
by the dissemination of sound ideas. But in the next four years 
~y liber~lism was steadily undermined. Reading made me scep
tical of lIberal reforms; Coolidge prosperity made it· easy for me 
to forget that reforms were necessary. The one event that moved 
me deeply in those years was the murder of Sacco and Vanzetti. 
This completely crushed my faith in liberalism, for I saw on the 
one hand the detestable treachery of such liberals as Lowell who 
had helped to bring about the murder, and on the other the abso
lute helplessness of the liberals who had tried to stop it. 

I could no longer accept the pleasant theories of liberalism but 
nothing had taken their place. How easy it was to drift in i927, 
1928, and 1929! Though the social order still seemed VIciously 
ineffi.cient and indecently corrupt, there was, I consoled myself, 
nothmg that I could do about. I was very much occupied with 
personal problems and the tasks of literary criticism, and I 
managed to forget about the world in which I lived. To my shame 
I confess it, I was as much a victim of the myth of prosperity as 
if I had been making fabulous profits in Wall Street instead of 
the meager salary of a college instructor. 

Then came the crash! I did not lose any money; I had none 
to lose. But the depression wiped out the illusion of security, as 
I saw friends and even relatives losing their jobs, and witnessed 
every time I went on the street the spectacle of the unemployed. 
I no longer tried to conceal from myself the fact that the system 
was rotten, but still I could see nothing for me to do. Liberal 
attitudes persisted, even though liberal theories had been des
troyed, and whenever communism was mentioned I reacted like 
any good liberal with talk of pacifism, freedom of speech, and 
intellectual integrity. 

It took a long time, as a matter of fact, to get the virus of 
liberalism out of my system. As some of my friends turned to 
communism, long conversations, in which I tried to attack their 
opinions, showed me the weakness of my position, but I clutched at 
every straw. There was even a time when I argued that our only 
hope was in a beneficent, planned capitalism. Nothing could show 
more clearly how far I would go in defense of myoid conceptions, 
for to assert that the future of society depended on the intelli
gence and benevolence of such men I!-S Henry Ford and Owen D. 
Young was, after all, to deny everything I had professed to be
lieve. Yet even this ridiculous subterfuge had its value: it forced 
me to admit that the choice lay between industrial feudalism and 
revolution. The necessity of defending the idea of planned capital
ism led me to study the proposals made by George Soule, Stuart 
Chase, and the like, and when I attempted to translate the vague 
idea of planning into concrete projects I could no longer conceal 
from myself the preposterousness of the notion. There was, I 
at last saw clearly, but one way out. 

I have traced the intellectual steps in my change of opinion, 
for it is easier to see them than it is to see the various sorts of 
economic pressure that were affecting me. Yet I know well enough 
that both the questions I asked and the answers I arrived at were 
products of the particular situation in which I found myself. If 
I was able, however gradually, to break through the fog of self
deception and confusion, it was because my experience at this time 
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was precisely what it was. My present attitude is as much a 
product of the depression as if I had been forced out on the 
streets to beg for food. 

The time came, then, when I was prepared to say that capital
ism must be destroyed and that its destruction could be brought 
about only by a mass movement for the expropriation of the ex
propriators. But I was a long way from understanding what these 
propositions meant. I believed a time was coming when the sheep 
would be separated from the goats, and I thought I knew on which 
side I should align myself. I did not realize that the issue was 
already clear, the lines already established, the battle already 
begun. Especially I failed to see that the acceptance of these 
propositions must inevitably affect my whole attitude towards life. 

It happened that at this time-less than two years ago--I was 
preparing to write a book on American literature since the Civil 
War. I had already seen that the chief problems writers faced 
in the period I was considering were those raised by industrial
ism, and I was trying to discover what attitudes had been adopted 
towards those problems and what these various attitudes had 
achieved in literature. I was, as everything I have said indicates, 
too confused about the issues of my own time, to see clearly the 
issues of the past. But as soon as I began to reconsider those 
issues in terms of the decision I had reacl:ted, they became more 
and more definite. As I read a little in the works of Marx and 
his followers, I found the answer to one question after another 
that had been bothering me. I realized that I had done more than 
reach a decision that might have consequences in some vague 
future; I had discovered a literary method of great and imme
diate importance. 

I have no illusions, I trust, about the importance of criticism in 
this period of transition. The battle that is going on must be 
fought and won in quite a different arena. A person born in the 
middle class as I was, educated in bourgeois institutions, more or 
less professionally interested in literature, is poorly prepared to 
take a leading part. Yet the fight goes on on many fronts, and 
minor engagements as well as major must be fought and won. 
If the work for which I have been trained is not of primary im
portance, it is not without its own significance. Criticism must 
be a weapon if it is not to be merely an amusing game, and I 
now know in what cause that weapon, so far as I am concerned, 
shall be wielded. 

Sberwo.d Aader •• a: 
There is a sense in which I believe that the little stories in Wines

burg Ohio are as revolutionary as anything I shall ever be able 
to write. 

You do not need to go far back into the history of writing to 
come to the place w:p.ere the life of a common man or woman, the 
worker, was not thought interesting. Such lives were not thought 
of as material for the story teller at all. In the old fiction, old 
poetry, old plays the workers and peasants were invariably intro
duced as comic figures. Go to your Shakespeare and you will see 
what I mean. It is so in all the older fiction. The notion that the 
worker, in the factory, in thE) sweat-shop, in the mine, might be as 
sensitive and as easily hurt as the well-to-do man or woman, and 
that the strange thing in life we call beauty might be as alive 
in such a one-man or woman-as in the rich and successful, is 
still new. 

If our present capitalist system did in fact produce, even for 
the few, the kind of glowing lives some of our romancers pretend 
I would myself hesitate about deserting capitalism. It doesn't. 

I am only trying to say this in explanation. I myself wrote, 
when I was a very young man, a long book I called Why I Believe 
in Socialism. Afterward I tore it up. It was very badly written. 
Among my earlier books I wrote the novel Marching Men, an 
attempt to get at the every day lives of coal miners in a middle 
western coal mining town. 

I believe and am bound to believe that those of you who are 
revolutionists will get the most help out of such men as myself 
not by trying to utilize such talents as we have directly as writers 
of propaganda . but in leaving us as free as possible to strike, by 
our stories out of American life, into the deeper facts. 

I mean that the lives of those who now succeed in getting money 
and power in our present individualistic capitalistic society are 
neither happy nor successful lives. That illusion also needs to be 
destroyed. 

When it comes to the others, the workers, the real producers, 
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the down trodden people, there stories need to be told. 
I think I have always wanted to tell that story and still want 

to tell it. lt is my one great passion. If Winesburg Ohio tries 
to tell the story of the defeated figures of an old American indi
vidualistic small town life, then my new book Beyond Desire is 
but carrying these same people forward into the new American 
life and into the whirl and roar of modern machines. I do not 
believe my own impulses have changed. 

EdlDaad WII.on: 
Thank you for asking me to contribute to the intellectual auto

biography series, but I've got so much else on my hl:}nds just now 
that I couldn't possibly do the article. There's nothing to my 
story anyway. I've always had about the same general tenden
cies-was imbued with literary socialism at college and used to 
contribute to the Masses after the War-but is was only recently 
in trying to formulate a new policy for The New Republic after 
Croly's death that I investigated Marxism and really understood 
the Marxist position. 

Michael-Gold 

Why I aID a COlDlDunl.t: 
In 1914 there was an unemployment crisis in America, and I 

was one of its victims. I was 18 years old, a factory worker and 
shipping clerk with five years experience, and the chief support 
of a fatherless family. Unemployment was no academic matter 
to me, but the blackest and most personal tragedy. 

Well, the hungry workers were raising hell in New York. There 
were demonstrations, marches, and raids on fashionable Fifth 
Avenue churches by the unemployed. The Anarchists were then 
still a brilliant and fearless revolutionary group in America, and 
they led the fight in New York. 

I blundered into a big Union Square meeting, where Alexander 
Berkman, Emma Goldman, Leonard Abbott and other anarchists 
spoke. The cops, as usual, pointed the anarchist denunciations of 
capitalism by smashing into the meeting, cracking the skulls and 
ribs of everyone present. I saw a woman knocked down by a 
beefy cop's club. She screamed, and instinctively I ran across 
the square to help her. I was knocked down myself, booted, and 
managed to escape the hospital only by sheer luck. 

I have always been grateful to that cop and his club. For one 
thing, he introduced me to literature and revolution. I had not 
read a single book in five years; nothing except the sporting page 
of newspapers. I hadn't thought much about anything except 
baseball, jobs, food, sleep and Sundays at Coney Island. I was 'a 
prize fight fanatic and amateur boxer. Now I grew so bitter 
because of that cop that I went around to the anarchist Ferrer 
School and discovered books-I discovered history, poetry, science, 
and the class struggle. 

Nobody who has not gone through this proletarian experience 
can ever understand the fever that seized me in the next year. 
I read myself almost blind each night after work. My mind woke 
up like a suppressed volcano. I can never discharge this personal 
debt to the revolutionary movement-it gave me a mind. 

And I think I can understand what the Soviet state means today 
to millions of grateful Russian workers and peasants-it has given 
them a mind. 

I was an anarchist for several years. The poetry, the strong 
passions and naive ideology of that movement appealed to a 
literary adolescent. I found a job as night porter at the Adams 
Express Company depot on West 47th Street. I wrestled big trunks 
and half-ton cases from seven at night until seven the next morn
ing. I sweated, but in my mind I lived in the idealistic world of 
Shelley, Blake, Walt Whitman, Kropotkin. I was a revolutionist, 
but it never occurred to me to do anything about it. Nothing, 
really, was demanded of me. 

lt was the I. W. W. who made me conscious of the proletarian 
basis of the revolution. I left New York, had some road ex
periences, and was present in several Wobbly strikes, The history 
of this heroic organization has still to be written. It is decadent 
now, but among the finest veteran leaders of American Commu
nism are those who went through the I. W. W. experience-Bill 
Haywood, William Z. Foster, Bill Dunne, Earl Browder, Harrison 
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George, and others. (But of course nobody ought feel grateful for 
this to the bourgeois Civil Liberties liberals who now run the 
POol' old Wobblies) .. 

The War came; the Russian Revolution; I was against the War 
I was 100 per cent with the Bolsheviks. It seemed marvellou~ 
then, 'beyond any words, and it still is as marvellous that the 

k ' ' wor ers state had come down from the clouds of Shelley's dream 
and established itself on this earth. 

We formed a Red Guard of about a thousand youth in New 
York, which Hugo Gellert and I joined, to go to Russia and fight 
for the cause. Our captain went to Washington to interview 
the State Department, but they told him that if we wanted to fight 
we had better enlist for France. This, of course, didn't satisfy 
a bunch of young Red Guards. 

And now I will end the autobiography by saying that the Rus
sian Revolution forced me to read Lenin. I read his pamphlet 
State and Revolution, and for the first time, really seemed u: 
understand the necessary historical steps by which the world 
could be changed from a filthy capitalist jungle into an earthly 
paradise of socialism. 

Till then, the revolution had been a queer mixture in my mind 
that now is difficult to describe. One half of me knew the prole
tarian realities of bastardly foremen, lousy jobs, the misery of 
reading the want ads each morning, cops' clubs, etc. The other 
half was full of the most extraordinary mystic hash the result 
of reading. Let me confess it now-I took Shelley,' Blake, and 
Walt Whitman quite literally. They were my real guides to revo-
lutionary action. But our great teacher Lenin, clarified everything 
fOl'me. 

The Communist dream is beautiful, he seemed to say in his 
axe-like words, the greatest man has ever formed. The revolu
tion is the highest poetry of the human race. But to be mystic 
about it means admitting it is only a dream, and can never be 
realized. A revolutionist ought never lose sight of the wonderful 
goal-(Anarchism, so Lenin stated it)-but he is a traitor a 
misleader and a source of dangerous confusion if for even a :Uo
ment he neglects the daily class struggle, the links in the revolu
tionary chain. 

Did one really want the socialist world? Then one must discard 
every bit of romantic nonsense, one must become as practical in 
this business as the enemy, who was never romantic, but who shot 
and jailed romantics and amateurs. 

Yes, I learned from Leninism never to lose sight of the ultimate 
goal; also never to lose sight of the practical steps in attaining it. 
I cannot tell what a great lesson this was to me; I can only say 
that its effect was to make me study economics for the first time. 

Today I might sum up my attitude in· a few paragraphs. Com
munism can't be summed up that way; it is a new world larger 
than that found by Columbus, and thousands of poets, economists, 
literary critics, and above all, workers, are mapping it out and 
creating its history. 

But this is a symposium, space is valuable, so here are a few 
ideas: 

1. We must have a Socialist world. Capitalism is literally 
destroying the human race; it has broken down, it can no longer 
feed the multitudes; it is a bandit, also, and must be executed 
before it murders another ten million young men in another war. 

2. The intellectuals, the teachers, engineers, critics, art photog
raphers, ballet masters, etc. haven't the numbers, or the economic 
power or the will or the sheer necessity of ushering in a socialist 
world. Only the working class satisfies these requirements. To 
free itself it is forced to bring in socialism. The intellectuals 
have a favored servant status in capitalism; and their chief aims 
will remain fascist. Like good flunkeys the majority of them will 
remain incorrigibly "loyalist." They will try to patch up the 
master's failing fortunes; they will invent "planning" schemes, or 
elect Norman Thomas as President to stave off a revolution (a 
Socialist revolution); they will flock around a Woodrow Wilson, 
a Franklin Roosevelt, and then a Mussolini; yes, they will hunt 
saviours for capitalism; we know too well these liberals who are 
liberal in America, but now may be found in the Fascist ranks 
of Europe and the Orient. Perhaps 10 per cent of them really 
want socialism, and will join the workingclass ranks and help 
enormously. But this will be the cream of the intellectuals. 

3. Only the workingclass can bring in Socialism. The one political 
problem of our time, therefore, is how the working class can be 
organized and led to the conquest of the state and 'to socialism. 
There is no other problem. 
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4. Many groups have fought for this leadership. By now his
tory has given all of them a chance at power, and it is possible 
to state exactly what each will do to bring in socialism. 

5. The Anarchists may be dismissed as a small and moribund 
sect. Their chief form of action today is not against capitalism, 
but against the Russian Revolution. The 1. W. W. and syndicalist 
movement can be described in the same terms. The Socialist and 
Communist parties are the chief international rivals for leadership 
of the working class .. And both have controlled great nations. 

6. The Socialists may best be analyzed, perhaps, by their 
actions in Germany, where they made a revolution. The Socialist 
leaders there have swung into the ranks of reaction. They mur
dered Liebknecht and Luxemburg at the beginning of their regime, 
and they ended by advising the working class to vote for Von 
Hindenburg. They established no socialism. They tolerated 
faacism, evenIIi:ade compacts with it, until it grew strong enough 
to '-aestroy thein.· Their political strategy had as goal not the 
defense of workers' rights and the establishment of socialism, but 
the'patching tip of capitalism. The same story could be told of 
Ramsay Macdonald's England, or Chiang Kai . Shek's China, or 
of Japan, where two-thirds of the Socialist party moved over into 
a new Fascist Party to back their native imperialists in the rape 
of Manchuria. Is all this true, or isn't it? How can anyone 
defend such a party? How can anyone say any longer that this 
international Socialist party can be trusted to bring in socialism? 
Even in' America they run true to form, as in the case of their 
leader, Morris Hillquit. He acted as lawyer for certain Czarist 
millionaires who tried to seize Soviet funds on the grounds that 
their oil wells had been nationalized, (Socialism). Yes, Hillquit, 
the Socialist leader, pleaded in a long brief that Socialism is 
illegal. And Norman Thomas, the Socialist president, in a long 
speech said that Socialism meant confiscation, and that he was 
against confiscation. In Milwaukee a Socialist Mayor gives $1.31 
worth of food to each starving unemployed family per week, and 
beats them up when they demonstrate for more. Is this a fact, 
or isn't it? And is it Socialism? -

7. The Socialists are the great alibi merchants of the modern 
world. Their constant plea, when in power, has always been that 
the time was not yet ripe for Socialism. But the time was not 
ripe either, in Russia, when the Communists took power. The 
difficulties were the most enormous and heartbreaking that ever 
faced a group of leaders. But in the midst of war, revolution, 
famine, an armed intervention by seventeen capitalist nations, the 
Communists struck the first blow for Socialism. They have gone 
on; nobody lies any longer that Russia is swinging back to capital
ism. While capitalism strangles in the fatal web of its own con
tradictions, the Soviet state grows stronger and wins new victories 
for Socialism. The majestic thunder of the Five Year Plan has 
shaken the world. We can trust this Party to bring in socialism, 
therefore; it has already begun the historic task. 

8. It is an international party, with units in each country. It 
has developed tactics, a discipline, a literature; and to it daily 
are attracted the most fearless and intelligent elements of the 
working class. It makes mistakes. It suffers defeats. But it 
marches on. Its discipline may seem harsh at times, but when 
the world war comes the Communist International will not split 
up into national units fighting each other under the capitalist 
flags, as did the Socialist International. It will not betray us; 
for it purges itself constantly of every taint of capitalist influ
ence. We can trust this Party; but we cannot trust the Hillquits, 
Ramsay Macdonalds and Schiedemanns of the Socialist movement. 

9. Is there another instrument, another political party in the 
world today, as well-tempered, as fearless, as studious and flex
ible, in as deadly earnest about the birth of Socialism as this 
Communist Party? If there is not, then whoever injures or 
criticizes this party without helping it, whoever forms rival par
ties or sects, is of necessity a traitor to the coming of socialism. 

10. I have wanted for fifteen years one supreme thing. I have 
wanted it more than love, health, fame or security. It is world 
socialism that I wal1t-for I know this alone can banish the mis
eries of the world I now live in. It will free the factory-slaves, 
the farm drudges, it will set women free, and restore the Negro 
race to its human rights. I know that the world will be beautiful 
Boon in the sunlight of proletarian brotherhood; meanwhile, the 
struggle. And I want Socialism so much that I accept this fierce, 
crude struggle as my fate in time; I accept its disciplines and 
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A Most Signilicant Change 
In the August issue of the "Living Age" I read with sorrow 

of soul an article by Nikolaus Basseches, reprinted from the· 
"Neue Freie Presse" of Vienna, telling about the terrible failure 
which is coming in Soviet agriculture. 

To put it briefly, Mr. Basseches says that by the 10th of last 
May the Russians had succeeded in planting less than 30 per cent 
of the 264 million acres called for under the Plan, "and a few 
weeks later the Plan was only 42.7 per cent fulfilled." There is 
a good deal more about this, nearly three full pages, and it winds 
up with the statement: "After four years of the first Five-Year 
Plan, which is now supposed to be completed, the total output 
of grain, which had risen during recent years to 21,600,000 tons 
in 1930 and 22,400,000 tons in 1931, will amount at most to ten 
million tons." 

This hurt me in spirit, because I am on rec.ord as having said 
that the socialization of agriculture in Russia is the most sig
nificant change in the history of mankind. I have predicted that 
it will bankrupt small-scale peasant agriculture throughout the 
world, and make inevitable an agricultural revolution. The peas
ants of every country being the back bone of superstition and 
reaction, I was hopeful of change, and sad over the Basseches 
article. 

But I remembered how many other sets of statistics I had read, 
over a period of fifteen years,. proving the collapse of the Soviet 
system. I decided to wait a few days before giving way com
pletely to despair. And sure enough, here comes the "Economic 
Review of the Soviet Union," published by Amtorg in New York, 
dated August 15th. In it I find an article headed "Results of 
Spring Sowing and the Harvesting Campaign." To be sure these 
are Soviet figures; but then, so are Mr. Basseches', I presume. 
I do not believe the correspondent of the "Neue' Freie Presse" has 
been flying over Russia in an airplane and counting the number 
of acres which have been planted. Neither do I suppose that the 
correspondents of any White newspapers in Riga or Warsaw have 
been performing such service. 

According to the figures, I learn that the results of the spring 
sowing campaign up to July first show that "the plantings were 
99.6 per cent of the record area sown last year." I learn also 
that by August First the harvesting campaign "was well under 
way, and a total of 75.8 million acres have been harvested." Rus
sia expects eight million extra tons of grain this year, instead of 
twelve million less. Also I learn that 80 per cent of the sowings 
this year were done by the socialized sector of State and coopera
tive farms. That is the thing that really counts; so believers 
in social progress may cheer up. 

GO RK I GORKI 
two new books by the shock-brigader, GORKI 

To American Intellectuals, 10¢ 
Days Wit" Lenin, 25¢ 

-not only are these pamphlets by GORKI, but they are 
GORKI on two subjects of prime importance published 
at a price anyone can afford to pay 

-here are two books to read, to study, to pore over, to 
quote 

-and anyone can afford them! 

ORDER IMMEDIATELY FROM NEW MASSES 
BOOK SERVICE! 

necessities; I become as practical and realistic as is possible for 
me; I want victory. 

Whoever really desires the victory of Socialism is forced today 
into only oneparty-'-the Communist. Whatever strengthens the 
Communist Party brings socialism nearer. The liberal and op~ 

. portunist roads seem smoother and fairer, but they lead nowhere. 
The Communist road is rough, dangerous and often confusing, 
but it happens to be the only road that leads into the new world. 
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power. Thus Malaparte's hodge-podge takes on a social significance 
that is in no way due to the intrinsic value of the book itself. Its im
portance lies in the fact that capitalism is cracking up, and that 
the country swarms with unemployed intellectuals who are look
ing for a way out of the crisis that will provide them with jobs. 

The solution of the crisis, according to such intellectu
als, lies in a fight against the abuses and disequilibrium in
herent in a "democratic" state. What is required are a series of 
controls (the intellectuals' term for a dictatorship) which will 
be operated by the "best people." By this they mean that the crisis 
can be liquidated by establishing a dictatorship of brains; a tech
nocracy or an intellectual aristocracy, depending upon whether 
they write for technical or literary journals. 

Revolution to this kind of intellectual is simply a technical or 
intellectual problem that can be solved with equal success either 
to the right or to the left, only under his leadership. For whether 
he calls himself "leftist" or "fascist" it is typical of this sort of 
intellectual that in all his discussions of social change he never 
mentions the working class except in terms of contempt. This is 
to be expected of a class of secondary parasites. The privilege of 
being snobs is their principal reward for being the lickspittles 
cJf the ruling class. 

Malaparte's book has a tremendous appeal for these members 
of the intelligentsia. It is a book on insurrection that reduces 
the problems of revolution and counter-revolution to a matter of 
"technique." It gives the petty bourgeois intellectual a pseudo
scientific basis for his muddled ideas. Secondly, Malaparte as an 
example of a poet and politician comforts the intellectual in his 
belief that in coming events he will playas active a part in politics 
as he has in poetry .. 

However, honest intellectuals must realize that behind Mala
parte's sophistries lies a hidden thesis. It is that every murder of 
a worker which is necessary to the rule of the bourgeoisie is 
esthetic; useful and just. Maiaparte is primarily an intellectuai 
gangster with the feelings and scruples of a gunman. His 
pathological delight in brutality and murder is evidence that 
capitalism has degenerated to a form of legalized gangsterism. 
His is not the sadism of an individual but the sadism of a class 
gone mad in its desperate efforts to maintain its rule. Fascism 
is -Synonomous with the legalized murder of workers. 

The ruling class in America is moving toward an open fascist 
dictatorship in an effort to liquidate the crisis. This is not mere 
speculation. The financial oligarchy that rules America through 
the economic and political dictatorship of finance capital is trans
forming its oblique control, into overt rule by force. The 
machinery of such a dictatorship has already been prepared. A 
committee of twelve (called the Twelve Apostles by Wall Street) 
headed by Owen D. Young can through a network of regional 
committees function as an open "economic" dictatorship, if the 
crisis continues to increase in severity. Then several groups, the 
American Legion, the Blue Shirts of Father Cox, the Khaki 
Shirts, etc. could easily be converted into fascist storm troops. 
Father Cox already has his organization functioning. The Blue 
Shirts behind the disguise of relief for workers terrorize striking 
miners and break up workers meetings. Finally, there is the army 
which displayed its efficiency in "mopping up" the B.E.F. 

The present attempt to rig the Stock Market has gotten out 
of hand. The bubble' will apparently collapse even before the 
presidential election. In the face of an unemployed army that 
may reach a total of 20 million and new low levels in production, 
the bourgeoisie may employ a fascist dictatorShip next winter as a 
last resort. The intellectuals of the petty bourgeoisie in the face 
of these events must stop toying with the idea that the problem 
today is one that needs only a magic technique for its final solu
tion. Translated into ordinary words, all such "techniques" whether 
bourgeois or petty bourgeois in origin, always involve' the organ
ized murder (officially called executions) of workers. The ques
tion is one of insight and not of moral indignation against the 
status quo. Bourgeois society is inherently anti-social and is 
rapidly breaking up. The proletariat, the only revolutionary class, 
has in the works of Marx and 'Lenin a genuine science of revolu
tion and society. And the experience of the Soviet Union has 
demonstrated that the proletarian revolution is the one event 
that will keep mankind from relapsing into barbarism. 

The issue is clear. All classes are being polarized into two 
hostile camps. The petty bourgeoisie must either line up with 
fascist terror, and eventually commit physical as well as intel
lectual suicide, or join the ranks of the revolutionary working 
class of the world and fight for a new world. 

A. Be M .... 

Apple.aam'. Sunday 
Applebaum'.s Sunday is a thing of cautions and carpet-slippers. 
In the room sits Applebaum, five feet four. 
Be careful of draughts. In the room, 
Waiting, wrapped in his sweater like a mummy in a tomb, 
sits Applebaum coaxing, begging the heat 
to crawl through the radiator. Every crack, every chink in the floor 
is death's mouth sucking at Applebaum's feet. 
Why no heat? 
Coal is tire, coal is power, coal is heat, caressing heat. 
Coal is money, Applebaum. Understand? 
It is Sunday, Applebaum's Sunday. And the landlord'.s. 
All week is a waiting and working for Sunday, all week is an. 

aching for Sunday, 
for carpet-slippers, for soft caressing heat like woman's hand3 

crawling, crawling over body, into blood and heart and lWam 
(Coal is money). 

Applebaum remembers yesterday. 
Yesterday was a red thick neck, waves of fat saying! 
Believe me, Applebaum, it hurts me more than it hurts you. 
But can you blame me? Even Ford can't help hmvself. 
It's the system, Applebaum, the cut-throat competition. 

How many garments did you get out yesterday heh? 
After swteen years I know it's tough, but--
You know what Ford says: 
Production, Applebaum, PRODUCTION. 
Of course I realize believe me it hurts me more than it's the .system 

even Ford can you blame me CAN YOU BLAME ME. 

The clock ticks in Applebaum's room: 
CAN YOU BLAME ME CAN YOU BLAME ME 
A thousand clocks tick in Applebaum's brain. 
WaVe6 of fat quiver: 
PRODUCTION (Applebaum) PRO-DUC-TION 
It is Sunday, Applebaum's SurukJ,y. 

All week is a waiting, a slaving and aching for Sunday. 
No work, today is a holiday-Sunday. 
And tomorrow will be Sunday 
and tomorrow 
and tomorrow. 
Every day will be Sunday, Applebaum's Sunday (,and the 

landlord's) 
CAN YOU BLAME ME CAN YOU BLAME ME 
Long days 
YES 1 DO 

empty days _. 
YES I DO YES I DO 

cold, aching, carpet-slippered days 
b'Ursting into flame in Applebaum 
flame that is heat 
that is power 
power in a thousand Applebaums 
in a million 
POWER 

• 
Due to an error a footnote to Myra Page's story, Homecoming, 

in the July issue was 'omitted. This story is a section from her 
novel, Gathering Storm, to be published in October by Interna
tional Publishers. The section of the novel published was chosen 
because of its graphic description of the soldier returned home 
after the war. 

Its political references must be related to its time, specially 
in its reference to the United Textile Workers. 
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MOEBRAGIN 

THE GRASSHOPPER IS STIRRING! 
As you approach the prairies, you hear and read ·more about 

the grasshopper. The newspapers are full of him. Advice on 
how to use poison bait. Feverish articles on how scientists have 
plumbed the belly of grasshoppers and found nematodes coiled 
within. Perhaps the farmer could raise nematodes or digger 
wasps that kill grasshoppers. Maybe seagulls could be imported 
in coops to swallow and vomit out millions of them to save the 
precious grain. In South America there are grasshoppers that 
catch birds and eat them, grasshoppers big enough for the devil 
to ride. A single grasshopper is not such a bad bug, but let mil
lions of him mob together, his temperature rises, his color changes, 
and as he swarms through the land set for him by the drouth, 
nothing can stop him, absolutely nothing can stop him. 

The prairie on a hot Sunday. Along the horizon wooden 
churches with steeples like probes stuck into the empty sky. Grain 
elevators, looming over towns, stand stupidly like giant robots. 
This day of rest, rusty farmers are bailing water from muddy 
waterholes, are bunched around threshers spitting yellowish chaff 
and straw, are strewed into combines and reapers shearing through 
long acres of bitten wheat. And everywhere the plague, whirling, 
soaring, crackling like a great fire, breaking into huge waves, 
leaving greenish thousands crushed, twitching on roads and fields, 
pushing on like a mighty bellow, tireless wings an army of knives 
sta,bbing savagely in the burning sun. 

Hired 
From early morning he has been shocking wheat. Head to 

head you put the sandy bunches, bound so they have hourglass 
shapes. His shirt is soaked, his hands grimy. The boss has for
gotten to send him his lunch. It is late afternoon already. He 
stumbles thru the stubble to the fence. A covered wagon creaks 
over the dusty road stuffed with the belongings of a poor farmer. 
A horse limps behind, hipbones jutting. The hand turns around, 
his face simple and open as an ingersoll watch. 

Sure, the farmers here are having a hell of a time with the 
hoppers and drought. The hoppers were so bad one day they 
bagged the sun and it was black as a bat till night. The farmers 
are talking of a big strike. They'd better start something before 
their hides are hanging on half the fences in the country. Hired 
men are getting a dollar and a quarter shocking. It hasn't rained 
for a month so you get a chance to make money every day, even 
Sunday. You might just as well work Sundays. You got no 
place to go when you're on the prairie. 

He goes back to his shocks. Head together, head together. Under 
a sun like a bloated bloodsucker, he swims in sweat until it's far 
too dark to see his torn thumbs. 

There are thousands of these men on the prairie, working for 
farmers next door to starvation themselves. Boss and help caught 
as if in a wild sea, the stronger clambering to the backs of the 
most downtrodden for a last suck of air. You see these migratory 
workers walking the tracks, riding freights; on roads, thumbing 
the air for a lift; lying in scant grass with feet red and swollen 
as if picked out of boiling pots. In the villages they loiter in 
shadows, dusty as if vomited out of thresher funnels, with big 
belts like the ones motorcyclists wear to strengthen their backs, 
dispossessed, less at home here than the flickertail and the hawk, 
watching fresh clean girls go by, the man sap turning bitter in 
their hot entrails. And here and there, alone or in groups, some 
with ears pricked and bodies taut as if waiting for the yelling 
bugle'S first signal and the booming shotgun. 

The hired man straightens himself for a moment. He waves 
a weary friendly hand. The grasshoppers fall back in a drizzle. 

Fa,rm Wife 
In spite of her being as busy as a fly in a dirty corner, she 

seems tNmkful for the break in her day's work. She lets the 
screen door clap behind her. Her face is sourlooking like old 
milk, flabby as a sucked breast. 

Thirty years homesteading in this spot. It's a terrible hard 
fight to keep the home their own. She shades her eyes and looks 
out over the section of land and then at the machinery and build
ings in the barnyard-drags, grain wagons, sprayers, silo like a 

broken swill barrel, sheds where some pigs are grunting. The 
hands sleep in what looks like a brooder house. A half dozen 
chickens cheep halfheartedly in the heat. 

The hired men are really better off in a way. They get seventy 
five cents a day and meals and lodging. They don't have to wait 
for their pay. They want it right away. She doesn't blame 
them. But all these responsibilities. The hired men, coming first, 
with feed and pay. The cows that have got to be fed and milked. 
In thirty years of homesteading she's never had a day off, never 
really a single day off. She wouldn't mind it so much if they 
could hold on and call things their own. She blinks at the withered 
house and at a dry stalk in a flowerpot on the window. 

They had to borrow money for seeding from the government. 
They're mighty sorry now. The crop is so mean, prices poor, 
that it wasn't worth it at all. They're poor fools, that's what they 
are. Taxes are high as that windmill but bring no water from 
the ground. They bought poison against the hoppers, but it 
didn't help a bit. They came just the same. And the harder you 
work, ain't it peculiar? the less you get. You keep rolling like 
a stone that's started down hill, doing yourself no good and 
nobody else. 

She stops her lifeless droning. She listens. Never heard of 
Ella Bloor. We talk to her of Bloor's work among the grain 
farmers, of the program of the United Farmers' League. She 
brightens up a little and takes an application card. Can we 
come again? 

We turn to the road. Around us are heaps of manure like 
mounds and dugouts raised quickly up against the grasshopper. 

Stuck 

This farm consists of a quarter section. Nelson a Swede has 
been farming it since 1900. He takes us over the land. The 
wheat is so poor it won't yield more than two bushels to the acre. 
It'll .probably score three or four, and he'll be lucky to get ten to 
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fifteen cents a bushel. Will he thresh? He doesn't know what to 
do. ~st year he cut it for feed. One of the horses died from 
the thistles. Doesn't know what to do. May just as well give his 
team and farm to the only hired man he can pay and hide himself 
in a badger hole. 

For a second the sky darkens. Nelson stiffens. It's only a 
cloud. Not grasshoppers. The sun comes out again like a redhot 
rivet head. Nelson's blue eyes flicker. "I want to ~o to town. 
Goddamn it, I can't go to town at all. I go to town. The P?lice
man stops me in the car. I say, 'You know, Bill, how it is with us 
farmers. We ain't got the money for a license'. He says, 'You 
can't stay here without a license. You come again without a 
license and I'll stick you in the coop'." 

Nelson waves his first copy of Producers' News. He handles it 
like a crowbar to help shove him out of the hole in which millions 
like him are stuck. "You're right. We got to fight," he cries. 
"We got to fight," he cries in his hard guttural way with a throat 
of sudden brass. 

The Colt Knows Better 

The colt is driven into the stable yard. The five of us squat 
in the sun. It's pretty hot. At moments you feel yourself twirl
ing round like the stick in the paws of an Indian making fire. 

The farmer is a handsome fellow, lean as a grassrake, tough 
as horsehide. He's been working a half section here since he was 
mustered out of the army in 1919. He's voted Farmer Labor, 
been an I. W. W., and knows that between Republicans and Demo
crats there's as much difference as between a jackass and a mule. 
He's sick and tired of organizations. There's the Farmer's Union, 
the last he'll ever join, advocating a strike. That'll do something. 

He rolls a cigaret. Hat jammed down over his eyes, he answers 
doggedly: "Everything in Russia ain't what it's cracked up to be, 
you know. Now here I am running this farm. I can outwork 
any man I ever hired. Why the devil should he get as much as 
me? There was a fellow come from town for threshing. He 
'bellyached and farted around till my hands were dancing them
selves sweaty to belt him square in the nose. Yes, and he was 
asking fifty cents an hour. There's your honest workingman 
for you." 

The stable door is open. The little colt pokes its head out and 
bolts through the yard. In the nearby range a bunch of horses, 
the broodmare among them. The hired man jumps up and drives 
the colt back. 

The farmer puffs. "It ain't so simple as you guys think. They'll 
always be the lazybones. You're all wrong. I ain't got it twisted 
up. And I don't talk that way because I'm a rich farmer. My 
wheat's so poor I couldn't afford to cut. We'll have this strike. 
We'11 hold what little .grain we got for a dollar a bushel. We 
got to fix moratoriums on debts. lowe a feed bill of $129. I 
can't pay it to save my neck. I won't, too. That's as far as we 
got rope to go. ,You fellows '11 never swing in your kind of gov
ernment." 

He chucks his butt away. "I've knocked around quite a bit. 
And here's my motto: every man for himself and the devil pitch
fork the hindmost." 

In spite of his mulishness, he takes a Daily Worker. Hell read 
and see for himself what we're drumming for. He heaves up and 
helps chase the colt into the stable. We leave, wondering whether 
he'll ever reach the wisdom of the colt that makes no bones about 
what it wants and goes directly for, it in its simple honest way. 

Bolsheviks 

The Dahlfields are cutting their wheat. Fred yanks at the 
levers of the binder. The tractor lurches. He yells to the boys 
at the wheel. He jumps off. Again something the matter with 
the canvas. He grins. If they had the money, they'd invest a few 
cents in new machinery. Their neighbors are still worse off. The 
coWs of one of them are actually starving because grass is so thin. 
The girls have to stay with them all day in the pasture to see they 
don't break through the fences. At night they're locked up in 
the, barn. Fred fixes the patched canvas. Off again cutting the 
tenfoot swath. . 

With Charles his older brother we go through a field of sage. 
Charles has been working for the Western Electric in Cicero. 
Lost his job and is back where he started with his wife and two' 
children. Fred had been working in Chicago in a printing shop, 
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trying to rake a few dollars together to get ilJ.to the university. 
They cut him until he too was driven back to the farm. 

We peek into the barn for a minute. Holes in the roof big 
enough to shove a leg through. Once it housed fourteen horses 
and was stocked with fat cows. The section of land has dwindled 
down to a quarter, and that's theirs no longer. Even the old 
barn belongs to the government. 

On the east branch old Dahlfield is reaping with a fourhorse 
team, one horse borrowed. He leans from his high seat to shake 
hands. 

"Been making the rounds, boys? Seen the exsoldier? Doesn't 
know enough to spit tobacco over his chin. The kulaks and mtlr
chants in town have been puffiing him up. He's still got a crumb 
in his gut and a rag on his back. Give him time, give him time. 
''\Then he's starving, he'll come our way. They'll all come our way. 
Why in this whole township I don't believe there are more than 
three farmers can call the boots they wear their own. Few weeks 
ago we had a meeting of the Farmers' Union. The president said, 
'Don't worry so much, go home and relax'. I piled into him like 
a bullsnake. 'If we hadn't been worrying all the time, we'd been 
long dead.' That faker! Well, we took the meeting over. Fred 
spoke for an .hour. And do you know these farmers listened like 
they were tied. If we'd had a program of the United Farmers' 
League there, we could have turned the whole bunch Red. Only 
one of the kulaks came up to Fred after. 'You're lying. What 
do you know about Russia? Have you been there?' 'Well, have 
you?' said Fred." 

Charles shakes his head. "That Farmers' Union won't ever 
even reach first base. Their kind of strike will hurt the unem
ployed in the towns. Milk, bread, eggs will get higher. The only 
way out is for farmers and workers to strike together. Farmers' 
Union, the devil! Don't we remember the dirty trick they played 
on us when we had to auction off most of our stock and ma
chinery and they posted signs they hadn't authorized us, members 
of the Union, to go into it. They wanted us to sit back and 
starve." 

The old man tightens on his whip and then eases up a little. 
Charles fingers a spear of marcus wheat. It breaks in his hands, 
it's so brittle. Around him thistles are thick but below a slew 
the grain looks good. In the distance a single house like a tree
hopper and other bent farmers with tractors and reapers. 

Dahlfield says, "Here we have some of the richest land in the 
world, and yet we're a pack of beggars. Soon our only belongings 
a louse or two. And still you got to keep on working. It's pretty 
bad here summers as well as winters. Winter no feed for cows, 
wind blows from all directions, drifts eighteen twenty feet high 
and snow in the roads up to your neck. Once we couldn't get out 
into the fields until May 8 and then there was snow water in lots 
of places. Talk to some of these kulaks. They think that all is 
the fault of nature, and you can't buck up against nature. They're 
like the colored contractor. He hired a man for two and a half 
dollars. He himself got only two dollars. Someone pointed that 
out to him. He said, 'But I'se the boss'. These farmers will starve 
so long as they can hang on to farm and lord it over a: few pigs 
and a hired man they exploit. I thought I was on the right track 
when I was a socialist. You live and learn. Only direct action 
will put us on our feet. Only direct action." 

We go back to the house for water. The drouth's been so bad 
it's killing the grove around the house. On a shelf in the kitchen 
a stack of Communists and New Masses. Fred is a Y. C. L. 
Charles was bothered over the Negro question, but he's straight
ened it out and now feels happy he's going to vote Red the first 
time. He points to an item in the local paper-"Harvest is go
ing forward slowly as the farmers are financially unable to handle 
what little crop there is. They have no money for twine, repairs, 
combining or threshing. What they will do is a question. Those 
that have headers are heading the grain and stacking, some are 
talking of cutting with a mower and raking, others to handle it 
like flax." 

"But we know what we'll do," says Charles. "They don't dare 
mention how some farmers asked Washington for a dollar an 
acre to help with harvest. They were turned down flat." 

, We get into the Ford and drive down the road which is nothing 
but a dead furrow. Thousands of farmers like the Dahlfields are 

, beginning to find out that Communism is sweeter than water in a 
dry land, deeper rooted than the groves shading on endless prairies 
their hunched houses, stronger than all the poison bait in a shaken 
world. The grasshopper is stirring. 



SEPTEMBER, 19~2r IS 

.ENGELS ON GOETHE· 
The German j.ournal, Die Links-Kurve, has just published an 

article on G.oethe written by Engels in 1847 f.or the Deutscke 
Brusseler Zeitung. This article was practically forgotten. It was 
excluded fr.om the Nachlass .of Marx and Engels by their editor, 
Mehring, wh.o c.onsidered it unimportant and out-of-date. But in 
the current celebrati.on of Goethe's centenary (in Russia as well 
as in Germany, and by the working class as well as by bourgeois 
intellectuals) the views of Engels have been justified even in 
what seemed to be no longer timely p.olemical aspects. His arti
cle is a critique of an adulatory book on G.oethe by a "true
s.ocialist," Griin, who "glorified all the pkilistinism .of G.oethe 
as kuman, and made the Frankfurt and office-h.olding Goethe the 
'real man', while he overlooked or even bespat all that was c.olossal 
and genial in him. To such a degree that this book furnishes the 
most splendid proof that the man=tke German provincial" (Let
ter t.o Marx, January 15, 1847). Griin wished to present Goethe as 
a go.od German, an idealistic, humanitarian b.ourgeois, just as 
to-day the irreligious, international Goethe is held up t.o German 
y.outh by fascist profess.ors and critics as a m.odel Nazi, a pr.otest
ant, a patri.ot and. a nati.onal-s.ocialist. (The G.oethe-meetings .of 
rev.olutionary pr.oletarian gr.oups are acc.ordingly suppressed by 
the s.ocialist p.olice .of Berlin). In sh.owing h.ow the s.ocialist, 
Griin, has c.onverted G.oethe entirely int.o a reacti.onary German 
petty b.ourge.ois, Engels 1las discl.osed the b.ourge.ois r.o.ots and inter
ests .of liberal s.ocialism. Engels' criticism sh.ould n.ot be c.on
f.ounded with the attacks .of th.ose wh.o reject G.oethe c.ompletely 
.on .one c.ount .or an.other. Such was the meth.od .of the Frank
furt literary j.ournalist, Ludwig B.oerne, a c.onverted Jew 
wh.o c.ondemned G.oethe for n.ot being as liberal as· himself; and 
.of the "Franz.osenfresser," Menzel, wh.o den.ounced the p.oet as 
unChristian and unpatri.otic. Engels d.oes n.ot deny the genius .or 
imp.ortance of Goethe because .of his class-limitati.ons. On the 
c.ontrary, it is Engels' chief p.oint that even s.o great a genius as 
Goethe c.ould n.ot .overc.ome the weakness .of his class, and that 
the artist, as artist, was affected by his c.ompr.omise with b.our
ge.ois s.ociety. If Engels did n.ot f.ormulate systematically the spe
cific value .of G.oethe and his w.orks f.or the rev.oluti.onary w.orking 
class, it was because, as he himself says, his immediate pr.oblem 
restricted him to the analysis .of Griin's th.or.oughly pr.ovincialized, 
middle-class hero. 

"Naturally we cann.ot speak in detail here .of Goethe himself. 
We are calling attenti.on t.o .only .one p.oint. G.oethe stands in his 
w.orks in a d.ouble relati.on t.o the German society of his time. 
S.ometimes he is h.ostile to it: he tries t.o escape its .odi.ousness, as 
in the "Iphigenia" and in general during the Italian j.ourney; he 
rebels against it as Gotz, Pr.ometheus and Faust; he p.ours .out 
on it his bitterest sc.orn as Mephist.opheles. S.ometimes,.on the 
c.ontrary, he is friendly to it, acc.om.odating, as in m.ost .of the 
tame Epigrams and in many pr.ose writings, celebrates it, as in 
the Masquerades, even defends it against the intruding hist.orical 
m.ovement, particularly in all the writings where he happens t.o 
speak of the French rev.oluti.on. It is n.ot .only single sides of 
German life that Goethe accepts, as opp.osed to others that are 
repugnant to him. More c.omm.only it is the vari.ous mo.ods in 
which he finds himself; it is the persistant struggle in himself 
between the p.oet .of genius, disgusted by the wretchedness .of his 
surr.oundings, and the Frankfurt alderman's cauti.ous child, the 
privy-c.ouncill.or of Weimar, wh.o sees himself forced t.o make a 
truce with it and t.o get used t.o it. Thus Goethe is n.ow c.ol.ossal, 
n.ow petty: n.ow a defiant, ir.onical, w.orld-sc.orning genius, n.ow a 
calculating, c.omplacent, narr.ow philistine. Even G.oethe was un
able to .overc.ome the wretchedness .of German life; .on the c.on
trary, it .overcame him, and this vict.ory .over the greatest Ger
man is the best pr.o.of that it cann.ot be c.onquered by the individual. 
G.oethe was too universal, too active a nature, t.o.o fleshly to seek 
escape from this wretchedness in a flight, like Schiller's, to the 
Kantian ideal: he was t.o.o sharp-sighted n.ot t.o see h.ow this flight 
finally reduced itself t.o the exchange of a c.ommonplace for a 
transcendental misery. His temperament, his energies, his whole 
spiritual tendency directed him towards practical life, and the 
practical life that he met with, was miserable. In this dilemma,
t.o exist in a sphere of life that he must despise, and yet to be fet
tered to this sphere, as the .only one in which he c.ould fulfill him
self-in this dilemma Goethe c.ontinually f.ound himself, and the 

.older he became, the m.ore did the p.owerful p.oet retire, de guer
re laBse, behind the insignificant Weimar minister. We are n.ot 
throwing it up to Goethe, a La Boerne and Menzel, that he was 
not a liberal, but that he could even be a philistine at times, not 
that he was incapable of any enthusiasm for German freedo~ 
but that he sacrificed his occasionally irrepressible, s.ounder aes
thetic feeling to·a small-town aversi.on from every great contem
porary historical m.ovement; not that he was a c.ourtier, but that. . 
at the time when a Napoleon was cleaning out the vast Augean
stables of Germany, he could manage with a ceremonial serious
ness the most trivial affairs and the menus plaisirs of one .of 
the most trivial little German c.ourts. In general, we are re
proaching him neither from moral nor from partisan standpoints, 
but chiefly fr.om aesthetic and hist.orical standp.oints; we are meas
uring Goethe neither by a moral, nor by a political, n.or by a "hu
man" standard. We cannot undertake here to represent Goethe 
in connection with his whole age, with his literary f.orerunners 
and contemporaries, in his development and s.ocial p.osition. We 
are theref.ore limiting ourselves simply to the statement of the 
fact." 

Engels then proceeds to analyze the claims of Goethe to the 
respect of radical thinkers, for Griin has made G.oethe a true
socialist, a Proudh.onist and even a Communist, by a silly manipu
lati.on of excerpts. Actually, G.oethe's "radical" criticism of so
ciety is on the level of sentimental lamentation over the break
up of the family, the cruelty of the machine, and the passing of 
the classical virtues, which comf.ort humanists. When Goethe 
asks in a trivial poem,-

o child, consider, wkence these gifts? 
You can have nothing from yourself.
Ok, all I have is from papa. 
And he, where does he get it?-From grandpa.
Oil, no! for how did grandpa get it? 
He took -ft, 

Griin triumphantly c.oncludes that "pr.operty is theft" and that 
G.oethe is indeed a Proudhonist. In the immature ejaculations 
of Werther he discovers "a deeply incisive criticism .of society" 
that prepared the way for the French rev.oluti.on. 

But "in .order that G.oethe's attitude t.o the rev.oluti.on might 
appear justified," says Engels, "G.oethe must naturally stand above 
the rev.olution and have .overc.ome it already bef.ore it existed. 
We theref.ore learn .on p. xxi (.of Griin's b.o.ok) that "G.oethe was 
s.o far ahead .of the practical devel.opment .of his time, that he be
lieved he c.ould .only stand aloof .or rebuff it'. And.on p. 84, re
ferring to "Werther," which, as we saw, already c.ontains the 
wh.ole rev.oluti.on in nuce: "Hist.ory stands at 1789, G.oethe stands 
at 1889'. Likewise G.oethe 'in a few w.ords does away th.or.oughly 
with the wh.ole n.oise ab.out freed.om' in that already in the 1770's 
he publishes an article in the Franfurter Gelehrten-Anzeigen that 
d.oes not speak at all .of the freed.om demanded by the 'fanatics', 
but .only indulges in several general and rather sober reflecti.ons 
on freed.om as such, on the c.oncept of freed.om. Further: because 
G.oethe in his d.oct.or's dissertati.on sets up the thesis that every 
lawgiver is really .obliged t.o intr.oduce a definite cult-a thesis 
that G.oethe himself treats merely as an amusing parad.ox, pro
v.oked by all s.orts .of small-t.own Frankfurt church brawls (which 
Herr Griin himself cites)-theref.ore 'the' student G.oethe w.ore out 
g.o.od sh.oe-leather .on the wh.ole dualism .of· revoluti.on and the 
m.odern French state'. It seems as if Herr Griin has inherited 
the w.orn-.out s.oles .of the 'student G.oethe' and s.oled with them 
the seven-league b.o.ots of his "S.ocial Movement."· 

"N.ow, .of c.ourse, we begin t.o understand Goethe's utterances 
with regard to the rev.oluti.on. It is clear n.ow, that he, who stood 
far above it, wh.o had already 'disp.osed' of it fifteen years before, 
'w.orn out his s.oles .on it', and anticipated it by a century; c.ould 
have n.o sympathy f.or it, .or interest himself in a race .of libertarian 
fanatics, with wh.om he had already settled in '73. It is child's 
play for Herr Griin n.ow. Goethe can set ever so banal saws to 
elegant verse, reason ever so narrowly and crassly ab.out them, 
shudder ever s.o provincially bef.ore the great debacle that threatens 
his little poet's n.o.ok, he can bel:ave as pettily, as c.owardly, as ob
sequiously as p.ossible, he cannot carry it too far f.or his patient 
c.ommentator. Herr Griin lifts him .on his tireless shoulders and 
carries him thr.ough the muck; he even claims all the muck for 
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True-Socialism, if only to keep Goethe's boots clean ... 

"What conclusions on 'the essence of the man' do we get from 
Goethe's criticism of society and the state through Herr Griin? 

"In the first place, 'the man' (according to p. 264) has a very 
decided respect for the 'educated classes' in general, and a proper 
deference towards the higher nobility in particular. And then, 
he is distinguished by an enormous fear of any great movement 
of the masses, of every energetic social action, at whose approach 
he either creeps away timidly to the corner of his stove or flies 
hastily from it with all his baggage. As long as it lasts, the 
movement is 'a bitter experience' for him; it is hardly over, before. 
he plants himself again all over the ring and administers knockout 
blows with a Herculean hand, and he finds the whole business 
'infinitely ridiculous'. He therefore clings heart and soul to 'well
deserved and well-employed possessions'; besides he has a very 
'domestic and peaceful nature', is self-sufficient and modest,' and 
doesn't wish to be disturbed in his small, quiet pleasures. 'The 
man likes to live a narrow life' (p. 191, so reads the first sen
tence of the 'second part') ; he envies no one and thanks his crea
tor, if he is left in peace. In short, 'the man', who we have 
already seen is a born Ger7lwn. little by little begins to resemble 
a =ll-town Gerwtan to a hair. 

"To what, in fact, does Goethe's criticism of society, via Herr 
Griin, reduce itself? What does 'the man' find to expose in society? 
First, that it does not correspond to his illusions. But these il
lusions are precisely the illusions of the ideologizing, especially 
the youthful, philistine-and if the philistine reality does not 
correspond to these illusions, it is only because they are illu
sions. They therefore correspond all the more completely to the 
philistine reality. They are distinguished from it only as the 
ideologizing expression of a condition is generally distinguished 
from this condition, and there can hence be no further queston 
of their realization. Herr Griin's glosses on Werther are a strik
ing example. 

"In the second place, the polemic of 'the man' is directed against 
everything that mtmaces the German philistine regime. His whole 
polemic against the revolution is that of a philistine. His hatred 
towards the liberals, the July revolution and the protective tariffs 
is most unmistakeably revealed as the hatred of the depressed, 
conservative small-townsman towards the independent, progres
sive bourgeois • • • 

.. 'When we find a place somewhere in the world' says Goethe, 
summarized by Herr Griin, 'in which to rest with our possessions, 
a field to feed us, a house to cover us, isn't that a fatherland?' 
'He has taken these words out of my mouth!' cries Herr Griin 
(p. 32). 'The man' wears a redingote a la proprietaire, but he 
also looks like a thoroughbred grocer. 
. "The German burgher is at best a fanatic for liberty for a 
short time in his youth, as everyone knows. 'The man' has the 
same peculiarity. Herr Griin mentions with pleasure how Goethe 
in his later years 'condemns' the 'thirst for liberty' still spooking 
around in Gotz, this 'product of a free and ill-manered youth', and 
even quotes the cowardly retraction in full. What Herr Griin 
understands by liberty, can be gathered from the fact that he 
even identifies the liberty of the French revolution with the Swiss 
Confederation of the time of Goethe's Swiss journey, therefore 
modern constitutional and democratic freedom with the patrician 
and guild domination of the mediaeval imperial cities and more
over with the primitive Germanic barbarism of cattle-breeding 
Alpine tribes. The montagnards of the Berne highlands are not 
even once distinguished in name from the Montagnardsof the 
National Convention ••• 

"The bourgeois cannot live without a 'beloved king', a dear 
father of his people. 'The man' also can't. Hence Goethe has an 
'excellent prince' in Karl August. The gallant Herr Griin who 
still raves about 'excellent princes' in 1816! 

"The bourgeois is interested in an event only insofar as it 
directly affects his private affairs. 'Even the events of the day 
were foreign objects to Goethe, which could either disturb or 
further his bourgeois comfort, and could also claim his aesthetic 
or hu7lUtn, but never his political interest'. 'A thing accordingly 
wins the human interest of Herr Griin, if he sees that it 'disturbs 
or furthers his bourgeois comfort'. Here Herr Griin perhaps avows 
openly that bourgeois comfort is the chief thing to 'the man' ... 

"Wilhelm Meister is a 'communist';i.e. 'in theory, on an aesthetic 
level' (!!) p. 254. 'Er hat sein' Sach auf Nichts gestelIt, und sein 

* An earlier book by Griin. 
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gehort die ganze Welt' p. 257 (He cared for nothing in the world, 
and the whole world was his). Naturally he has enough money 
and, the world belongs to him, as it belongs to every bourgeois, 
without his having to take the trouble to become a 'communist 
on an aesthetic level'.-Under the auspices of this 'nothing' for 
which Wilhelm Meister cared, and which, as may be seen on 
p. 256, is a far-reaching and substantial 'nothing', life's jag is 
abolished. Herr Griin 'drinks down all the dregs, without a jag, 
without a headache' ... 'this song (I cared for nothing in the 
world . . . ) will be sung when mankind has b.ecome worthy of 
it'; but Herr Griin has reduced it to three stanzas and has cut 
out the passages unsuitable for the young and for 'the man' ... 

"We have only one more observation to make. If in the pre
ceding lines we have considered Goethe from only one side, that 
is merely the fault of Herr Grlill. He does not represent Goethe 
from his colossal side at all. About all things in which Goethe 
is really great and a man of genius, he either slips hastily by, 
as on the Roman Elegies of the 'libertine' Goethe, or he pours out 
on them a broad stream of trivialities, which only shows that he 
does not know what to do with them. On the contrary, he 
searches out, with an industry otherwise uncommon in him, all 
the petty philistine remarks, all the meannesses, collects them, 
exaggerates them in true literary manner, and rejoices every time 
he can support his own narrowness with the authority of the 
often disfigured Goethe. 

"Not the yelping of Menzel, not the narrow polemic of Boerne. 
was History's revenge for Goethe's constant denial of her, when
ever she confronted him eye to eye. No, 

As. Titania found Nick Bottom in her arms 
In 7lUtgio fairyw,nd, 

so did Goethe find Herr Griin one morning in his arms. The 
apology of Herr Griin, the warm thanks which he stammered to 
Goethe for every philistinish word, that is the bitterest revenge 
insulted History could inflict on the greatest German poet." 
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NO COLLATERAL 
Dee Jackson could never see a mule without sad memories, for 

upon a mule and the good Lord he had based a life-long hope, had 
ploughed singing to a vision of freedom, and both had failed him. 
For years he had saved for that mule and a plough. With these 
and a little seed it was possible to rent a tract of ground and pay 
the owner one-fourth of the crop for the use of his land, and with 
a season or two of good crops and high prices, there would .be 
money enough to make a down payment on a few acres. There 
were niggers in Ochlockonee county who had gone from tenant 
farming to independence. 

The day he put his mark to an agreement with Shay Pearson 
for the use of twenty acres, and the mule and second-hand plough 
were paid for, was one of rejoicing. The mule was not as young 
and healthy as Dee would have liked but he was the best they 
could afford. Louise patched their clothes by the kerosene lamp 
and they did with little store food that winter for so much 
depended upon finishing the season clear of debt. 

Those were feverish days at 'planting time when the winter 
vanished in the mellow warmth of spring. When perfect stands 
of cotton made the long rows a vivid green, Dee ploughed the 
middles again to make the beds soft and with anxious care they 
thinned the luxuriant growths with appraising eyes. Then the 
blossoms appeared, flowering like good omens. The green bolls 
speckled, and under the burning July sun, cracked open with the 
smiling promise of money for their own farm. There would be 
almost a bale to the acre they told themselves happily. 

But on the very day they went out for the first picking, it 
rained. 

Fleecy clouds appeared in a suddenly overcast sky. Dee's face 
. grew haggard and he clasped his hands together as in prayer. 
Louise looked up with a· frightened air as though seeking help 
from the angry heavens. No one moved. And then it rained. 

It seemed to them that the rain beat the fields with furious 
gusts of hate. Dee sank to the furrow as though the rain ham
mering his cotton to the ground had hammered him down, too. 

And as suddenly as it had begun, the sky cleared and the sun 
shone hot again. 

He did not stir. Louise touched him gently. 
"Git up offen dat groun', Dee," she urged. "Ain' no sense 

carryin' on dat way." 
"Oh, my good Lawd," he said dazedly. The cotton had been 

. whipped to the ground or hung dejectedly, their whiteness stained 
brown from the wet leaves. The crop was ruined. They would 
be lucky to get a third of what it would have brought. 

"Dey'll be mo' pickin's," Louise said encouragingly. 
There was only one consolation: the Lord who gave him his 

children, a helpful wife' and the strength to work must have had 
a good reason to do that to him. Maybe he had been so busy 
ploughing and chopping and dreaming that the Lord thought he 
was becoming too independent and took that way to remind him 
that He was a jealous God, or perhaps some sin long since forgot 
was charged against him and He had demanded a settlement. 
The Lord kept mighty careful accounts. 

Then, in the bleak winter days, the mule became sick. 
Dee slept in the barn to attend his slightest need, but nothing 

seemed to help. That late December night when he returned to 
the cabin where the lamp with its smoking chimney threw his 
shadow across the room, his face told the story. Louise was wait
ing, wrapped in a blanket and huddled in the old rocker near the 
stove. Twice she had been to the barn but when the mule stretched 
out, breathing in those painful asthmatic gasps, Dee had sent 
her away. 

"De Lawd knows His business," she said bravely. 
"Yeah." He clasped and unclasped his hands, cracking the 

knuckles of his bony fingers. 
"Sho He knows what He's doin'." Her thick lips quivered. 

"He done gib you de money fo' to buy 'im an' now He takes 'im 
away." . 

The chair creaked over the loose boards in the floor. 
"Sho. Lak chillun hit is. He done gib us seven and tuk fo'." 

"Dey didn't hab much to eat; dat's why dey tuk sick an' died," 
he said resentfully. 

"Talkin' dat way ain' gonter do you no good." 
"You kin alh~s git chillun .. But whey kin a nigger git "a mule 

w'en he ain' got no money?" 
Louis slid from the rocker to her knees. 
"I ain' questionin' You none, Lawd," she prayed, "but did You 

have tuh do dis tuh us'! Ain' we done eb'ryt'ing You wants done? 
An' now You frows us down lak dis. Caise maybe we didn't gib 
no money tub de chu'ch. But Lawd, You knows we didn't hah 
no money." 

Neighbors came with sympathy. Carts creaked to the Jackson 
cabin on the chilly evenings and tired blacks from surrounding 
farms sat before the fireplace and comforted them. Old Isaac 
Burr, who had ministered to the spiritual wants of Pearson 
niggers for a decade, came on Christmas night and told the story 
again of the Son of God Who came to spread the gospel of love 
and forgiveness; and as he talked a desperate hope awoke' in 
Dee's breast. 

"You reck'n de Lawd's too busy right now?" he asked earnestly. 
"He's aUus got plenty on His han's but His ears is wide open 

fo' anything His chillun sez tub Him any time, anywhey in de 
hul worl'." 

"Den lissen, Lawd!" Dee shouted, rising to his feet. "I ain' 
neber asked You fo' much but I'm askin' You now: gib me dat 
mule jes' for' one mo' season, an' I'll neber ask You fo' nothin' 
no mo' in dis worl'. Neber. Sen' a clap 0' Yo' thullder an' raise 
him f'urn de daid. You kin wuk all kinds 0' miracles, Sub, an' dis 
is de las' chance I got. Lawd, doan You see dat I'll hab tub go 
tub Mist' Pearson if You doan gib me dat 01' mule back again?" 

"Day's a lot 0' cullud folks wukkin' fo' Mist' Pearson," the 
preacher said mildly. "De Lawd knows His business an' if He 
wants you tub be a croppah den He's got His own good reasons 
fo' hit. You kin bet on dat." 

Dee took the lamp in a trembling hand and with old Isaac went 
to the mound back of the barn, hopeful that on this night of all 
nights the miracle would happen: in a blinding flame of fire and 
a deafening clap of thunder the earth would be rent asunder and 
the mule would struggle to his feet ready for supper. 

But there was no flame of fire nor clap of thunder. Only the 
lantern light and their shadows on the motionless mound, and a 
wind whistling . 

Dee's bead bowed. 
"I reck'n dat settles hit, Lawd," he said dejectedly. 

On the second day of the new year Dee got off a neighbor'S 
cart in Live Oak and went hesitantly to the Southern Cotton Bank, 
the red brick, one story building across the square from the county 
court house and jail, and asked for Mr. Albert Graham, t.he pres": 
ident. 

"Coming to deposit your savings; Dee?" the official greeted him 
jocularly. 

"No, suh," he said nervously. "I done come tub see you 'about 
a li'l business matter." 

"Sure. Always glad to talk business with you, Dee. Come right 
in and set yourself down." 

"I'd lak tub len' 'bout two hundred dollars, Mist' Graham," the 
old man stammered. 

"That could be arranged, but have you any collateral?" 
Dee looked puzzled. 
"Something that will make sure the bank is repaid," Graham 

explained. 
"Sho I'll pay hit back." 
"I must have something as valuable in return," the banker said 

kindly. "Land-or a house-" 
"But I ain' got no lan'," Dee said helplessly, spreading his handlt 

in a gesture of emptiness. 
"You see, Dee," Graham pointed out regretfully, "we all know 

you and we know that if you have the money you will. repay a 
loan. But now, suppose your crop is bad for a season or two-
why, you'll hardly be able to pay the interest let alone the priJl.. 
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cipal. Don't you see? And the bank must protect its depositors." 
The Jacksons had been Ramsey niggers before the Civil War 

and Dee, depressed by the inevitableness of a cropper's contract, 
turned to Bayard Washington Ramsey as the last hope. The aris
tocratic white was known for his kindness, especially to descen
dants of his father's slaves. He lived a mile south of Live Oak 
in the mansion his father built before the lanky northern lawyer 
ruined the family's hundred and sixty thousand dollar investment 
in niggers, and too proud to enrich himself by Cracker tricks in 
dealing with blacks, had never increased the two hundred acre 
plantation left when the war ended and all creditors were paid. 

The cook greeted Dee shrilly at the kitchen door of the Ramsey 
home. 

"If hit ain' 01' Dee hisse'f! Whut you doin' heah?" 
"I come tuh see Mist' Ramsey,' he said with a worried air. 
"Whut fo'?" 
"I got tub see 'im." 
"Well, you jes' set right down heah an' I'll go tell 'im." 
When she returned she said, "Mist' Ramsey'll see you on de front 

po'ch. You go roun' dey." 
The tall, white haired planter looked at him questioningly. 
"You're a long way from home, Dee," he smiled. "What is it?" 
"Mit' Ramsey, sub," the old man began, twisting his hat ner-

vously, "you 'bout de only white man here 'bouts we kin come 
to w'en we is in trouble." 
~ey looked gravely at him. 
"An' I got mo'n a wagon load 0' trouble now." 
"Yes, Dee." 
"Mist' Ramsey, sub-." The nervous twisting of his hat became 

more pronounced. "My mule done laid down an' died, suh." 
The white man nodded sympathetically. 
"I bin a hard wukkin' nigger all my bo'n days," Dee continued, 

"an' I'm willin' tuh wuk de res' 0' my days some mo' but lain' 
got nothin' tub wuk wid. No mule. No food. I ain' got nothin'." 

Ramsey pursed his lips and stared at his fields naked in the 
winter's day. 

"I jes' was over tuh de bank fo' tuh ask 'em tuh len' me two 
hunnerd dollars so's I kin git me a mule an' a Ii'l food tuh tide 
us over till de nex' crop comes but Mist' Graham done said I'd 
hab tuh hab col--col-" 

"Collateral," Ramsay said quietly. 
"Yes, suh, collateral. But I ain' got no collateral. I ain' got 

nothin' ceptin' my two han's, an' my wife, an' David and Hen
rietta." 

"Yes, I know.' 
"An' I'1l hab tub sign wid Mist' Pearson if I cain' git no two 

hunnerd dollars an' if I goes tub wuk fo' Mist' Pearson-" 
"Yes, 1 know," Ramsey repeated. 
"So I done come tuh you, sub," Dee burst forth pleadingly. 

"I doan want tuh be Mist' Pearson's nigger. Me, and Louise and 
David an' Henrietta, we'll wuk fo' you'n pay you back,' suh, if 
you'll len' hit tub me." 

Hamsey shook his head slowly. 
"I can't, Dee. I'd like to help you but 1 haven't money enough 

to start saving all the niggers in the county. I have to take care 
of my own niggers. If 1 loan you two hundred dollars and another 
two hundred to some other nigger caught in the Cracker buzz saw 
I should soon be in the same situation you are in." 

Perspiration broke out in tiny beads on Dee's forehead. 
"Yes, suh," he said. "Thankee, suh." 
"You see, Dee," Ramsey added, putting a hand gently on the 

old man's shoulders, "I'm caught in their buzz saw, too." 
"Yes, suh," said Dee. 

Dee would have left the county but there was no place to go. 
There was not even a mule to pull the few sticks of furniture 
that were his household goods, nor food for a journey, and no 
matter where a penniless nigger went he would have to work for 
some one. In Ochlockonee county they knew him for a good nigger 
and would be more considerate than would strange whites in an
other state, so two days later Dee Jackson put his cross to the 
usual cropper contract. 

It provided that Pearson supply him with a mule, seed, and a 
monthly advance of twelve dollars between February and August 
inclusive, in return for half his crop after all advances and in
terest thereon were deducted. The agreement particularly specified 
that should the "said tenant fail to pay the advances made by the 
owner when due, the tenant agrees to surrender the posse~sion of 

said premises, in which event the .owner is hereby authorized to 
sell or dispose of all prope'rty there,on the tenant has any interest 
in" and concluded with the ominous words "a.nd shall be so con
strued between the parties thereto, any law, usage or custom to 
the contrary notwithstanding." 

Dee could not read but he knew what it contained. Others had 
signed cropper agreements and were charged eighteen percent 
interesl on advances, with the Pearson bookkeeping system, a 
nigger never got out of debt. And Dee knew also that the Georgia 
law provided that as long as he owed the planter one dollar he 
could not leave the Pearson farm without facing arrest and the 
chain gang for swindling. 

So Dee Jackson became Shay Pearson's nigger. 

* From Georgia Nigger by John L. Spivak to be released Septem
ber 30th by Brewer, Warren & Putnam. The book is a narrative 
account of Negro life in the south as croppers on planta.tions and 
as convicts whose sole crime is the attempt to escape peonage. This 
section was chosen for its graphio documentation which the Edi
tors regard as insufficient in itself. They z7wite worker-writers 
to tell what they think of such presentations. 

LaDlstOll BUlb.s 

For Tom Mooney 
Tom Mooney. 
Tom MOONEY. 
TOM MOONEY/ 

A man with the title of governor has spoken: 
And you do not go free. 

A man with the title of governor has spoken: 
And the steel bars surround you, 
And the prison wo!1,lls wrap you about, 

And you do not go free. 
But the man with the title of fJovernor 
Does not know 
That allover the earth today 
The workers speak the name: 

Tom Mooney/ 
Tom MOONEY/ 
TOM MOONEY! 

And the sound vibrates in waves 
From Africa to China, 
India to Germany, 
Russia to the Argentine, 
Shaking the bars, 
Shaking the walls, 
Shaking the earth 

Until the whole world falls into the hands of 
Th6 Workers. 

Of course, the man with the t-itle of governor 
Will be forgotten then 
On the scrap heap of the time
He won't matter at all. 

But remembered forever will be the name: 
TOM MOONEY. 

Schools wilZ be named: 
TOM MOONEY. 

Farms will be named: 
TOM MOONEY. 

Dams will be named: 
TOM MOONEY. 

Ships will be named: 
TOM MOONEY. 

Factories will be named: 
TOM MOONEY. 

And all over the world-
Banner of strength and uni'on, force and solidarity 
Life forevM' through the workers power-

Will be the name: 
TOM MOONEY. 
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THBU THE SWEATY EYE OF A NEEDLE 
Hershel Feinstein, hidden in a wagon, rumbled toward the 

border. A soldier stuck his bayonet into the hay, and let the 
wagon rumble on through the night. Arrived in Bremen, Hershel 
found his leg swollen to a club from the jab. He lay in a hospital 
for several months. By that time guns were popping all over 
Europe. Hershel could not budge from Bremen· the four years. 
It was in 1920 that he finally found his family in a muddy village 
near Warsaw. He brought them back to Germany just as the 
new quota law went into force. Again the wait, year after year. 
At last through the net alone with money borrowed from his rich 
cousin in America. 

Up from steerage the morning the ship slipped into the great 
harbor limped Hershel. There in the mist the stalwart green 
woman with the crown full of rays like horns. He bowed before 
Libedy and burst· into tears. 

At Ellis Island his tubby cousin came to meet him. He gave 
him a meal and a job in the shop he had established under the 
name of Morton Hyams, English Custom Tailor. He promised 
to lend him money to bring his family across soon. 

All spring and summer long it rained without stopping. Her
shel felt homesick. His leg bothered him. He crouched all day 
near a window with bars thick as crowbars. Out in the back
yard the chicory-colored earth and an occasional ragged sparrow, 
and rain falling like gobs from sick mouths and the sharp odor 
from the toilets that wouldn't work He couldn't forget his wife 
and children on the porch of his brother-in-law's house drinking 
tea in the fragrant afternoon, the nightingales crying in the wood. 

His cousin laughed at him for his homesickness. His fellow 
tailors poked fun at him, especially Yosel Miller, a landsman. 
Miller was called "the flute" because he was thin and liked to 
sing all day through his nose over his work. He tried to get him 
to go with him to a house where they had nice fat Jewish girls, 
just like pincushions. "No, still dreaming of his cow and calves 
on Czar Nicholas' farm. Like the man who left his family for 
ten years. He meets a friend. How many.children has he? 
Three, and the youngest is five years old. How can that he when 
you've been away ten years? Oh, I write letters every month." 

Hershel would become red and shake with anger. 
Within a year he paid his cousin all he owed him. The cousin, 

however, refused to keep the promise to help him bring his 
family over to Columbus' golden domain. Business wasn't good. 
He was planning to open a factory in Boston where labor was 
cheaper and the union didn't bother you. He borrowed instead two 
hundred dollars from Hershel too timid to refuse him. He would 
write and invite him in time to come to Boston to become one 
of his foremen. 

Hershel hunted for another job. He tried work as a window 
cleaner, then as a pushcart peddler. At last he found a small 
store in which he did pressing, ladies' tailoring, and mending. ~ 
The store was between a druggist's and a grocery with a five
pointed star which threw a shadow on the pavement like a ballet 
dancer. 

By that time Hershel had become thin as a crane with a humped 
back and a bald head that looked as if the hair had been pulled 
out by the roots. Because of his limp and his bitter face, the 
children were afraid of him and called him Chicken Legs. They 
sang: 

"This is the way the tailor sews. 
This is the way he sews and sews. 
He sews the whole week through 
And earns a penny with a hole." 

His cousin delayed paying him back or giving him the foreman's 
job. Customers often failed to pay him. Another tailor, Wech
sler, a Polish Jew, opened a shop across the street. He did not 
hear regularly from his wife and children. He had no friends to 
turn to. Miller the Flute used to come around occasionally, still 
with a smile, but a little more haggard than in the old days. He 
would try to poke him out of the store into the opEm. He would 
try to urge him to join the Labor Lyceum school with the torch 
like a brussel sprout. Hershel hitched up his shoulders indifferent
ly, and worked harder over his needle and press. 

All the pleasure he had was dreaming of the day when he 
would pay back his debts for the store, when he would have his 
whole family with him. His homesicknesS' grew. He was always 
thinking of his anxious little wife, the young son, and daughter 
he remembered best playing with the beadle's son a few days be
fore his departure. Later, as she was kneading dough for a cake 
for him, he walked into the kitchen. "1 have something to scold 
you for, Hannele." She walked over to wash her hands in a 
basin. Then hands on her hips, "Now what is it, father dear?" 
How he had laughed. He begged them in his letters to write often, 
to send him their pictures. He couldn't remember their faces 
clearly. He took a cheap one of himself which the photographer 
touched because of his pallor so that he looked as if his face 
were smeared with jelly. 

Once a week Hershel went with his savings to the bank. His 
personal expenses were next to nothing. He lived on bread, her
ring, onions, potatoes. During the rest of the week he kept his 
money in a teabox with a pagoda like a pile of toppling dishes. 
His first delivery boy got into the habit of sneaking into the only 
room back of the pokey store. He fit-ed him after a violent quar
rel. One night the kitten he had picked up, skinny as a finger 
picking phlegm frozen in the street, began. spitting. Someone 
was rustling in the fron't. On the floor a little moon of light. 
He jumped up. A flashing shadow. He sank under a crack on 
the head. 

When he came to, it was morning. Detectives tramped into 
the store and powdered the empty teabox for fingerprints. Days 
passed. The thugs weren't found. Mrs. Taback, the grocer's wife, 
advised that he give the policeman some smear. The more the 
better. Hershel didn't know how to go about it. At last he put 
a five-dollar bill into a piece of paper and chucked it as the 
bulled policeman with the big-barreled nose swung by. The 
policeman picked it up and walked off whistling. 

The bandy-legged, cudgel-headed Taback was also very sympa
thetic. When Passover came round, he invited him to the cere
mony. His father and mother had just come from the other side. 
They would let him know all that was going on there. 

For the first time in years Hershel polished his shoes and 
pressed his suit. Taback sat with a red tie with a stickpin of a 
horsewhip on it. His fat wife shone like the sun. The two old 
people crouched in their chairs, slightly deaf; both had been 
clubbed over their heads during the pogroms. They read services 
from booklets issued by a bank with an eagle spread on the cover 
as if straining to lay an egg. Then they ate hot fish with horse
radish like bloody sawdust. 

The old woman talked of the horrible times they had been thru. 
Mrs. Taback shook her head. "Mama, don't. Eat, eat. A customer 
told me how during a pogrom all the Jews in the village were in 
a cellar. They found an old grandmother under a table stuffing 
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a chicken's neck. 'Nu, children, we have bellies still, we must 
eat. If we come out alive, we'll be hungry, little hearts'." 

The old man wiped his beard. "Even in Germany they are 
beginning pogroms with those new Jew-haters, those Hitler 
beasts." 

Feinstein choked on the fish. He hadn't received a letter in 
months. The sweat broke out on his face and hands. He begged 
them to excuse him. He crawled out into the dark cold street. 
The moon was like vomit on the sea. 

Mrs. Taback came in next day to fi,nd out how he was feeding. 
She wanted to help him. With the coming of hot weather, she 
told him of a good idea she had. "You look black as the earth, 
a consumptive, day after day, working like a horse, going out no
where . . . Listen, my cousin has a big farm and hotel in the 
country. They need a tailor just a few hours a day. The cook 
is a widow without children, the wife of a painter. He climbed 
the ladder and fell down. The whole woman is only thirty . . . 
she is honey, milk and blood ... she had a husband so long, she 
can not do without one . . . and you alone, for years without--" 

Hershel held on to the wall. With a groan he grabbed his 
shears. Mrs. Taback backed out of the store. She fell down the 
steps. She slid along like a dog with an itch in her fat tail, 
shrieking with all her might. A crowd gathered. Taback rushed 
up, pounding his fists together. "I will crack you between my 
nails. 1 will-" He spat at him but the spittle fell back on his 
own face. The policeman with the big iron nose pushed in and 
warned Feinstein to keep his hands off other people's wives. Get 
yourself one to touch up. He would arrest him next time. Mrs. 
Taback was led off, shrieking, "And 1 invited him to eat ... the 
pig . . . May the cholera take him, the cholera . • . " 

Hershel was so upset he couldn't catch his breath. He lay down. 
A hot iron seemed to be going over him. He locked his shop and 
wandered in a daze through the streets. He came to the big park 
all his years in the city he hadn't visited once. He looked at the 
peacocks and the deer in the zoo, the grass, and he seemed to feel 
better. He sat on the bench. Around him mothers and their 
children. He crept back to his dark little room and sat, huddled 
all night, in a corner. 

Miller the Flute' showed up one day with a big brown man like 
a Russian bear, one eye lost in the war. He was a union organ
izer. They were going to form a union of the small shops against 
the dyeing and cleaning companies, against the racketeers who were 
chiseling millions of dollars out of your pockets. Was it neces
sary for him to show what despots the companies were? Hershel 
knew well enough no tailor could change his cleaner no matter 
how poorly dresses and suits were dyed and cleaned. All com
plaints were useless; the deCisions of those bandits final. A tailor 
was assigned to a certain wholesaler and he must stick to him 
all the days of his life the way a man sticks to his wife. And 
then one tailor was charging a dollar fifty for cleaning, another 
a dollar, each tearing the other"s head off for a few bitter crumbs. 

Hershel listened, but wouldn't go to the meeting. He said bit
terly to Miller, "So you are a communist, another whore you've 
gone to." . 

Miller looked at him sadly. He grinned. "You worry only 
about your wife and children. That way you will do them harm. 
First a man' has brothers and sisters. Fight, and you will have 
a safe family." He told the story of the different types of men. 
One who gets excited when he sees a woman a mile off, the other 
let him see a woman's stocking on a line and he can hardly breathe, 
and the third let him look merely at a lady's tailor. Yes, he was 
hanging around Hershel because he was a lady's tailor. But if he 
wouldn't come with kisses, maybe blows would help. 

One by one, the other stores in the neighborhood began closing. 
Hershel felt ashamed of himself. In the end, he did go to a 
meeting in a cold hall. The organizer sat with his paws to his 
nose like a bear in a cave, looking at the timid little men before 
him. He spoke to them fiercely, each word like a spike pounded 
down with his big fist. They must form a cooperative cleaning 
and dyeing factory. They must decide on a plan whereby a 
dozen retailers would no longer settle in a spot big as a hand, 
fiddle prices up and down, and fight each other like dogs over a 
lousy bone. They must boycott the bloated cleaners. 

The men voted unanimously to accept the organizer's sugges
tions. And after the meeting a number of them filed into a lunch
room. Miller pulled Hershel in after them to have coffee and 
cake. "You must come out of your hole and see people. Why 
always hiding like a bedbug in a crack?" 

On the walls of the lunchroom pai,ntings of foreign ports and 
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fields, windmills, a boat like a wooden Dutch shoe, a German 
tower. The fresh young girl, waiting on them, reminded him of 
his own. Hershel couldn't sit still. He left long before the 
others. 

The deliverymatJ. snorted when Hershel said quietly he could 
not give him any work. "You'll be begging to have us come inside 
of three days. . I know you fellers. And if you think it's peaches 
and cream with us drivers, you're a goddamned fool." He drove 
off with the truck with the "Clean as a Whistle" sign, the whistle 
looking like a sugar scoop. . 

The driver was right. For one morning as Hershel crossed the 
street to chat with Wechsler the Polish tailor, he saw steam bunch
ing at the door, the strike sign scraped off. Wechsler looked 
sheepishly away. His wife with the harelip, who had borne a 
child every time he had spat, sailed out. "Let the cholera take 
the union. My children and myoId mother to starve because of 
those red wolves." She slammed the door in his face. 

By the end of the second week most of the other tailors had 
opened. Miller came around furious but patient. "They'll wake 
up. This wasn't lost altogether. They'll wake up on the floor." 

The strike hurt Feinstein more than the others because he was 
one of the last to open. He was terribly discouraged. He received 
a short letter from his wife. The money he had been sending 
for shipcards was all gone because of Hannele's serious illness. She 
was hearing terrible things of what was going on in America. 
She was thinking of going back to her brother in Po~d. 

The rich cousin hadn't returned a cent of the loan. All Her
shel's letters to him remained unanswered. So one Saturday 
afternoon Hershel took the boat to Boston. He stood on the deck 
and watched the islands in the river. In front of a grim barred 
building a skinny man shook his fist at the people in the boat. 
Feinstein moved away from the well-fed men and women leaning 
on the rails, hooting back at the angry man on the island. 

He didn't have any money for a cabin. He stayed out most of 
the night on deck. The moon came out. In the distance a sailing 
smack like a huge old man in praying shawl sank into the sea. 
He crouched over his pricked hands in his misery. 

It took him half a day to find the suburbs. A servant admitted 
him. He stayed in the hall until one of the boys came in. He 
didn't recognize the greenhorn cousin. Too bad, papa and mama 
were off on a vacation in the car. Hershel stared at the fraternity 
pin salted down with tiny pearls. He crept out into the dark. 
He paced the street before the house until midnight. His hands 
pulsed in his helpless anger as if they were bleeding. 

Back home, he thought of getting a lawyer. He thought of 
borrowing or selling the store, anything to raise a little money. 
He went noon hour to the bank where he had a month's savings. 
The bank with the old pictures-"Honesty is the Best Policy"; 
"Save for your Old Age"; "When Your Ship Comes In" with· a 
picture of a ship with sails dollar bills; also the picture of a 
country home, a path like melted chocolate, and two cNldren 
playing with a ball like an orange. 

As he turned the corner, there a long line like a twitching worm. 
Bank guards in their letter carrier uniforms. Huddled frightened 
shopkeepers and workers. A woman wringing her hands and C'.ry
ing. Policemen with sticks. One graybeard whispering, "They'll 
give us back our money. They're Jews." 

Hershel waited in line until nightfall. They were told to come 
next day. N ext morning the bank was closed. It remained closed. 
There was a notice that the state had taken the bank over. 

He lay in bed, reaching out like a caterpillar come to the end 
of a branch. To whom could he turn? He thought of Yosel 
Miller, but he didn't know where he lived. Sussman the druggist 
said he heard Yosel was at a strike in another city and some one 
else said he was arrested near a closed bank where he had been 
speaking against the robbers. And old customer, a baba, with a 
face like a cookapple noticed how he was suffering. She advised 
him to go to the synagogue, to be a good Jew for the holidays 
that were coming on, to see the rabbi who would help. 

He went during the feast of atonement and stayed near the 
door of the packed badsmelling hall. The rabbi, a fat man with 
very short legs, talked about God, that, God is a good boss, if you 
work for him you'll have riches, cars, good children and wives, 
he'll pay you with interest. But if you strike, woe is you. God 
is a good landlord, pay him rent, if not, he'll make you move out 
of his holy house into darkness, cold, and death. -

During prayers for the dead, a little hungry girl whimpering 
near him. His Hannele was like that once. He turned to the 
mother with the beads like rock candy. "The living, the living, 
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they're more important than the dead," he whispered huskily .. 
She glared at him. "You corpse, you' thin 8.!! a herring." 

'He walked out and waited on the corner. Why was it his 
business? And yet .•. The rabbi told him to come after the 
holidays. 

In the rabbi's living room carpets, a flagon of wine, pictures. 
One of the pictures showed a room during the pogroms: windows 
cracked, furniture splintered, on the floor a woman with her dress 
torn, her bloody children &wept into corners, and crouched at the 
door a bewildered grandmother with the book of psalms. 

His head in a whirl, he mumbled his difficulties. The rabbi called 
in his son, a lawyer and state assemblyman. The son came in 
wiping his hands on a towel with a blue stripe-Pullman 1931. 
Well, let him come down to his office. The quota was filled. Why 
should he want to be running back to those crazy countries where 
people starve and they plague the Jews? There's one way of 
getting free. Just try becoming a Red, and you'll get deported ••• 
Come to the office . . . 

Hershell rose with the rabbi's fee in his sweaty hands. The 
picture shrugged and flew suddenly above his head. The room 
burst like a bubble. When he awoke he was on the floor. The 
servant girl was spurting water at him from her mouth as if he 
were something to be ironed. He thanked the rabbi with a fat 
hairless face like buttocks. He limped home. He sat OIl the dark 
doorsteps and stared at the shadow of the pump like a pen on 
the pavement. He couldn't eat, he couldn't sleep: No news from 
~cross the tearing shears of the water. 

And now when Miller came to see him for a few minutes, Her
shel was far friendlier. At least they were landsleit, and Miller 
was digging everywhere like a rooster and knew what was going 
()n in the world. 

"But why do you sit here and let worry suck at you like a big 
bedbug? Why do you sit anq strain till th~ dung comes out of 

-your eyes? Will you always be the kind of a man, who when the 
hooligan sticks his finger into your eye, you'll say, 'Excuse me be
cause my eye is in you;r way?" 

Another time: "At least your own are not being killed and 
starved. Look at these pictures of little children and women in 
China in the city the Japs are bombing. And here in the mines, 
in the mills: Nu, can't you get angry? And if you are angry 
and don't do anything, a man goes crazy and eats himself up." 

All this hammering knocked a sigh from Hershel. "You are 
right. I-I know. But I can see the quiet village in the old 
home and no steam sucking the heart out. And-" He waved 
his worn hand at the big press with its jaws open. His voice 
broke. "Yosel, I 'can't remember their faces." 

Miller stared at the steam press. "A monster." He stuck 
a thimble on his head, picked up a long needle. "I will fight this 
like in the old days. Ach, Hershel, you are living in the middle 
ages." 

Hershel fell back in his chair. Miller looked so funny using 
the needle like a sword. He gulped and burst out laughing. He 
couldn't stop. It was the first time he had laughed in America. 
He laughed until the tears dripped on his chest. Miller stood 
next to him and kept stroking his shoulder. 

And so Miller had his way with him as with others. He made 
him read. He dragged him to meetings at homes, halls, street 
corners, squares. Still the unbearable ache did not leave. His 
brother-in-law in Poland had written he had not heard from the 
family also. But often at these gatherings his eyes opened to 
the sufferings of the millions lumped. in the mass. 

Accidentally Hershel saw the big dempnstration that year of 
the workless and starving. On his way to a wholesaler to get 
some stuff for a skirt he came across the marchers. He followed 
anxiously. A whole army of foot and mounted cops were ready 
for them. One of the leaders came out of City Hall. The mayor 
had snickered, "When will the ice cream be served ?" Another 
leader- stood on the steps and shouted to the banners. The cops 
closed in. A horse trampled a shopgirl. She fell with a great 
ball of her insides beating from her mouth. Cameramen squatted 
around a bald elderly man with a snoot of red growing from his 
head. The ring of uniforms shoved the unemployed back. A 
few cops and detectives jumped up and took cracks at the heads. 
They turned around laughing. The mounted charged. Passersby 
mowed down. Hershel driven into a hallway. He fell against a 
wall, his leg going limp under him. The soldier's bayonet ••• 

All the way home, he kept burying his face in his hands. Day 
after day, the picture roared thruout his brain. Miller' showed 
up with a hand in a sling and a mask of courtplaster. He grinned 
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at the agony streaking from Hershel's eyes. Oh, he was all right. 
·That was only child's play compared to what was coming. They 
wete looking for him. He stayed over and slept in the store. 

But even in hiding he could not rest. He went out to the 
corner. Saddlebacked Wechsler, Sussman the horse-faced drug
gist, Taback with the whip stickpin came round him. "You have 
nothing to lose but dunged harness." 

Taback's laugh was a belch. 
Miller pointed a finger. "I like to laugh also. But this is no 

time for laughing. We must stop them before there will be no 
more laughing anywhere on this little earth. You mustn't be 
afraid. The blood in those bugs and leeches is what they've 
sucked from you." 

Feinstein nodded. 
"And how do you know, you crazy little wet-nosed tailor?" 

cried Taback. 
"I have seen," he said quietly. 
Taback hopped. "He has seen, Ohho through the eye of - a 

needle." 
Mrs. Wechsler passed on her way from the bakery shop, nurs

ing a loaf of bread. From across the street the huge policeman. 
He knew a little Yiddish. He said, "Hey, Yiddilach, if you want 
to davin, go." He pointed with his club to the synagogue in the 
shadows. 

Mrs. Wechsler gasped as he walked off booming. She pulled her 
. husband after her. "If you are not careful, you will be deported." 

"We have as much right as him, that Cossack five dollar bill. 
The country is ours too." Feinstein choked on his hoarsened voice. 
The sweat broke out on his face. He blinked at his cracked tremb
ling fist and dropped it swiftly in astonishment. 

Miller took him by the arm. He led him back to the store. 
That night they talked until late. A messenger came' for 

Miller. He left, promising to drop in within a week or so. Fein
stein rolled around in his hard bed. He fell asleep. Even his 
sleep was troubled. A great machine of iron blue men with their 
clubs stitching. The beaten girl. And in a flash her face. Han
nele, Hannele . . • He burst from sleep and bed. He crouched 
in his ragged underwear gasping. The bunched little cat stared 
at him with the green broken buttons of her eyes. He stood that 
way until morning. 

And with the next evening his eyes were glazed, he was ex
hausted, feverish. He crept down the block to take a breath of 
fresh air. Sussman the druggist and his clerk and the baker were 
talking, some people from the tenements, former customers. 

Sussman was saying he was a free-thinker, the salvation of 
the world was science. He had read the Bible once and remem
bered where Isaiah the prophet had said a war would come when 
all people would have to eat their dung and drink their water. 
It looked as he was right with what was happening in every 
corner. People were sick. They needed medicines, drugs. You 
get up with a bad taste and the world is rotten. Go to a doctor 
and you see how the world changes, sweeter and fresher. 

The policeman came up to see what was the matter. 
Hershel could not control himself. He turned to the druggist 

savagely. 
The policeman snorted through his big-barreled nose. 
Hershel ignored him. 
The policeman said, "If you want to davin, I told you fellers 

where to go." 
Hershel kept on. "I will show you why. If-" 
The policeman stroked him obscenely on his haunches with his 

nightstick. 
Hershel turned around furiously. "You fool, you five-dollar bill." 
The beefy face boiled red. He lifted his club and whacked. 
With a wild cry, Hershel fell on him. He tore the club out 

of his hands. He hurled it into the gutter. He turned again to 
Sussman. 

The punch lifted Hershel like the horn of an enraged bull. He 
tottered and fell face flat. He jerked over. His legs went as on 
a stiff treadle. He got on a knee and put his hand to his mouth. 
His fingers were bloody. He staggered up. He stared at the 
spots at his feet. A long pull of air filled him. His shoulders 
went back. He stood straight and calm. 

The desperate cop was mouthing, iCHe tried to get my gun, the 
bastard, my goddamned gun." 

Someone in the crowd said bastard. The women held their 
children. The men muttered. 

Hershel said softly, "Tell Yosel, tell ••. He'll understand," he 
followed the cop. 
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RESOLUTION ON THE ·WORK 
OF NEW MAS.E. FOR 1931 
Formulated by the International Union 
Of Revolutionary Writers 

(Editorial Note) 
This Resolution was received a short time ago by the Editorial 

Board of the New M a8se8. A general discussion was held in 
which the Contributing Editors, the members of the John Reed 
Club of New York, worker-writers, representatives of the foreign
language press, and fellow-travellers participated. The Resolu
tion was enthusiastically approved and it was determined to build 
a mass circulation and basis for the New Mas8es which would 
actually make it the "leading organ of the proletarian cultural 
movement of the U. S. A." 

The Editorial Board accepts the analysis of the IURW. On 
the basis of the Resolution it calls on all subscribers, sympathizers, 
and contributors to rally to its aid in the fulfilment of the im
portant tasks that lie before it. The Editorial Board feels that 
already a noticeable advance has been made in raising the level 
of the magazine. A letter from the IURW, more recently re
ceived, notes this progress. 

The Resolution is printed so that it may be an incentive to 
discussion which will be fruitful in the development of the New 
Mas8es. • 

1. Having examined the work carried out by the New Mas8e8 
in 1931, the Secretariat of the IURW places on record that the 
magazine made a whole series of achievements in its own reorgan
ization, on the basis of fulfilling the decisions of the Kharkov 
International Conference of Revolutionary Writers. The task of 
"actively participating in all the important cultural and political 
campaigns" (Resolution of the American Delegation to the Khar
kov Conference) was, in considerable measure, fulfilled by the 
magazine, which, in greater or lesser degree, assisted in the 
running of a number of political drives led by the American 
Communist Party last year. All the important strikes that took 
place in America in 1931 were mirrored on the pages of the maga
zine. As compared with the past, the magazine has made con
siderable progress in the matter of supporting the revolutionary 
movement of the toiling Negroes (the necessity for which was 
particularly stressed in the resolution adopted by the American 
delegation to the Kharkov Conference). Compared with former 
years the magazine has pursued a much more clearcut political 
line. We must place on record that the magazine, on the whole, 
followed a correct course in its work, adhering to a path, along 
which, provided it liquidates a number of defects observable in its 
work, it may develop from an organ of the radical intellectuals 
into a leading organ of the proletarian cultural movement in 
the·U. S. A. 

2. However, the magazine has yet to fight against a whole 
series of serious defects in its work, which, if it does not liquidate 
them, will prevent it from fulfilling the tasks confronting it. In 
pursuing its political line the magazine has not yet succeeded in 
achieving a full reorganization on the basis of fulfilling the 
political demands of the IURW political platform (formulated in 
the resolution 'on political and creative questions adopted at the 
Kharkov Conference). 

3. The magazine has given altogether too little attention to 
the 8truggle against Fascism. As regards 8ocial-fasMsm, the 
New Ma88es has put up a disgracefully poor fight. In this con
nection the New Masse8 throughout last year showed manifesta
tions of "rotten liberalism," expressed both in the failure to carry 
out systematic work in exposing social-fascism as a whole, and 

. in keeping silent about the treacherous role of a number of 
social-fascist ideologues who had formerly been closely connected 
with the magazine (Max Eastman, V. F. Calverton). The liquida
tion of these traditions of "rotten liberalism" is a task which must 
under no circumstances be put off. 

4. Right up until lately the New Mas8e8 has paid insufficient 
attention to making known the achievements of socialist construc
tion in the Soviet Union in connection with the development and 
deepening of the capitalist crisis. Only in the most recent issues 
of the magazine can there be observed some advance in this direc
tion. We must admit a large part of the blame attaches to the 

Secretariat of the IURW itself, since it kept the New MaS8e8 very 
badly supplied with Soviet material. The Secretariat undertakes 
from now on to send regularly and systematically information 
about socialist construction and the cultural life in the Soviet 
Union, as well as to send the best productions of Soviet prole
tarian writers and fellow-travellers suitable for publi~tion in 
the New Mas8e8. 

5. The magazine put up a poor and unsystematic fight against 
the war peril and the danger of intervention in the Soviet Union. 
In particular we must characterize as a serious omission the 
failure of the magazine's critical department to work systematical
ly in exposing fascism and social-fascism in the field of war litera
ture. 

6. As regards international work, and in particular, the sup
port of the struggle of the oppressed colonial peoples, the magazine 
has made considerable achievements in setting up close connec
tions with China and Japan. The New Masses is faced with the 
task of setting up equally close connections in the first place with 
the colonies of American imperialism and the countries of Latin 
America. The work accomplished by the magazine till now ip 
this direction has been completely inadequate. 

7. If we compare the magazine's work in 1931 with previous 
years, the New Masses must be credited with considerable suc
cesses in "reflecting clearly and continuously the struggles of the 
working class." However, even till now the New Mas8es, in its 
treatment of the labor movement, continues to adopt an empirical 
attitude, instead of rising to the level of leading generalizations 
based on the practice of the revolutionary proletariat's struggle. 
At the same time, it often happens that literary features treating 
of the workers' struggle suffer from schematism and abstractness 
in which the concrete content of this struggle is lost. 

8. The fact that the magazine carries on insufficient political 
work is reflected not only in its literary features but also in the 
productions of the magazine's artists. Very often, in the drawings 
published in the magazine, we find revolutionary content sacrificed 
for esthetic innovations and experiments in form together with 
a fetishistic approach to capitalist technique and its underestima
tion of the consciousness and militancy of the revolutionary move
ment with corresponding overestimation of the might of American 
capitalism, witnessing to the fact that the artists are not yet 
strong enough to rise to direct militant conclusions and show the 
only possible revolutionary escape from capitalism's crisis. 

9. All these mistakes, shortcomings, and lapses are, at bottom, 
attributable to the great basic weakness of the magazine, to its 
insufficient politicalization, to the absence of a sufficiently militant 
(in the Leninist sense of this term) line of its whole cultural 
and political activity. This insufficient politicalization, together 
with a certain theoretical backwardedness noticeable in the maga
zine (which was noted by the Kharkov Conference) are responsible 
for a number of breaches in the fulfilment of the task of leading 
the American revolutionary literary movement. 

10. The magazine has altogether inadequately coped with the 
task of internationalizing the theoretical and creative experience 
of the world revolutionary literary movement. Inasmuch as the 
grave shortcomings observable in this field are, to a certain extent, 
the common weakness of the whole international revolutionary 
movement, the Secretariat of the IURW undertakes in the future 
to take steps to liquidate this state of affairs by means of trans
mitting to the magazine the experience of the literary movement 
in the Soviet Union: 

11. The eversharpening crisis of American capitalism, together 
with the growth of the revolutionary movement led by the van
guard of the AmericQ.n proletariat, the C.P. of the U.S.A., which 
lead to masses of bourgeois intellectuals adopting the position of 
the revolutionary fellow-travellers, and which create the prere
quisites for an unprecedented growth of the proletarian cultural, 
and in particular, of the literary movement, place before the 
New Masses as the central organ of the IURW in the U. S. A., 
highly responsible tasks in connection with the leadership of this 
movement. It must be stated that even until quite recently the 
New Masse8 has not properly coped with these tasks. The Secre
tariat of the IURW is compelled to state that the magazine has 
not worked sufficiently at leading the revolutionary fellow-travel
lers in the U. S. A. or at securing a mass basis for the American 
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proletarian literary movement by mobilizing cadres of worker 
correspondents around the magazine. The magazine has not set 
up sufficient contacts with the John Reed Club .and the numerous 
SImilar workers' cultural organizations in America. So far the 
extremely rapid process of the rise and development of these 
organizations has been taking place largely spontaneously, not
withstanding the fact that precisely the New Masses and the 
John Reed Club have the task of guiding this process. Till re
cently the New Masses has confined itself, in this respect, to the 
giving of information, without discussing in its pages even the 
most elementary questions of principle arising in the work of 
the John Reed Club and the other organizations, without giving 
the least theoretical leadership by means of the summing up their 
experience. 

12. The Secretariat considers that the resolution on the New 
Masses adopted by the Relations Committee of the John Reed 
Club of New York represents a step forward in the reorganization 
of the magazine. The Secretariat agrees with the organizational 
proposals contained in the resolution. It considers that the resolu
tion notes correctly, in the main, a whole series of shortcomings 
in the work of the New Masses and at the same time offers suit
able resistance to the "left" groupings inside the John Reed Club 
which estimated it as a failure, the insistance upon which would 
lead to the magazine's closing publication. However, as regards 
a whole number of points the resolution showed far from suffi
cient self-criticism of the magazine's work. Thus the resolution 
ignores the magazine's poor anti-war work, limiting itself to the 
passing statement that: "The Issues of the war danger, the build
ing of Socialism in the Soviet Union, and the anti-religious cam
paign were treated with revolutionary clarity in the August, 
November and December issues of the magazine." The resolution 
merely remarks that the New Masses: "has not taken a suffi
ciently strenuous part in the polemics that agitate Amet:ican in
tellectuals" instead of stressing the magazine's serious lapse in 
1931 when it conducted no systematic fight against fascism and 
social-fascism. This proves that the resolution by no means ex
hausts the possibilities for self-criticism of the New Masses. 'l'he 
New Masses and the John Reed Club are faced with the task of 
making possible the further development of this self-criticism 
and of drawing into it the widest cadres of worker-correspondents 
and worker-readers of the magazine. 

13. The necessity for overcoming the last remnants of back
wardness in the work of the New Masses on the political-theo
retical front is a necessity which places before the magazine the 
militant tasks of raising its political-ideological level by sys
tematic work at mastering the theory of Marxism-Leninism, by 
studying the whole creative and theoretical experience of the in
ternational revolutionary literary movement, by linking up the 
magazine's whole work with the day-to-day struggle of the Amer
ican proletariat and its vanguard, the Communist Party of the 
U. S. A., by creating a wide worker-correspondents movement 
around the magazine, by drawing into the work of the magazine 
the maximum cadres of intellectual fellow-travellers, and places 
at the same time no less responsible tasks before the leadership 
of the IURW and before the English edition of its central organ 
Internatiorml Literature. The Secretariat of the IURW under
undertakes to continue in Internxtiorml Literature the work it 
and to help it in every way possible to develop into a truly militant 
organ of our movement in the U. S. A. In view of the" general 
weakness of criticism in the American movement, the Secretariat 
undertakes to continue in :"Lnternational Literature" the work it 
started last year of working out the main problems of Marxist
Leninist criticism. It also undertakes to extend and systematize 
the work of Internatiorml Literature in the field of criticism of 
concrete productions of present-day American literature. 

The Technical Bureau 01 the F. s. U. 
The Technical Bureau has been organized as a division of the 

Friends of the Soviet Union to render aid to engineers and work
ers in the USSR in the solution of technical problems. 

The response to our call for members has been enthusiastic, 
and those who joined have shown a splendid willingness to under
take technical work without remuneration, in their spare time. 
We .are confident of great increases in our membership as a larger 
number of socially conscious engineers learn of the Bureau. 

Comrades, Enginee'rs and Technicians! This is your opportunity 
to aid their efforts to build a classless, Socialist society. 
Technical Bureau, F.S.U.-Room 330-799 Broadway, N. Y. C. 

2.1 

DAVID RAMSEY 

A "Philosophy" 01 Terror 
This book* has created something of a furore among petty bour

geois intellectuals in Europe and America. Its author is Curzio 
Malaparte a leading fascist poet and theoretician. He took an 
active part in the seizure of Florence in 1922, and accompanied 
M ussolini on the march to Rome. He is a close personal friend 
of Mussolini and as such his book has some of the aspects of a 
semi-official presentation of a phase of fascist theory, namely, the 
technique of capturing state power. 

Malaparte's volume is what bourgeois intellectuals like to call 
"a detached study of revolution." He writes about some obvious 
tactics of insurrection, but since he dignifies his treatment of 
the subject by the use of the term "technique," this automatically 
converts his "poetic" descriptions of coup d'etats into a genuine 
"science of revolution," applicable to all countries. 

Malaparte's "science" consists in his saying that all "democratic" 
countries are open to dictatorships-either fascist or communist. 
These dictatorships can be imposed by a very simple technique. 
The formula was discovered by Trotsky in 1917 and developed to 
its highest level by Mussolini. .-According to Malaparte, the whole problem of revolution and 
counter-revolution (he does not distinguish between the two) is 
a matter of "scientific" tactics. He therefore concerns himself 
only with the actual seizure of power by an insurrectionary group. 
He completely disregards or minimizes the whole complex of eco
nomic, social, and political forces. For Malaparte it is simply a 
question of a flank movement by about a thousand trained men 
against the nerve-centers of the "state." The new technique of 
insurrection is the seizure, as the first and essential step, of rail
way centers, postal, telegraph and radio stations, etc. Only after 
cutting off the "state" from its social and economic organs does 
the dictator begin the assault on the "state" itself. The objective 
and final point of Malaparte's thesis is always the coup d'etat. 
This is because in his own words "the coup d'etat itself is its 
soundest foundation." 

Granted his thesis, Malaparte maintains that as long as "demo
cratic" countries cling to their present outworn and "unscientific" 
police methods of protecting the "state," they are doomed to fall 
before the ambitious onslaughts of modern "Catilines." That is, 
unless they adopt Malaparte's technique in reverse, as a means 
of defense against would-be dictators. For Malaparte's technique 
has the virtue of operating successfully either on the offense or 
on the defense. Due to the reversible qualities of his method, a 
modern state can be defended against an insurrection, by the mere 
employment of a thousand technicians who this time guard and do 
not attack the "nerves" of the state. 

In conclusion, Malaparte palms off the generalization that his 
insurrectionary tactics are universally applicable. They are, he 
argues, independent of the historic conditions of any country, and 
their practical application is not conditioned by any external cir
cumstances. 

Despite his glib generalizations, Malaparte has no understanding 
of. fundamental economic and political problems. The questions 
that he raises, the nature of the state, the tactics of insurrection, 
the fixing of a date for a coup, he treats superficially, and with
out even the sincerity of an honest reactionary. In the first place, 
Malaparte never makes clear what his conception of a state is. 
Usually he identifies it with its material possessions-buildings, 
means of communication, archives, etc. But at other times he 
identifies the state with its bureaucracy. He does not realize 
that a state is an instrument of class domination, the organ for 
the suppression of one class by another. It consists of armed 
forces, material institutions, a bureaucracy, etc., all of which 
are used by the ruling class to impose its might upon the sup
pressed classes. The state is, therefore, not coincidental with 
society, nor is it a force imposed upon society as a whole from the 
outside. It is the means of continuing the rule of the master 
class. 

This concept of the state reveals that the objective of counter-

* Coup D'Etat: The Technique of Revolution, by Cwrzio Malapa-rte. 
Dutton. $2.50. 



revolutions which have taken place in Italy and elsewhere, is to 
save the capitalist state and make of it an open and intensifie<i 
instrument for the suppression of the working class. On the 
other hand, the objective of a proletarian revolution is· not to 
merely modify the powers of the capitalist state, but to smash it 
to bits and to set up a proletarian state instead. 

The tactics of an insurrection will accordingly differ with the 
specific objectives in view. A proletarian insurrection must be 
aimed both against a hostile class and a hostile state. It must 
depend upon the active support of a majority of the working class, 
as its prime prerequisite for success. Its strength lies in the 
might of the revolutionary masses against the better prepared and 
organized forces of the bourgeoisie in control of the state. But 
for i, counter-revolutionary coup d'etat, the objective is not so 
much the capture of the state, which in the final analysis, is in 
the control of the counter-revolutionary forces, or is openly allied 
with them. It is rather the destruction by force, of the organized 
sections of the revolutionary working class as the une obstacle to 
successful reaction. A counter-revolutionary coup is usually a 
conspiracy of banker, industrialists ,and militarists. It is an in
side job, and it signifies that the ruling class has transformed its 
disguised rule by force into an open dictatorship. The fascist 
parties that supposedly seize power at the time of such a coup, are 
but a camouflage for the camarilla that actually controls the state. 

From the nature of the capitalist state and the differing ob
jectives that must be attained, in order to capture it, from the 
"right" or the "left," it follows that there is no universal technique 
of insurrection independent of objective circumstances. In the 
case of a proletarian revolution, for example, there are two kinds 
of objective factors, the presence of which are necessary to the 
seizure of power. First, there must be present general conditions. 
Among them, the antagonisms of world capitalism must reach the 
most acute stage so that the weakest link in the capitalist chain 
will be vulnerable to a proletarian revolution; the contradictions 
within the country that is the weakest link must be irreconcilable; 
a majority of the proletariat and the poor farmers must be active
lyon the side of the revolutionary party, etc. Then there must 
be internal conditions indigenous to each country, but the presence 
of which are essential to the success of the revolution. In the 
case of the Russian Revolution these internal factors included 
Russia's defeat in the war and the subsequent desire of the 
masses for peace; the peasants' demand for land, etc. 

There must be therefore an optimum combination of general and 
specific objective conditions, before a revolutionary party can 
change its long range strategy for a general seizure of power by 
the workiRg class, into immediate tactics for the actual taking of 
power according to a definite plan and on a fixed date. Above 
all, these prerequisites to a successful proletarian revolution must 
be tempered in practice by a maximum flexibility in tactics. When 
the insurrection is started, it is necessary to act with the greatest 
determination, and to assume and maintain the offensive at all 
costs. The defensive, as Marx said, is death to the insurrection. 

Given such conditions the Bolsheviks carried out their successful 
insurrection with a delay of only ten days. (The Central Com
mittee of the Party had fixed October 15th as the day of the Bol
shevik revolution; it was actually begun on October 25th). This 
delay was caused by the realization in the course of preparation 
for the revolution that an insurrection independent of the meeting 
of the Constituent Assembly might have been misunderstood by 
the revolutionary masses. 

'It is in this sense that a revolutionary party can fix a date for 
an insurrection, and can carry out its plans with a minimum of 
delay, and a maximum chance of success. Counter-revolutionary 
coups, however, when they have been carried out at specified 
periods of time (as in the case of the fascist march on Rome) 
have been successful because there was connivance between the 
state authorities and the insurrectionary forces. 

To return to Malaparte and his discussion of the purely military 
side of an insurrection. Here his technique is but a vulgarization 
of military tactics that have been discussed and used for several 
decades. The modern tactics of war involve the destruction or 
neutralization of the enemy armed forces as one of the primary 
objectives. But of. equal impoJ1;ance, are the attacks on the 
enemy's resources and the capture of his strategic positions. Ari 
insurrection likewise requires the realization of both these ob
jectives if it is to be successful. It is, of course, a matter of 
tactical convenience, and not as Malaparte thinks an immutable 
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law, whether the insurrectionary forces proceed first against the 
strategic positions of the state ,or against its armed forces. The 
insurrection obviously can only be victorious when the armed 
forces of the state have been destroyed or put permanently out 
of action, and when its material resources and key positions are 
in the hands of the insurrectionary forces. 

But if Malaparte has discovered no new historical law, he has 
found a new way of proving the validity of his historical thesis. 
He invents "facts," "situations," "quotations" and "conversations" 
at will, and by means of this form of "poetic license," he manages 
to squeeze history into his verbal formula. He would have us 
believe that the success of the October Revolu,tion was due solely 
to Trotsky's insurrectionary tactics. To prove this statement he 
uses false quotations, and fictitious dialogues between Lenin and 
Trotsky. Further in the book, Malaparte has Stalin and Trotsky 
fight an imaginary and invisible duel for control of the Soviet 
state. They both employ a thousand trained men, but Stalin is 
finally victorious; principally because Trotsky's followers were 
Jews and lacked guts. 

It can be said for Malaparte that his information is truly 
amazing. He tries to picture Mussolini as a calculating tactician 
using an enormously disciplined force to achieve his ends. In 
reality, Mussolini's march on Rome was a very disorderly affair. 
It succeeded because of Mussolini's prearrangements with a finan
cial-military clique. Mussolini and his Black Shirts were the tools 
which this clique used to destroy the revolutionary organs of the 
working class. His coup d'etat consisted in his taking what his 
employers gave him. Mussolini was the window dressing that 
masked the real conspiracy of the bankers and the industrialists
a counter-revolutionary attack against the working class. It was 
the collusion of the North Italian capitalists with military leaders 
and nobles that enabled Mussolini to capture Rome. The consi
stent policy of Mussolini since 1922 to liquidate the petty bourgeois 
elements in the fascist party, and his persistant savage attacks 
on the workers are eloquent proof of the true nature of the Italian 
fascist coup d'etat. 

The false account that Malaparte gives of the Italian counter
revolution is bound up with his notion that a dictatorship is the 
use of a highly disciplined force for the purpose of keeping one 
man in power. This is obviously an erroneous concept. A dic
tatorship does not mean the power of a single individual to rule 
undividely. It is the exercise of unlimited power by an oligarchy 
or class, against another class or a number of classes. Malaparte 
confuses a dictatorship with despotism. 

The correct point in Malaparte's analysis of counter-revolution 
is of importance to those workers and intellectuals in America 
who do not fully understand the meaning of fascism. He points 
out that the necessary forerunner to a· fascist regime in Italy 
was the annihilation of revolutionary working class organizations. 
Malaparte very shrewdly (and some months before the present 
capitalist-Junker dictatorship in Germany). made the observation 
that Hitler was but a puppet who was rapidly outliving his pur
pose. The crucial point in the counter-revolutionary scheme 
would come, Malaparte thought, when the capitalists and Junkers 
would attempt to destroy the revolutionary organs of the workers. 
The attacks made upon the working class in Germany, and the 
counter-attacks of the proletariat against fascist rule, prove the 
truth of Malaparte's axiom. 

There is one phase of Malaparte's thought on the subject of 
counter-revolution that is very indicative of the decay of bour
geois ideology. This is the sadistic pleasure with which he des
cribes the Italian fascist pogroms against the workers. He de
fends these mass murders with the sophistical argument that "it 
is revolutionary (?) violence which legitimizes a dictatorship." 
Malaparte's glorification of terror for terror's sake when it is 
used against the proletariat, is symptomatic. When the bourgeoisie 
was a rising class, it employed disciplined terror as a revolutionary 
means to an end-the control of the state by the bourgeoisie. 
Today when it is a corrupt and parasitic class, separated from 
actual participation production, it elevates murder to the dignity 
of a philosophic end. 

There is a section of the petty-bourgeois intelligentsia who dream 
of establishing a dictatorship of the intellectuals. To them Mala
parte appears as a new Machiavelli, with a scientific technique 
for capturing power. That Malaparte is at best a clever charla
tan and his book a superficial collection of misinformation is of no 
concern to this group of unemployed intellectuals. Through sheer 
wish-fulfillment they transform Malaparte into a. guide book to 
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power. Thus Malaparte's hodge-podge takes on a social significance 
that is in no way due to the intrinsic value of the book itself. Its im
portance lies in the fact that capitalism is cracking up, and that 
the country swarms with unemployed intellectuals who are look
ing for a way out of the crisis that will provide them with jobs. 

The solution of the crisis, according to such intellectu
als, lies in a fight against the abuses and disequilibrium in
herent in a "democratic" state. What is required are a series of 
controls (the intellectuals' term for a dictatorship) which will 
be operated by the "best people." By this they mean that the crisis 
can be liquidated by establishing a dictatorship of brains; a tech
nocracy or an intellectual aristocracy, depending upon whether 
they write for technical or literary journals. 

Revolution to this kind of intellectual is simply a technical or 
intellectual problem that can be solved with equal success either 
to the right or to the left, only under his leadership. For whether 
he calls himself "leftist" or "fascist" it is typical of this sort of 
intellectual that in all his discussions of social change he never 
mentions the working class except in terms of contempt. This is 
to be expected of a class (If secondary parasites. The privilege of 
being snobs is their principal reward for being the lickspittles 
of the ruling class. 

Malaparte's book has a tremendous appeal for these members 
of the intelligentsia. It is a book on insurrection that reduces 
the problems of revolution and counter-revolution to a matter of 
"technique." It gives the petty bourgeois intellectual a pseudo
scientific basis for his muddled ideas. Secondly, Malaparte as an 
example of a poet and politician comforts the intellectual in his 
belief that in coming events he will playas active a part in politics 
as he has in poetry .. 

However, honest intellectuals must realize that behind Mala
parte's sophistries lies a hidden thesis. It is that every murder of 
a worker which is necessary to the rule of the bourgeoisie is 
esthetic, useful and just. Malaparte is primarily an intellectual 
gangster with the feelings and scruples of a gunman. His 
pathological delight in brutality and murder is evidence that 
capitalism has degenerated to a form of legalized gangsterism. 
His is not the sadism of an individual but the sadism of a class 
gone mad in its desperate efforts to maintain its rule. Fascism 
is "synonomous with the legalized murder of workers. 

The ruling class in America is moving toward an open fascist 
dictatorship in an effort to liquidate the crisis. This is not mere 
speculation. The financial oligarchy that rules America through 
the economic and political dictatorship of finance capital is trans
forming its oblique control, into overt rule by force. The 
machinery of such a dictatorship has already been prepared. A 
committee of twelve (called the Twelve Apostles by Wall Street) 
headed by Owen D. Young can through a network of regional 
committees function as an open "economic" dictatorship, if the 
crisis continues to increase in severity. Then several groups, the 
American Legion, the Blue Shirts of Father Cox, the Khaki 
Shirts, etc. could easily be converted into fascist storm troops. 
Father Cox already has his organization functioning. The Blue 
Shirts behind the disguise of relief for workers terrorize striking 
miners and break up workers meetings. Finally, there is the army 
which displayed its efficiency in "mopping up" the B.E.F. 

The present attempt to rig the Stock Market has gotten out 
of hand. The bubble' will apparently collapse even before the 
presidential election. In the face of an unemployed army that 
may reach a total of 20 million and new low levels in production, 
the bourgeoisie may employ a fascist dictatorship next winter as a 
last resort. The intellectuals of the petty bourgeoisie in the face 
of these events must stop toying with the idea that the problem 
today is one that needs only a magic technique for its final solu
tion. Translated into ordinary words, all such "techniques" whether 
bourgeois or petty bourgeois in origin, always involve the organ
ized murder (officially called executions) of workers. The ques
tion is one of insight and not of moral indignation against the 
status quo. Bourgeois society is inherently anti-social . and is 
rapidly breaking up. The proletariat, the only revolutionary class, 
has in the works of Marx and Lenin a genuine science of revolu
tion and society. And the experience of the Soviet Union has 
demonstrated that the proletarian revolution is the one event 
that will keep mankind from relapsing into barbarism. 

The issue is clear. All classes are being polarized into two 
hostile camps. The petty bourgeoisie must either line up with 
fascist terror, and eventually commit physical as well as intel
lectual suicide, or join the ranks of the revolutionary working 
class of the world and fight for a new world. 

A. B. MagiJ 

Applebaum's Sunday 
Applebaum'e Sunday is a thing of cautions and carpet-slippers. 
In the room sits Applebaum, five feet four. 
Be careful of draughts. In the room, 
Waiting, wrapped in his sweater like a mummy in a tomb, 
sits Applebaum coaxing, begging the heat 
to crawl through the radiator. Every crack, every chink in the floor 
is death's mouth sucking at Applebaum's feet. 
Why no heat? 
Coal is ,tire, coal is power, coal is heat, caressing heat. 
Coal is money, Applebaum. Understand? 
It is Sunday, Applebaum's Sunday. And the la11illord'e. 
All week is a waiting and working for Sunday, all week is an. 

aching for Sunday, 
for oxrpet-slippers, for soft caressing heat like woman's hands 

crawling, crawling over body, into blood and heart and brain 
(Coal is money). 

Applebaum remembers yesterday. 
Yesterday was a red thick neck, waves of fat saying: 
Believe me, Applebaum, it hurts me more than it hurts you. 
But can you blame me? Even Ford can't help ht1rn.self. 
It's the system, Appleb.!lum, the cut-throat competition. 

How many garments did you get out yesterday heh'l 
After sixteen years I know it's tough, but--
You know what Ford says: 
Production, Applebaum, PRODUCTION. 
Of course I realize believe me it hurts me more than it's the system 

even Ford can you blame me CAN YOU BLAME ME. 

The clook ticks in Applebaum's room: 
CAN YOU BLAME ME CAN YOU BLAME ME 
A tlwusand clocks tick in Applebaum's brain. 
Wave.~ of fat quiver: 
PRODUCTION (Applebaum) PRO-DUC-TION 
It is Sunday, Applebaum's Sund.ay. 

All week is a waiting, a slaving and aching for Sunday. 
No work, today is a holiday-Sunday. 
A nd tomorrow will be Sunday 
and tomorrow 
and tomorrow. 
Every day will be Sunday, Applebaum's Sunday (,and the 

landlord's) 
CAN YOU BLAME ME CAN YOU BLAME ME 
Long days 
YES I DO 

empty days ." 
YES I DO YES I DO 

cold, aching, carpet-slippered days 
bursting into flame in Applebaum 
flawne that is heat 
that is power 
power in a thousand Applebaums 
in a million 
POWER 

• 
Due to an error a footnote to Myra Page's story, Homecoming, 

in the July issue was omitted. This story is a section from her 
novel, Gathering Storm, to be published in October by Interna
tional Publishers. The section of the novel published was chosen 
because of its graphic description of the soldier returned home 
after the war. 

Its political references must be related to its time, specially 
in its reference to the United Textile Workers. 
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Can You Hear Their Voices? by Whittaker Chambers. Interna

tional Pamphlet No. 26. 10 cents. 

The publicatiO'n of Whittaker Chambers' excellent stO'ry by In
ternatiO'nal Publishers takes O'n an added and timely significance 
in the light O'f the present strike of the IO'wa farmers. Can You 
Rear Thei1' Voices?, based O'n the stO'rming O'f the tO'wn 
of England, Arkansas, O'n January 3, 1931 by a grO'UP O'f 500 
:farmers determined to' take food frO'm the farm stores fO'r their 
starving families, appeared in the New Masses O'f March, 1931. 
Since then it has been acclaimed bO'th here and abrO'ad as perhaps 
the mO'st mature piece O'f wO'rking class fictiO'n ever written in 
America. 

An AssO'ciated Press dispatch released at the time of the Eng
land episO'de glO'ssed O'ver the class character O'f the sPO'ntaneO'us 
revO'lt; it praised the self-defensive tactics O'f the local Red CrO'ss 
organizatiO'n which, backed against the wall by the desperate de
terminatiO'n and militancy O'f the farmers, was literally forced to' 
authO'rize a distributiO'n ,of fO'O'd. This measure lulled fO'r the time 
being the resentment and anger O'f the farmers, fO'rcing them 
back intO' their previO'us cO'nditiO'ns-cO'nditiO'ns which are now 
beginning to' assume the character O'f mass agrarian revolt. 

Chambers has included in his stO'ry all the elements O'f the 
American farmers' struggles. The revO'lt O'f the PO'O'r farmers, 
led by Jim Wardell, a CO'mmunist, is not a blind O'ne. It is dialec
tically traced, in O'rigin and develO'pment, to' the actual causes O'f 
the miserable cO'nditiO'ns O'f O'ur poO'r farmers and farm-hands. 
The rO'le O'f the banks is accurately grasped and eXPO'sed. The 
dass functiO'n and purpose O'f the Red CrO'ss is presented as well 
as in any O'f O'ur pamphlets O'n the American agrarian questiO'n; 
mainly because the authO'r, unlike mO'st O'f O'ur writers O'f fictiO'n, 
has bO'thered to' acquire a SO'lid backgrO'und, both in theO'ry and 
experience, fO'r his fictiO'nal prO'blem. The entire tie-up O'f IO'cal 
bankers and rich farmers with the state and natiO'nal law-makers 
and militia is fully treated. 

The characters O'f Chambers' stO'ry present prO'blems that CO'm
munist O'rganizers in rural districts will have to' take increasingly 
intO' cO'nsideratiO'n as the crisis fO'rces the farmer to' desperatiO'n 
and to' O'pen spasmO'dic revO'lts. The vacillating, confused and 
cO'mprO'mising element is present in the character O'f Frank 
Frances; the class-cO'nsciO'us, develO'ped CO'mmunist in the persO'n 
O'f Jim Wardell; the SO'lid, sturdy persO'nal basis for all future 
agrarian struggle is shO'wn in the characters O'f mO'st O'f the PO'O'r 
farmers whO' participate in the armed raid O'n the tO'wn stO'res, 
guided by Wardell, fO'r food. Their actiO'ns are based an a native 
cO'urage and O'n an understanding O'f the meaning O'f their struggle 
instilled in them by the very cO'nditiO'ns O'f their impO'verished and 
oppressed lives. And when the stO'ry is O'ver, it is nO't ended 
statically; it is prO'jected beyond the limits O'f the explicit tale 
intO' the develO'pment which the struggle will follO'W in life. 

Jim Wardell sends his twO' yO'ung sO'ns away to' the city befO're 
the arrival O'f the state militia. But he dO'es nO't send them away 
to' fO'rget the struggle. After explaining to' his wife that "O'ut 
there they'll be learning sO'mething. What is there fO'r them here 
-shO'O'ting, lynching? That's O'ur business yet. Theirs is to' learn 
mO're abO'ut CO'mmunism first," Wardell says to' his sO'ns: 

"Tell the cO'mrades what we are dO'ing. Tell them we're O'rgan
izing. Tell them that already there are many O'f us. Tell them 
we've gO't the first farmers here in mO'tiO'n. And make them 
understand that what we need abO've everything else, what we 
must have, is a hectO'graph . . • N O'W gO' alO'ng. I think yO'U can 
hitch; if yO'U can't, be careful O'n the freights. We've gO't nO' use 
fO'r dead men O'r cripples. Come back alive in the spring ..• " 

Earlier in the stO'ry, when Wardell denies he is a sO'cialist, O'ne 
O'f the farmers asks, "What the hell are yO'U then?" 

"'I'm a CO'mmunist.' 
"'What's that?' 
"'Well, just nO'w it means I want free fO'O'd fO'r every farmer 

that can't pay fO'r it, free milk fO'r the babies, free rent, and if 
we can't get free fO'O'd, I'm fO'r gO'ing and taking it'." 

oj: ... ... 

This is but an indicatiO'n O'f the stu11' O'f which Can You Hear 

IIBW MASSBS 
Their Voices? is built. The story itself, written directly, straight
fO'rwardly, eclipses anything that can be written abO'ut it. It is 
the sO'rt O'f fictiO'n whiCil will take its place as a valuable ex
perience fO'r every wO'rker and farmer (and, it might be added, 
every writer in the field O'f revO'lutiO'nary fictiO'n) whO' reads it. 
Aside frO'm its intrinsic excellence as a stO'ry,' it will dO' much to 
establish a backgrO'und fO'r the understanding O'f present and 
future agrarian struggles in An.erica. 

EDWIN ROLFE. 

The American Farmer, by George Anstrom. International Pamph
let, No. 23, 10 cents. 
In the face O'f ever-increasing misery amO'ng the unemplO'yed, 

the exploiters tell the wO'rker that if he dO'es nO't like to starve in 
the cities he can gO' back to' the farm. Henry Ford nO't sO" long 
agO' published a series O'f advertisements declaring that salvation 
lay in a return to small farm prO'ductiO'n. It described in glO'wing 
terms this "way of self-help" as the O'nly alternative to charity. 

GeO'rge AnstrO'm, O'f the Labor Research. Assn., in a new pamph
let The American Farmer, eXPO'ses the viciO'usness O'f this cam
paign, shO'wing thrO'ugh a cO'mprehensive analysis O'f the agrarian 
situatiO'n the complete bankruptcy of American agriculture under 
capitalism. He points out that under the cO'nditions O'f extreme 
explO'itatiO'n that obtain in rural areas, thO'usands O'f farmers, in 
the hO'pe O'f escaping starvatiO'n, are desperately turning cityward 
to swell the numbers O'f urban unemployed. 

While Henry Ford uttered his hypO'critical wO'rds urging a re
turn to the SO'il, thO'usands O'f PO'O'r and even middle farmers were 
being fO'rced 0'11' their land thrO'ugh mortgage fO'reclO'sures or non
payment O'f taxes. A wholesale slaughter took place in Mississippi 
where O'n one day alone 40,000 farms were auctiO'ned 011' by the 
state. Significant in this respect is the fact that the number of 
tenant farmers rO'se to almO'st one-half the total farm population 
in 1930. 

AnstrO'm, whO' has been a farmer himself in several parts O'f the 
United States, shO'WS the same cO'nditiO'ns O'f impoverishment facing 
the PO'O'r farmer throughO'ut the cO'untry. Staggering under a bur
den O'f debt, enslaved to' finance capital thrO'ugh mO'rtgages, and 
dO'ubly explO'ited thrO'ugh excessive prices charged fO'r industrial 
commO'dities, the farmer is tO'ld that he has produced too much 
and is fO'rced to' destroy food while workers in the ci~ies starve. 

In the cO'ttO'nregiO'n, NegrO' and white wO'rkers are subjected 
to' a fO'rm O'f super-explO'itatiO'n by the bankers and the landlO'rds 
whO' practice the semi-feudal system of' share-cropping. Forced 
to buy all their necessaries frO'm the landlO'rd at exorbitant prices, 
the crO'Ppers are pressed intO' increasing indebtedness, frequently 
paying O'ver 60 per cent on lO'ans furnished by local capitalists. 
The landlO'rds' methO'ds of maintaining this system O'f super-exploi
tatiO'n is to' keep the workers disO'rganized by encO'uraging race 
hatred and segregatiO'n, and by emplO'ying the mO'st vicious meas
ures O'f terrO'r and oppression against the Negro labO'ring class. 

In the sO'-called "GO'lden West," where 48 per cent of all farm 
workers are wage slaves, the unemployed starve while thousands 
of PO'unds of fruit are thrown intO' the ocean or left to rO't on the 
trees. CO'mrade Anstrom points out that the ranks of these agri
cultural wO'rkers have so increased that wages have been depressed 
to' practically nO'thing. In sO'me states farm hands can nO'w be 
procured fO'r 50 cents a day; in other regiO'ns they are forced to 
work fO'r nO' mO're than subsistence. 

The treachery of misleaders and PO'litical demagogues has dO'ne 
much to' increase misery in agricultural areas. But the farmers, 
refusing any lO'nger to be foO'led, are nO'w organizing under the 
leadership O'f the United Farmers League. They are turning 
tO'ward the city workers to join them in fighting their way out 
O'f the crisis. 

One O'f the mO'st valuable features of this excellent pamphlet is 
the map which shows clearly the five main "crO'P belts" O'f Amer
ican agriculture. This has been dO'ne here fO'r the first time in 
American revO'lutiO'nary pamphleteering. The text fO'llO'WS the 
same line and describes in successiO'n the CO'ttO'n KingdO'm, Wheat 
States, Irrigated MO'untain and Desert RegiO'ns, Dairy and General 
Farm Area, and the Pacific Fruit RegiO'ns. If the pamphlet did 
nO'thing mO're than make clear the distinctiO'ns between cO'nditiO'ns 
in these variO'us districts it WO'uld be a nO'table cO'ntributiO'n. 

NO' one whO' wants to' be half-way "literate" on the subject of 
agriculture in the United States shO'uld be without this very read
able pamphlet. 

LUCILLE PETTIJOHN 
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From the February Revolution to the October Revolution 1917. 
By A. F. llyt'n-Genevsky. International Publishers, N. Y., 122pp. 
$1.00. 

One of the few military accounts, translated into English, of the 
revolutionary days in Petrograd in 1917 is here given by an officer 
who participated actively in the events which made them historical. 
Alexander Fedorovitch Ilyn-Genevsky was appointed a lieutenant 
in the Reserve Chemical Battalion in Petrograd after being gassed 
and shell-shocked at the front. 

Secretly a member of the Bolshevik Party, in the confusion 
following the February Revolution, he managed for a while to 
perform dual duties which at times assumed an amusing turn. 
He relates with gusto the period when he served simultaneously 
as private secretary to Guchkov, War Minister of the Provisional 
Government and as a member of the editorial board of the Bol
shevik newspaper, "Soldiers' Pravda." He was able to go undis
covered on a party mil!lsion to Helsingfors, a strategic point as the 
base of almost the entire Baltic fleet, to help found a Bolshevik 
organization among the sailors. 

Stirring times followed in Petrograd during July of 1917. Feel
ing was running high among various well-armed regiments sta
tioned there for the overthrow of the Provisional Government, and 
only the utmost persuasion by the Bolshevik military organization 
convinced them that the time was not yet ripe for this. The dis
content of the soldiers at the front was expressed without re
straint in the letters which they wrote to the "Soldiers' Pravda." 
Ilyin-Genevsky devoted a large part of his time to this paper and 
describes in detail the underground life which it led because it 
spread far and wide the soldiers' call for peace and emphasized 
the need for disciplined action to bring the Bolsheviks into power. 
Numerous quotations which Ilyin-Genevsky prints from the corre
spondence columns of the paper show plainly the determination of 
the soldiers themselves to put an end to the tragic mess in which 
they were stewing, if this were not done at home. One militant 
spirit wrote: 

"All the soldiers are longing for peace ... and if it does not 
come soon, we will make it ourselves, and then there will be peace 
for everybody. No, there is not one person, not one who thinks 
of peace, not even the workers' and soldiers' deputies ... They 
have forgotten all about us far away in the damp and cold 
trenches. They had better make peace before winter, if they know 
what's good for them. Otherwise we'll take a hand in this thing 
ourselves." 

Following active participation in street demonstrations and in 
organizational work among the soldiers, Ilyin-Genevsky was 
brought to trial by the officers' committee of his battalion. He was 
not however, arrested, he writes, the officers "apparently fearing 
the rage of the soldiers." Shortly after this his battalion gave 
"good grounds for this fear" by electing him president of the 
battalion's delegate to the Petrograd Soviet. Here he was ap
pointed commissar of his battalion and also of the Reserve Grena
diers, since there was a scarcity of military lTIen to man the 
strategic points. 

The soldiers' threat to take things in their own hands material
ized quickly. At the same time, Ilyin-Genevsky states, they were 
"preserving revolutionary order in the city" and truckloads of 
armed soldiers patrolling the streets, rifles in hand, were a com
mon sight. Once they realized how much depended on them, the 
soldiers straightway assumed the initiative. Ilyin-Genevsky re
lates how one night, after patrols had been stationed at two im
portant bridges to prevent their being raised by the Provisional 
Government, thus cutting the city in two and dividing the Bol
shevik forces, one of the patrols returned to headquarters drag
ging along some heavy objects. 

"Comrade Commissar," the man in charge reported to me. "We 
have lowered the bridge, and to make sure that it will stay down, 
we brought part of the mechanism for raising and lowering the 
bridges. Now they can't raise it." 

This occasion, noteworthy as being "the first time that we had 
acted as an organized military force, opposing the Provisional 
Government," was speedily followed by others, first-hand accounts 
of which are spread through the pages. Ilyin-Genevsky disposes 
in short order of the fantastic tales of Bolshevik brutality toward 
the famous Women's Shock Battalion. He was in charge of them 
after their arrest and testifies that following their release "they 
sent a special delegation to me to thank me for the good and 
comradely treatment which they had received." 

Military men who are used to action and not to the compara-
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tively mild sweep of the pen, find a close affinity in writing their 
memoirs after the fashion of a tank ploughing up chunks of earth. 
The result is a choppy mixture which reads now like a hail of 
dum-dum bullets and now like the monotonous stretch of a regi-· 
mental order. Without making any pretense to literary finish 
this brief account adds a first-hand document to the historical file· 
of those stormy months between February and October 1917 when 
the Provisional Government and Kerensky were turned out and 
the Bolsheviks marched in. The translation, which carries over 
the brevity of statement and staccato expression of the original,. 
,....-ould be improved by the correction of such ungrammatical sen
tences as, "I proposed ..• that a delegation to the commander •.. 
be sent." 

ELLEN MONROE 

What Time Is It? The Story Of Clocks, by M. !lin. Translated' 
from the Russian by Beatrice Kincead. J. B. Lippincott Com
pany. $1.50. 
This is the third book of M. !lin which has been translated from 

the Russian for American children. It is quite as important to· 
the adult literature of this country as New Russia's Primer and: 
Black on White. As in these earlier books, simplicity of style,_ 
clarity of description, a delicate satire and a talent for apt 
similes combine to carry the reader to the end in a state of 
excited interest. 

The story begins with an amusing and almost terrifying pictur& 
of the things that might happen if all watches and clocks were 
to stop to-morrow, and proceeds through a description of the 
invention and functioning of every time-piece known to man 
throughout the ages. Gnomons, klepshydras, sun dials, water 
clocks and on down to the time that comes over the radio at th& 
end of our favorite program. 

The author is a young engineer who, with his brother, Marshak. 
famous poet and story-teller, belongs to a group of writers who 
work together. Their aim is to tell stories of Soviet life and of' 
the general progress of mankind. M.!lin in this book, as in his. 
other work, manages to convey a feeling of the sweep of history 
and the interrelation of forces and things that should be an ex
cellent foundation for dialectic thinking in a child as well as a 
stimulant to the average. adult. 

CAROL DRAKE. 

Banana Gold, by Carleton Beals. Illustrations by Carlos Merida. 
J. B. Lippincott Com;pany, Philadelphia, 1932. $3.00. 
Carleton Beals knows Central America-knows its history, its. 

geography, its ethnology, its politics, economics, and culture. Fur
thermore he knows the course of imperialism in those countries: 
the path of the American Empire being built from Wall Street 
through Washington. 

And uses his knowledge in this book. There are illuminating' 
sketches of the political history of the Central American coun
tries; anecdotes and stories about the Presidents and Dictators. 
and leading officials; facts about the course of American imperial-
ism; sketches of the ethnology, the life and customs of the 
natives-all in all, a thoroughly informative book and an intensely 
interesting one from the first page to the last. 

What does he say of American imperialism? "Theoretically we 
have a set policy in Central America-'no government established 
by force will be permitted'. Actually our policy has been dom
inated by ignorance, oppqrtunism, or self-interest-usually the 
last. N or is self-interest always national self-interest, but the· 
self-interest of special concessionaries, banking houses, large cor
porations, and even the self-interest of diplomatic representatives, 
promoting private deals." (page 123). 

But it is quite a different matter when one comes to consider
the imperialist himself, and it is here that Carleton Beals fails' 
in his analysis. Place this passage from page 294 beside the pas
sage just quoted and the irretrievable gap '(so far as the Liberal 
is concerned) is apparent: "Ironically, there is a curious resem
blance between the thought processes of the American Communist 
and the American Imperialist. Both move in a world of unreality. 
The Imperialist in Nicaragua, Haiti, or the Philippines .can ignore· 
local political realities because he has all the power. The Com
munist ignores American political realities because _ he has no 
power. The Communist is fighting for a cause, the welfare of' 
mankind. The Imperialist is also a crusader, fighting for the im
provement of backward peoples. Both are dogmatic, earnest, sin
cere, sentimental. Both believe in the implantation of an ideal' 
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upon people by force. The apologists who drip greasy platitudes 
to oil the gun-carriages of our target-practice in Latin America 
are often hypocrites and bootlickers or plain racketeers; but our 
financial and political pro-consuls and our marine officers are 
fanatically sincere, imbued with a religious fervor of doing good. 
They are just as sincere as Mr. Thomas or Mr. Foster, and their 
.convictions are just as unshakable. 

"The credo of the Imperialist is simple; he believes that the 
United States represents the final word in human perfection; that 
all Americans are always honest, and that nearly all foreigners 
are devious and dishonest; that all Americans are brave and most 
foreigners cowards. He believes in good roads, sanitation, the 
strict enforcement of law, stability, work, machinery, efficiency 
the punctilious payment of debts, and democracy ... The Imperial
ist at work abroad is muddle-headed but he is fantastically honest; 
the shining aura of the crusade always mantles all his acts." 

A Kipling in prose come to judgment! If these things are so, 
then why the inhuman exploitation known and even connived at 
by the honorable gentlemen? Why, if it is the fault of the situa
tion "in which the colonial administrator finds himself" ("Political 
power is divorced from all organic connection with the politics, 
the government, and the culture 'against which it is exercised"), 
does this same American imperialism so inhumanly exploit the 
workers in the U. S. A. where the situation does not exist? 

The argument simply does not hold together. Carleton Beals 
with his sympathy for the downtrodden, for the beauty and the 
potentialities of the Indian culture, should be able to penetrate 
the sham of the imperialists by gauging its class significance. 
It does not matter how many noble sentiments the consul may 
utter: it is the class significance of the acts he allows or does that 
determines the real significance. And the real fact is that the 
worker and peasant population is inhumanly exploited not only 
by the American imperialists but also by the native bourgeoisie, 
which in turn is either handed crumbs or subjected by the mightier 
foreign imperialism. 

However this book does have value as a source book for little 
known incidents in Central American history and politics, for 
various inside stories, for a vivid and quite well-done picture of 
the life of the Central Americans, for its description, etc. There 
is also the remarkable sketch of how Carleton Beals got to inter
view Sandino, in which Carleton Beals is- the stalwart hero. This 
sketch is overdone in its emphasis on the honesty, integrity, etc., 
of the hero-Beals. 

The facts about the intrigues of the fruit companies; the way 
the consuls work hand in hand with the business interests and 
the government; the way graft is safeguarded; the complexity 
of Central American politics and the part the U. S. A. has played 
in it; the anecdote about the letter Lindbergh received from the 
Association of Nicaraguan Independence urging him not to allow 
his flight to be used "as a cat's paw for imperialistic chestnuts"
all these and many more make this a book well worth reading. 
The Sandino story, except for the emphasis on Beals, is quite 
excellent. And all through the book are very clear, very excellent 
pictures of the Indian population. 

But the book as a whole is written from the point of view I 
have indicated by the use of quotations. Beals dislikes certain 
imperialists and employees of imperialists personally-with Im
perialism as a policy he is evidently in agreement whether tacitly 
or openly it does not matter. This is the stool between which the 
Liberal minded man does fall. He is so broad minded, and he can 
see both sides of a question so well (so he thinks) that neither 
side matters to him. Under a capitalist system what happens is 
that he tacitly gives his support to the capitalist regime with aU 
its terror and exploitation. 

ALEXANDER GREGORY. 

Women Who Work, by Grace Hutchins. Prepared under the direc
tion of the Labor Research Association. International Pamphlets, 
No. 27. 10c. 
Grace Hutchins has done a notable piece of work in getting so 

much pertinent and valuable information in so small a compass. 
This pamphlet embodies the excellent characteristic of. the other 
pamphlets in the International Pamphlets series, now grown to 
quite a respectable number. It is short, pointed, detailed when it 
needs to be, statistical, well-written, and complete. 

The status of the working woman in the U. S. A. today is 
described with constant reference to the actual conditions. The 
pamphlet gains importance from its timeliness-now when the 
working conditions are constantly growing worse and when in-
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creasing numbers of women are unemployed. There is a constant 
discrimination against the elderly woman (and you are "old" to 
most employers after you are thirty; which means that, having 
begun working at about thirteen, you are no longer fresh and 
enthusiastic-as who could be?). Discrimination against the 
married woman (even though her husband may not be working, 
and even though she does not care to keep house), and, of course, 
against the Negro woman. The Negro woman is the most dis
criminated against. When women in general are underpaid in 
comparison to men, and when Negroes generally are underpaid 
in comparison to white workers, then it is clear that under the 
capitalist system the Negro woman occupies an especially unen
viable position. 

Women Who Work gives statistics and actual instances to illus
trate the conditions of which we are all conscious but about which 
too few of us have adequate information fully to realize their 
unbearableness. 

What is the answer to these conditions? Grace Hutchins, after 
she has detailed the actual facts, shows how women-workers are 
finding the solution, the way out through militant struggle under 
t.he leadership of the Unemployed Councils and other fighting 
working class organizations. This is the only solution. 

M. CAMPION. 

Washington Swindle Sheet, by William P. Helm. Albert & Charles 
Boni, 1932. $2.50. . 
This book deals with the way Congressmen spend money from 

the public purse. It details (from official reports) the cost to the 
public of numerous junkets, trips, investigations, etc. It is inter
esting to note that practically all these expenses are properly 
authorized. The title of the book is taken from the unofficial 
name of the official expense account. 

Airplane trips, trips to the South in the winter, to the North 
in summer, houseboats, baby blimps, tips, jobs at $50 a day
scandalous events and details play tag on every page. 

The author tries to give some social significance to the tale of 
these lavish expenditures by relating these luxuries and swindles 
to the starvation and mass misery rampant in the year 1931. But 
what it comes down to in the end is the charge of "waste and 
extravagance in spending public funds by the chosen trustees of 
those funds." The reader is left with the impression that the 
officials have the spirit of Horatio Alger burning in their every 
bosom: the desire to make good, as they calmly appropriate the 
tax payers' money. The calmly possessive manner in which the 
money is accepted as part of the reimbursement for the terrific 
burden they bear is worth remarking. 

The author ends the book with a plea for economy, but he 
addresses the plea to the men who have taken the money year in 
and year out while advocating the necessity for economy and 
passing a new $1,000,000,000 tax bill. 

Such a book is foolish, and is addressed to the petty-bourgeoisie. 
There are millions in graft floating around in Washington right 
now; the officials are receiving their share; every deal is paid 
off-where is the book about this graft and all the rest of the mis
management? And why address an appeal to the' senators? 
Address it to the workers to unite and wipe out this mess! 

Ceux qui ont tue Doumer ... ia verite sur l'affaire Gorgoulov, by 
Henry Franklin-Mt.wqttet. Preface by Paul Vaillant-CouDurier. 
Bureau d'Editions, Paris, 1932. 7 francs 50 centimes (30¢). 
Those who killed Doumer . . . the truth about the Gorgoulov 

affair. The wrapper around the book states: The State within a 
State. And it is all this that the book very fully explains, docu
ments, and proves. This book of 111 pages contains a powerful 
expose of the events leading up to the murder of President Doumer 
and of the ramifications of the counter-revolutionary work of the 
White Guards. 

The author starts with the origination of the White Guards in 
the Bolshevik Revolution, and their career during the period of 
civil war, 1917-1921. During this period the White Guards were 
organized in various of the counter-revolutionary armies and weN 
sustained by aid from abroad. These connections were of value 
when the period of the Civil War was ended and the White Guards 
fled to Europe, Asia, and the U. S. A. Under the aegis of cer
tain states the White Guards were allowed to flourish, so much 
so that the "State within a State" arose in France, particularly, 
and in other countries (Roumania, Manchuria, etc.). In France 
the White Guards receive their educations free in the military 
lyceums, organized their armies, held their manoeuvres and in 
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general disported themselves as if they had been in their own 
country---even to the extent of being able to hold their own courts. 
This book gives the names and addresses of the White Guard 
organizations and their leaders in France. Quotations are offered 
from the official White Guard Annual: "The Russian Imperial 
Army has been able to conserve its cadres and to prepare the 
Russian youth which will fill them out. The Army carried with 
it into exile its flags and it will return into its Fatherland with 
its flags when the time has come." The Annual also says: "thanks 
to the benevolent attitude of the government (France), the high 
command has been able to retain a purely military regime in the 
Army." 

Perhaps these statements sound like boasts, or like blurbs for 
the raising of money from people sympathetic to the dolorous 
sufferings of the emigres, but the book contains more than suf
ficient proof of the. truth of these statements. 

A long chapter is devoted to the strategy and tactics of the 
White Guards. Here is related the facts relative to the trial of 
the technicians, members of the Industrial Party, and of other 
individuals who tried sabotage in the USSR. In the trial of the 
technicians it was definitely proven that large sums of money 
had come from France and that the French General Staff had 
been deeply involved in the plotting. The White Guard .tactics 
have been sabotage, spreading of false rumors, attempts to pro
voke intervention and invasion, acts of terrorism (killing of Soviet 
officials, and shooting of foreign officials on Soviet soil in the 
attempt to implicate the Soviet Union with foreign powers), plot
ting of all brands and qualities. The majority of these attempts 
have been abortive and there was publicly announced in various 
White Guard papers published in Paris a change of policy: the 
new tactic being to have foreign officials shot by alleged Bolsheviks 
on foreign soil, and also including sabotage and vandalism and vari
ous terrorist acts on foreign soil. The shooting of Doumer was part 
of this new tactic. The speed with which Tardieu and the Prefet 
of Police, Chiappe, agreed that Gorgoulov was indeed a Bolshevik, 
and the attempts to cover up all connections and to unveil with 
appropriate ceremonies the newly manufactured connections of 
Gorgoulov with the Soviet Union indicate that the French gov
ernment was implicated in this crime in more ways than one! 
The space is too brief to relate the evidence uncovered, but enough 
has been published even in the bourgeois press abroad to prove 
conclusivly that Gorgoulov was the tool of the unscrupulous White 
Guard international organization and-Franklin Marquet adduces 
enough proof for us to believe this-the French Government! 

As Franklin-Marquet states: "It is much more than a friend
ship between two major states-the French and the White Guard; 
it is overt common action" (my emphasis). We also know the 
overt common action extended to the White Guards in Asia by the 
Japanese and other imperialist powers; we know the relation of 
the Second International to the White Guards; we know that the 
Socialist Party of the U. S. A. at its recent Convention. passed a 
resolution as part of its election program calling for the release 
of all "political prisoners" in the Soviet Union, knowing full well 
that such prisoners have conspired against the social welfare of 
the Workers' State. Today the White Guards and their allies are 
in the vanguard of those leaping to the attack against the Soviet 
Union. 

This Gorgoulov affair focussed sharply and clearly delineated 
the actual preparations being made for war on the Soviet Union. 
This case must be used to expose every hypocritical trick of the 
war-mongers; it must be employed relentlessly against the ene
mies of the Soviet Union. No one, after he has read this book, 
can say that the slogan of Defend the Soviet Union is a cry of 
Wolf! Wolf! No one can say that to raise the slogan for the 
defense of the Soviet Union is provocation-as the liberals and 
pacifists and thousands of otllers have said-for here are the 
actual facts of which the majority of people seem unaware or are 
willing to help hide. 

J'Accuse! by He1tri Barbusse. Bureau d'Ed~tions, 1932. 50 centimes. 

A splendid polemic full of fire and power which is really the 
speech of the judge once the facts related in Franklin-Marquet's' 
book have been adduced as evidence. J' Accuse is implacable--as 
implacable, as relentless; as logical, as courageous, as is Krylenko 
in his famous trials. We must quote from the part called I Accuse 
which ends the powerful and fiery summing up: 

(Barbusse says he is speaking in the name of the vast mass of 
militant workers and in the name of the enormous wave of the 
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revolutionary upsurge) : 
I demand: 
The Arrest of M. Andre Tardieu, head of the government at the 

time of attack; 
The recall and the arrest of the head of police Chiappe who 

came in constant contact with the assassin in the course of his 
duties, who was aware of the threats proffered, who did nothing 
to protect the president of the republic, and who is the man most 
directly responsible for his violent death; 

The arrest of the White Guard leaders the instigators and glo
rifiers of assassinations, the war mongers who have made of 
France their main retreat, and especially Kerensky, Miller, and 
Yablonsky; . 

The institution of an inquiry against Millerand who has delib
erately and systematically attempted to dupe public opinion for 
political purposes by representing Gorgoulov as a Bolshevik; 

The appointment of a special oommission in the Senate and in 
the Chamber to investigate the whole of the causes and effects of 
the assassination of Paul Doumer and the concentrated . activities 
of the White Guardist rabble spreading infection abroad begin
ning with France. 

This is neither a petition nor a supplication. We want the affair 
to be brought into the light of day and, cost what it may, gentle
men, you must want this also. 

ALEXANDER GREGORY. 

Advance en tbe Cultural Front 
Monthly Literary Service, edited by Keene Wallis. Revolutionary 

Writers' Federation, 63 West 15th Street, New Y.ork City. 
August, 1932. 90pp. 35¢ (mimeographed). . 
First the plan, then· the achievement. The plan is to publish 

this monthly service not only for those who desire to read it as a 
magazine, but also to receive subscriptions from revolutionary 
magazines and newspapers. These subscriptions vary in price with 
the type of periodical and the service required, but they entitle 
the subscriber to publish material from the Monthly Literary 
Service. It is, in other words, a revolutionary feature-service. 
This plan in itself is a distinct achievement and raises the revo-
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lutionary cultural development in the U. S. A. to a much higher 
plane than it has reached until now. That the plan has been 
carried through as successfully as it has is still another achieve
ment. 

The formation of a link bet.ween the worker-writer, the revolu
tionary writer, and the press is important; still more important 
is the fact that the writer will now reach a tremendous number 
of workers. The Service will also dispel, because of the element 
.of growth and development it brings to our cultural movement, a 
great deal of the haze that hangs about the understanding of 
what kind of literature we really need for workers. No longer 
.should there be such long and such useless discussions of what 
is proletarian literature. Now there will be an immediate re
sponse from workers to numerous writings, thus telling us what 
the workers need and want. We will be able to go straight to the 
workers. This union of theory and practise (actuality) will have 
a most salutary effect on the practise and theory of revolutionary 
literature in the U. S. A. It is exactly what has been lacking. 
So far our cultural development has proceeded to a great extent 
as if in a vacuum. 

Does this issue (the first published) satisfactorily fulfill this 
iask? In general one can say that all the material deals with 
-some phase of workers' struggles, but that, even though most of 
ihe pieces deal with specific struggles, there is no immediacy: 
ihe immediate struggles are not dealt with in a way making them 
more than historically valuable. It is the element of meaningful
ness, of utility, that gives writing a more than transitory validity. 
'There mU3t be the element of creativeness present in the piece: 
that is, the piece must originate some impulsion to action in the 
reader. Lacking this, the writing is a piece of history, a crystal
lization. Hence, a piece of writing increases in value as its usa
bility increases. It is these characteristics which quite a number 
-of the pieces in the Monthly Literary Service lack. Certain 
<others are not specific enough: they deal with workers' struggles, 
but with the struggle in general. Somehow the mean must be 
struck between these two tendencies and a real art must be created. 

The poetry is bad, on the whole, and this is unfortunate. There 
is a tendency tOV'lard rhetoric, toward violent sentiments entirely 
out of keeping with the actual facts in the poem, and a general 
prosaic quality throughout. The poetry must be improved-and 
:along certain well-defined lines. There must be a number of 
simple short poems which are singable. There must be simple 
poems that can be easily remembered, and these poems must deal 
with actual situations. There must be poems suitable for work
·ers' recitations. The poetry must be popular poetry, not simply 
poetry written for a periodical. 

There is another unfortunate feature: the inclusion of 
too many pieces dealing with European situations. The ex
periences must deal with the U. S. A., with the lives of the 
workers in the shops and at home. Notwithstanding the pre
dominance of Hungarian writers and of foreign-language writers 
there is no story dealing with the attempts of Doak and the De
partment of Justice to terrorize foreign-born workers in the 
U. S_ A.! This indicates the lack of politicalization. 

The fight against imperialist war, for the defense of the Soviet 
Union, the experiences of the veterans in Washington, the Ohio 
-coal strike, the clothing strike here in New York, the furriers' 
strike, the Election Campaign of the Communist Party, the sharp
-ening of the crisis, the growth of the white terror, the lynching 
-.of Negroes-none of these issues are treated specifically. The 
crisis appears generally in some of the stories, but its real sig
nificance, its real effect on workers is not shown. Not only must 
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the Monthly Literary Service politicalize (thus raising to a higher 
level) the struggles and hardships of the workers, but it must 
sound the call to struggle. It must show the militant, organized, 
revolutionary way out. It also must be an organizer of the work
ing class, in its own way. 

An example of almost all these criticisms is Oakley Johnson's 
piece on the Hunger March of nearly a year ago. This account 
has no importance in the Monthly Literary Service. The struggle 
against unemployment and mass-starvation has proceeded apace 
since November 1931, and must be treated in the light of neW 
developments. Furthermore, the piece is merely a reportorial 
sketch-a type of sketch entirely out of place in the Monthly 
Literary Service, in the first place, and much less important, in 
the second place, than a piece containing the actual facts in
tegrated into a militant conclusion looking forward to raising the 
struggle to a higher political level. (As an example: compare 
this piece with North's article on the Communist Party Conven
tion. North's piece is a good example of revolutionary repor
torial work, wherein the facts are integrated into a vast slogan 
for struggle. It is also literature, having the living, dynamic, 
militant, forward-looking qualities necessary). 

Every revolutionary writer in the U. S. A. must lend his sup
port to this project: it is nothing for us to criticize and stay 
away. We must participate in the struggle to make of the 
Monthly Literary Service one real living link between workers and 
writers. We must make of it an actual expression of the work
ers' struggles throughout the U. S. A. A beginning has been 
made; we must aid in its successful continuation. 
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China, by Marc Chadourne. Illustrated by C01Jarrubias. C01Jici
Friede, 1932. $3.00. 

The French original was awarded the Prix Gringoire, which in 
itself attests to the correctness with which the 'Chinese problem' 
is treated within its pages. Chadourne travelled thru China on 
a mission of intellectual rapprochement. He is the man on the 
spot: his book on China appears at a time when French interests 
in China must be safeguarded and spread; his trip took place 
during days of discussion of French Colonial policy; his book 
appears at a time when we know the imperialist powers of the 
world are looking forward to the looting and division of China 
among themselves and the offensive against the Soviet Union with 
Japan as the spear-head. 

The book is written in a vivid, impressionistic style, and is in
teresting. But beneath this sugar he has the pill: the pill of his 
careful, accurate survey of China. He notices not only the customs 
of the people, the amusing incidents, but also the fortifications, 
the strategic positions of cities, the importance of certain rivers, 
etc., and then glides over this by his cynical remarks and joking 
anecdotes. 

His thesis is that the Chinese people are like the Chinese Wall: 
they will always conquer by mere force of numbers and slyness. 
They will in various ways slowly penetrate and make anything 
their own. Every Chinaman contains within himself this wall: 
a wall he has built and ever keeps repaired against the foreigner. 
Furthermore, China is a united whole: true, there is exploitation, 
but basically Chadourne refuses to perceive any class-issues. He 
sees the Chinese wholly united in a common hate of the foreigner, 
be he Japanese or Occidental. (Here is the preparation for a 
united front of foreigners against all China on the ground of 
self-defense!) Furthermore, all China is 'New China'-the 'revo
lutionary' China of the years after the Nationalist Revolution. 
Chadourne sees even the Communist movement and the 80,000,000 
workers and farmers in the Soviets as a part of the Nationalist 
Revolutionary movement, omitting entirely the betrayal of the 
Nationalist Revolution by the Chinese bourgeoisie, and the subse
quent radicalization of the masses. 

Needless to say there is an infinitude of facts he has to omit from 
his account in order to be able to fit all China into his thesis. 
The Canton Commune is dismissed as having left no repercussions 
in China. Speaking of Borodin, for example, he says: "China can 
be conquered neither by force of arms nor by friendship," attempt
ing to make it seems as though all the forces that went to make 
the Canton Commune possible are absolutely bankrupt. He is 
an apologist for the imperialist powers in their attacks against 
the Chinese Communists for he classes the entire movement as 
bandits, led by religious fanatics, or else Moscow-schooled leaders 
whom a fanatically-inclined mass follow. Furthermore, Chinese 
Communism is not Communism: it is a return to an earlier 
Chinese religious faith masquerading under the name of Com
munism. In this atavism lies the real appeal of Communism. 
(How many apologists have said that Communism is a return to 
early Christianity; or that it is nothing but State Socialism, or a 
dictatorship, or what not!) 

Usually he dismisses the Chinese and the revolutionary move
ment with some ironic or satiric remark ( and in this the draw
ings of Covarrubias follow Chadourne's tone): for the Chinese 
he has no respect-they are racketeers or thieves ,or opium
dealers, or fit only to be the slaves tltey are--they are a corrupt 
race suitable only for the white man's exploitation. For the 
Japanese he has respect: they are almost the equal of the white 
man and worth forming alliances with. 
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REGISTER NOW. 

Fall term opens October 3rd. Registration closes 
September 30th. 

WORKERS SCHOOL 
35 EAST 12 STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 

Telephone ALgonquin 4-1199 

Subscribe Now for the 
2!~,~ .. ·'.ilD~eworker .,.~ .• ~ u.s.A. 

50 EAST 13TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

ARTICLES and FEATURES by William Z. Foster, James 
W. Ford, Earl Browder, Robert Dunn, Israel Amter, 
Michael Gold, Whittaker Chambers, Myra Page, Grace 
Hutchins and others. 

DAILY CARTOON BY JACOB BURCK 
NEWS FROM ALL FRONTS of the CLASS STRUGGLE 

Until NOVEMBER 1st the "DAILY WORKER" loffers the 
following premiums FREE with each One Year Sub: 
rOWARD SOVIET AMERICA ....... _ .... By William Z. Foster 
THE SOVIET WORKER ....... _ .... _ ........ _ ..... by Joseph Freeman 
THE LAND WITHOUT UNEMPLOYMENT-

by Ernst Glaeser and F. C.Weiskopf 
With Six·Month Subs: LABOR FACT BOOK, MEMuRIES OF 

LENIN, SOVIET PLANNED ECONOMY, etc. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: One Year $6: Six Months, $3: Two Months 
$1, excepting Boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn, N. Y. 

F'oreign: One Year, $8; Six M'onths, $4.50. 

ACTUALIDAD 
ECONOMICA - POLITICA - SOCIAL 

colaboran en ella destacados escritores de la Argentina y del exterior, 
corresponsales obreros y campesinos. 

Es la revista de los escribores proletarios de habla espanola de mayor 
circulacion en toda la America Latina. 

A.parece quincenalmente con una informacion completa del movimiento 
social americana y europeo, articulos litearios y Is mejor representa· 

cion del movimiento proletario de la Argentina 

SUBSCRIPCION: $5.00 por ano. - $0.20 el ei. 

ACTUALIDAD 
San Martiru 345-Buenos Aires-Rep. Argentina 



This is what the workers 
have done and own! 

TRIP All Expenses Paid 

TO THE 

MANY OTHER PRIZES 
Spend May Day in Moscow 

Think of it! Through cooperation with the NEW MASSES it is possible for you 
to win a trip to the Soviet Union-with all expenses paid! YOU may leave New 
York on one of the largest, most comfortable of steamers. YOU may spend days 
in travel throughout the width and breadth of the USSR. See Dnieprostroy, Lenin
grad, Kharkov, Magnitogorsk, Stalinsk, Nizhni-Novgorod, Stalingrad, and finally 
Moscow on May Day! in the RED SQUARE! 

See the vast panorama of socialist construction with your own eyes, see whole new 
socialist cities arising as if by magic; see the greatest engineering projects in 

all the history of the world. See the wonderful modern workers' homes, the collective 
farms, the great Turksib railway, the lands of the national minorities. Visit 

the land without unemployment, the land where history is 
unfolding in swiftest tempo. And as a fitting climax, 
May Day in Moscow, the most thrilling, memorable sight. 

See the building of Socialism with your own eyes! See 
the living answer to the lies about the Soivet Union 

with your own eyes. 

See Everything FREE 
You want a trip to the Soviet Union free. 

You can get it-the NEW MASSES announces 
a great subscription drive, a campaign to bring this 

organ of proletarian culture to the attention of the 
thousands we have never reached. You can get subJicriptions

getting subscriptions for the NEW MASSES is not work. And 
every subscription you get helps to build the NEW MASSES and 

the revolutionary culture it represents. The first prize in this contest 
is the free trip to the USSR! And there are many more prizes besides. 

And on top of that you will be well repaid for every subscription you sell. 

Otlaer Prizes You May Win 
There are many other prizes, 82 in all. For the second 
prize we offer a two weeks vacation at a wo~kers' .ca~p 
with all expenses paid or its equivalent. ThIrd prize IS 
the collected works of Lenin. Fourth prize, a year's sub-

scription to Soviet Travel 
Magazine, a beautiful pe-
riodical printed in the So
viet Union. There are 
three fifth prizes, each an 
original drawing by such 
well known artists as 
Burck, Quirt, Gellert, 
Gropper, etc. all suitable 
for framing; five sixth 
prizes, each a copy of 
Joseph Freeman's "The 
Soviet 'Vorker," or "To
ward Soviet America" by 
Wm. Z. Foster (choice); 
ten seventh prizes, each a 

SOVIET UNION! 
EARN MONEY BESIDES 
a striking political poster from abroad-Soviet, German, J apa
nese, etc.; ten eighth prizes, each a copy of "Teachings of Karl 
Marx" by Lenin. And there are fifty tenth prizes, each a repro
duction suitable for framing of Gellert's famous drawing of Lenin 
addressing the workers, each copy signed by the artist! And you 
get paid in cash for every subscription besides! 

Start at Once 
Hurry! Start the ball rolling. Send in your first batch of subs 
today. Determine that you will win this trip to the Soviet Union. 
The contest starts at once and ends on March 1st, 1933. No subscription order bear
ing a postmark later than March 1st, 1933 will be allowed to count. Each year sub 
will count a full point; a six month sub will count one-half point. To the person 
with the largest number of points we will award the first prize; for the next greatest 
number the second pJ7ize, etc. In case of a tie both winning parties will receive the 
full prize. 

The majesty of a workers' government! 

You WiD Find it 
Very Easy 

It's easy to get new subscribers for NEW 

MASSES. You'll be surprised how many 

sympathetic friends and comrades you 

know who ought to be taking the NEW 

MASSES, but who just didn't get around 

to it. Show them the magazine. Point 

out the remarkable cartoons in every issue, 

the much discussed articles, the contribu

tions of such well known writers as Dreiser, 

Sherwood Anderson, Waldo Frank, Michael 

Gold, Dos Passos, Romain Rolland, Upton 

Sinclair, Joseph Freeman, and others. Show 

them that the NEW MASSES offers read

ing matter not to be found elsewhere. 

And • YOU Get Paid 
Handsomely Besides! 

The subscription price is $1.50 a 
year; 75¢ for six months; $1.00 for 
eight months. On the year sub you 
send us $1.00-and keep the 50¢ for 

yourself. On the six months sub you 
keep 25¢; on the eight months sub 
you keep 35¢. 

To get started right away use the 
two blanks printed below. Send at 
once for a supply of blanks. See 
everyone. Pass up nobody. Earn a 
lot of extra money quickly, easily, 
and win a valuable prize besides. 
The names and standings of contest
ants will be published every mont:Q. 
Will your name hood the list? 

These are 
workers! 

. ..•••..•..... ~ ............................. . 

Date: .................................................... ;. 

Subscriber's 
Vame ......... . 

"lddress ............ _ ....... _ ........................................................ -

1 year 0; 6 months 0; 8 months 0 

Subscriber's 
Vame ... 

4.ddress 

1 year 0; 6 months 0; 8 months 0 

Collector: 
N u,me & City ............................................................ -



SOVIET UNION! 
EARN MONEY BESIDES 
a striking political poster from abroad-Soviet, German, Japa
nese, etc.; ten eighth prizes, each a copy of "Teachings of Karl 
Marx" by Lenin. And there are fifty tenth prizes, each a repro
duction suitable for framing of Gellert's famous drawing of Lenin 
addressing the workers, each copy signed by the artist! And you 
get paid in cash for every subscription besides! 

Start at Once 
Hurry! Start the ball rolling. Send in your first batch of subs 
today. Determine that you will win this trip to the Soviet Union. 
The contest starts at once and ends on March 1st, 1933. No subscription order bear
ing a postmark later than March 1st, 1933 will be allowed to count. Each year sub 
will count a full point; a six month sub will count one-half point. To the person 
with the largest number of points we will award the first prize; for the next greatest 
number the second pt'ize, etc. In case of a tie both winning parties will receive the 
full prize. 

The majesty of a workers' go vernment! 

These are 
workers! 



Our Book Service 
-The Best Book in English On The 

Subject-

THE SOVIET WORKER 
by Joseph Freeman 

Concise, systematic, graphic, complete 
-this book tells what the dictatorship 
of the proletariat means to the Soviet 
workers in terms of their living and 
working conditions. 

American workers mnst know what 
their brother-workers are doing and 
what part they play in a workers' state . 
American workers must know what they 
too can have. 

Joseph Freeman gives a comprehen
sive account of the Soviet Labor Laws, 
the Trade Unions, of wages, hours, so
cial insurance health regulation, hom:
ing and municipal services, of he coop
eratives, the new Socialist cities, the po
sition of women, children, the family, 
and of the workers of the minor national
ities, of the training of workers, the plan
ning of labor-power, the social, political, 
and cultural achievements of the Soviet 
workers in a vivid, interesting, and vig
orous manner. 

The Russian Revolution is successful 
only in proportion to the gains of the 
workers. In this book the econQmic, so
cial, and cultural gains are given in de
tail by comprehensive treatment of life 
in the factory, in the mines, on the land, 
in the office, in the school, and at home. 

This is an authoritative book, killing 
the lies now widespread. The vast com
plexity of the Soviet Union can be known 
only thru the aid of this book. Popular 
edition (International Publishers) at a 
reduced price ........................................ $1.50 

SOVIET UNION 
THE FIVE YEAR PLAN IN FOUR 

YEARS! 

Forward to the Second Five Year Plan 
of Socialist Construction! 25¢ 

The Second Five Year Plan-V. M. 
Molotov. 25¢ 

The Success of the Five Year Plan
V. M. M1olotov. $1.25. 

The Five Year Plan of the Soviet Union 
-G. T. Grinko $2.00. 

The Five Year Plan in Agriculture-Y. 
A. Yakovlev. $1.50. 

The Soviets Conquer Wheat-Anna 
Louis Strong. $2.50. 

The Fight for Steel-No Mikhailov. 1O¢ 
New Russia's Primer-M. Ilin. $1.50. 

For the FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY 
OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION! 
Illustrated History of the Russian Revo
lution. Vol. i, $2.75; vol. ii, $4.00. 

Ten Days That Shook tthe World-·John 
Reed. $1.50. 

The Road to October-Joseph Stalin. 
$1.50. 

History of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union-E. Yaroslavsky. $2.50. 

From February to October-Ilyin Gen
evsky. $1.00 
February, 1917-Tarasov Rodionov: $1.50 
Read Lenin's Analysis of the February-

October Period in the new set of 
Pamphlets added to the Little Lenin 
Library. 
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LENIN'S WRITINGS 
In The LITTLE LENIN LIBRARY-

The Teachings of Karl Marx .................... 15¢ 
The War and the Second International .... 20¢ 
Socialism and War ........................................ 15¢ 
What Is To Be Done? .................................... 50¢ 
The Paris Commune ........................................ 20¢ 
The Revolution of 1905 .................................... 2O¢ 
On Religion ...................................................... 20¢ 

The WORKS 
in 6 big volumes in a popular 
edition at $9.25-half the 
usual price I 
The Imperialist War 
The Revolution of 1917 (2 

vols.) 
The Iskra Period (2 vols.). 
Materialism and Empirio

Criticism. 
order now 

LENIN ON THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION! 

The rapid development of the Russian Revolution of 1917 from the over
throw of tsardom in February to the seizure of power by the workers in Octo
ber-a new series of pamphlets being issued in celebration of the 15th Anniver
sary of the Bolshevik Revolution in the LITTLE LENIN LIBRARY-

Letters from Afar .............................................................................................................. 15¢ 
The Tasks of the Proletariat in Our Revolution .................................................... 15¢ 
The April Conference ....................................................................................................... 2O¢ 
The Threatening Catastrophe and How To Fight It ............................... , .......... 2O¢ 
Will the Bolsheviks Retain State Power? .................................................................. 15¢ 
On the Eve of October .................................................................................................. 20¢ 

MARXIST STUDY COURSES-AUTHORITATIVE 

the study of Marxism is now possible to every worker in a systematically 
arranged series of lessons. Two courses out of four are now being published. 
Political Economy-complete in twelve lessonss-alreadv published: 1) Marxist 
Theory of Value; 2) and 3) Capital and Surplus Value; '4) Wages and Accumu
lation of Capital • 

History of the Working Class-complete in twelve lessons-already pub
lished: 1) The Great French Revolution; 2) The Industrial Revolution in Eng
land and Chartism; 3) The Revolution of 1848 in France and Germany; 4) The 
First International and the Paris Commune. -Each Lesson, 15¢ 

COMMUNIST PARTY ELECTION CAMPAIGN PAMPHLETS 

3 Cents Each; 15 for 20 Cents. (Postpaid). 

READ AND DISTRIBUTE 

the entire program of the Communist- Party for rallying workers and fa~ 
COMMUNIST ELECTION PLATFORM. 
WHO ARE THE FRIENDS OF THE NEGRO PEOPLE? Clarence Hatha
way's speech nominating James W. Ford, a Negro, for Vice-President on the 
Communist ticket. 
FOSTER AND FORD FOR FOOD AND FREEDOM-tthe acceptance speech 
of the two candidates of the Communist Party in the Presidential election. 
THE FIGHT FOR BREAD-Earl Browder's keynote speech reviewing the po
sition of the working class and showing the Communist way out. 

NEW MASSES BOOK SERVICE 
63 West 15 Street, New York City. 

I enclose $ ...................... for the following books: 

.... ----_._-_ ... -_ ..... _-_ .. --------_ .... -_ ........... --_ ... -........... -_. __ ... _-.. -._ .................................... -.. -_ ..... -_ .... . 

. ....................... -........... _ ........ -..................... ---.... -... __ .. __ ...... _ ....... __ .... -_._._ ..... -_ ... _ ........... --_ ..... _ .............. .. 

••••••• _ ...................... _ •••••• _ ............ u .............................. _ •• _ ........................................................ .. 

., ................................. _- .... -..................................................................................................... -......• 

..................................... _ ............ _ ............................. _ ................................................................... .. 

........................................................ -..................................... --_ ........... -..................................... . 

NAME: ........................................................................ , ......................................... .. 

ADD RESS: ................................................................................................................ .. 
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